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BURRILL NATIONAL
BANK, of Ellsworth

Probate notice—Joeian O Bunker et als.
Exec notice—Clara B Lufkin.
v‘
-Orrin W Tripp.
Admr notice -Kst K Prank Kellogg.
Minta Blaisdell.
•*
•»
George O Bunker.
**
Frank W Rollins.
—

—

SCHEDULE OP MAILS
AT ELLSWORTH POrrOPriCB.

effect Sept. US, 1913.
MAILS SICIIVSO.

m.

MAIL CLOSBS AT POSTOPP1CB

Goisro Wast-10.30,
Goiho East—6.46 a

11 JO a m;
m;

3.46, 8

8.15,0 p

m.

pm.

Arrives 8.11 a m; leaves for west,
4.50 p m. No Sunday mail aftes Nov. 80.
Registered mail should be at postofBce half
an hour before mail closes.
WEATHER
For Week

IN

Ending

at

Midnight Tuesday,

November 11, 1913.
[From observations taken at the power
station of the Bar Harbor & Union River
Power Co., in Ellsworth.
Precipitation is
given in inches for the
hours
ending at midnight; snowfall is, of course,
reduced‘to water.]
Weather
Precipcondition*
itatiou
Teraperature

twenty-four

$5,000,000 Resources.

At this harvest time of the year, you must appreciate m ire than
ever ihe necessity ami convenience of having a hank account.

And if "figures count” with you, this hank, wl h over *5,000,000
urces. will get your business,
re
Let us tell you about our
simple by-mail banking system.

4am

Wed
Thurs
Fri
Sat
Ban
Mon
Tues

83—
39—
»444—

51—
54—
42-

12 m
89535285—
59—
54—
43-

forenoon afternoon
fair
fair
fair
fair
fair
fog, fair
fog. fair fog, fair
rain
cloudy
rain
cloudy
fair
fair

evening.

Charles

PANuOk Mt,

oi-ti iu«s

MAfniAs

or.xTt.a

G. Royal is ill of pneumonia.

L

Harry ixiwell, of Portland, spent
week-end

with

his

father,

George

the
K.

Lowell.

Get on the Safe Side of the Fence,
Before it is too Late

Mrs. E. E. Springer is visiting her
brothers in Northeast Harbor and Southwest Harbor.
The ladies' aid society of the Baptist
church will serve supper at the vestry
next Wednesday evening.

.:mi*tmtnt*.

M

|

E Safety-Service i

[gj

The only two factors worth considering In
for the transaction of your business.

jstl

The

laj

jiO

Goods Delivered
Jb»vt
ro«d« arrange m*m. with
w*lur A. Boneey, who will be
connected with my (tore, and the
brlirrry of gooda will be resumed

•l ones.

Fresh Supply of Goods just
Received.
fob Country Preface

Specialty.
E. L. SMITH,
w
We*t
end of bridge,

a

Ellsworth

Sacrifice Sale
of Second-hand Carriages
1 Rubber-tired Surrey,

painted

canopy

tired

1 Steel
Surrey, natural wood.
1 Steel-tired Surrey, painted.
1 a-se.it, 7-pass. Ruck board, nat. wood.
5
1
.
14“ 11
1 Painted Cutunder Surrey,
l Natural Wood Rumble.

pi
1=
p;

TekpItOM, 7 3

MCfURrFRAMING

customer’s

own

figures.

Work—

"“Prompt

°*ders will be completed
THE DAY GIVEN.

to Line ef

These few carriages are left of
the late MENRi E. DAVIS'
stock, and will be sold at the

MmmIrki

Up-to-date

HOOPER’S STUDIO.
/

Harriot E. Davis, Administrator.

DANCING SCHOOL

of the

will met at the home

The opening of a series of dancing asEmilie
semblies announced by Mias
Yonng for last evening at Society hall, has
been postponed to Tuesday evening of
next week, on account of the illness of
Miss Yoong.
Tbe love

feast and communion in tbe

Methodist church last Hundey was well
SOOIBTV HALL
attended notwithstanding the inclement
latest steps to round dancing taught.
weather. Some new voices wen heard.
Private leeaone given.
Instructions else given on Violin end Next Sunday Misa Baker, district evangesU brsss instruments.
list, will preach morning and evening.
Mias
Baker Is a very
interesting
C. EL.

Monaghan

|0U

Our directors are
men interested in the affairs of these counties.
Their aim is to
stimulate and assist in the business interests of Hancock and
Washington counties. It is a home bank intended to stimulate
home industries and home enterprises. We are interested in
every corporation, mercantile firm and individual. Aa our busine"s increases every year, it is proof sufficient of the
satisfactory
service we render. If you are not a customer already, we invite
you to become

1"

J=i
[Si
[KJ

(SI
fpjj

one.

Union Trust

|

Company of Ellsworth, Me.

“Look

oeuaior naie nose company win award
prizes (or tho handsomest costume and
the funniest costume at its masquerade

much

The

some

scene

of the

is laid

in

1880,

more

spending. No matter how
goes out, you will always be

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

Established 873.

and

have been committed to the chilhome at Augusta by Judge Hall, of

dren’s
the Ellsworth municipal court, on complaint of Mrs. Julia A. Chatto, agent for
the prevention of cruelty to children.
Irene chapter, O. E. 8., received an offlcial visit of inspection from Mrs. Lena

organization

of

C. I. Welch

was

school. Mrs.
acting superintendent, Miss Alice Garland secretary and
treasurer, and Mrs. C. E. Alexander, li-

old-time songs.

Leslie K. Murch, aged fourteen, and
Charles H. Murch, aged twelve, of Ells-

worth,

if

HANCOCK CO. SAVINGS BANK

way-back ball on
10.
The entertainment will consist of an original sketch
by Hoy C. Haines, entitled, “Midnight
works in

in,

poor.”
Start a Savings Account Now and Let the Interest Help You.

on
Thanksgiving eve, Nov. 28.
Monaghan’s orchestra will furnish music.
Hollis E. Davis, C. 8. Johnston and G. E.
Pierson are floor-managers.
The Dirigo club is planning for a musi-

Scandal.”

most to your

comes

brarian.

Among

Sunday

a

chosen

those

who volunteered

I

j
j

their services as teachers were Mrs. E. C.
Osgood, Mrs. Lyndon McGown, Mrs,
Helene
Elizabeth
Hatheway, Misses
Belcher, Helen Adams, Susie Jordan*
Bernice Eldridge, Mabel
Lord, Jessie
Morang, Olga Peterson and Erva Giles. A
meeting will be held with Mrs. Hatheway
Thursday evening, to complete organization.

<

the exemplification of
the first degree.
Ths roll was called in the order of the
of
the
constitution. Of the charsigning
ter members who signed the constitution
thirty-on*} years ago last March, three
were present.
John P. Eldridge was the
first in order and the first to respond at
roll-call.
He was followed by Frank E.
Gray and David Friend. There are several
other charter members of the lodge still
on the rolls, but they were not present
Friday evening. Music was furnished by

Dean,

serpentine

Unitarian church
of Mra. A. F. Greely
Friday afternoon at 2.30 o’clock, for the
purpose of reorganizing the alliance. All
women interested in tbe work are invited.
women

p;

Washington comities to do business with.

Thomas M. Dean, a brother of John B.
of Ellsworth, died at his home in
Orono Tuesday of last week, aged sixtyheld at 7 o’clock Friday evenings, instead
six >cars. Hu was a veteran of the Civil
of 7.30.
war, serving throughout his enlistment in an orchestra.
w
ill meet in the parlor
The W. C. T. U.
tho 12th Maine regiment.
Besides the j
Mrs. Celia A. Yorke, of Ellsworth, on
of the Baptist church Friday afternoon,
brother in Ellsworth, he leaves one other
| Monday celebrated her ei^ntieth birthday
at 2.30.
All members are requested to
of
brother—Samuel,
California, and two 1
at her home.
Rev. T. S. Ross and wife
be present.
sisters—Mrs. Alice Goodsoe, of WinterA
Rev. T. 8. Ross will attend the minis-, port, and Mrs. Jessie Moore, of Minne- and Abbie W. Staples were guests.
delicious dinner was prepared and served
terial meeting and dedication of the new apolis, Minn. ^
by Mrs. Yorke. Mrs. Yorke has been a
Methodist church at Cutter, next Sunday,
ine current issue oi tne Maine Law Rewidow for twenty-two years.
Of four
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday.
view contains an article on “Constitutional
children, two are living—W. W. Yorke,
James L. Cook and wife have gone to Interpretation”, by former Chief-Justice
who has remained at home and who
New Bedford to spend the winter with L. A. Emery. The legal fraternity of Maine
is devoted
to
his mother, and one
their son, Louis D. Cook. They will visit recongnizcs Judge Emery as the
leading (laughter, who resides in Massachusetts.
in Brewer and Brunswick on their way.
authority of the State on this subject, and Notwithstanding her age, Mrs. Yorke reMrs. Jane Cousins, w ho has spent the the article therefore attracts wide atten- tains most of her faculties. When a child
tion. A press communication
from the she
summer at the home of her sou, William
learned forty hymns, most of which
editors of the Review says ex-President
S. Cousins, in Ellsworth, has gone to Banshe can repeat at the present time. She
has
Taft
written
fora
her
son
of
the
the
winter
with
to
copy
paper, is optimistic, and a firm believer in the
spend
gor
thus indicating the interest taken by him
Charles.
Christian religion, in which she finds
in the article.
Friends of Mr. and Mra. Arthur U.
much comfort in the declining years of
The first moose of the season in Ells- her life.
Tucker, of Augusta, extend congratulaworth was brought in last Saturday by
tions on the birth of a son, born Oct. 31.
Rev. Sydney 8. Booth, who has just been
Mra. Tucker was Misa Greta Hodgkins, Seiden Smith, of Egypt, and sold on the appointed
pastor-at-Urge of the Hancock
street. It was an old bull, with a good
formerly of tbis city.
County Unitarian conference, delivered
his first sermon in his new charge last
Mrs. E. G. Fifleld has gone to Batb, bead. Mr. Smith and his brother-in-law
Samuel Savage, were hunting on the
where she expects to spend the winter
Sunday morning, at the church in Ellsburnt land near the west branch of Egypt worth. He made a
with her daughter, Mrs. Charles Grows.
most favorable impresstream.
Coming around a bluff, they sion upon all who heard him. To serve as
Mr. FiHeld was called to Batb Mouday by
came
four
moose—two an introduction
suddenly
wife.
ypon
of
his
illness
the
to the people of Ellsbulls and two cows—lined up in a row and worth and of
Mr. Booth's parish, which
Ellsworth friends of Percy E. Higgins,
at them.
botb includes Bar
looking
They
dropped
Harbor and practically all
of Limestone, extend congratulations on
bulls writhin twenty feet of each other.
the southeastern
section
of Hancock
bis marriage. Tbe bride was Miss Hattie
Up at North Ellsworth tbia afternoon a county, The American elsewhere prints,
Boulier, of Limestone. They wsre married
lot of Ellsw orth’s crack rifle shots, and practically in full, his initial sermon.
at Caribou on Wednesday last.
otherwise, are popping away at a target to Mr. Booth visited Bar Harbor yesterday,
There was a good attendance at tbe play
see which
aide pays for the chicken to arrange for regular services there.
and dance given by the senior class of tbe
for the crowd, to be served atS Owing to train arrangements, he will
Ellsworth high school last Friday even- suppers
o’clock. It is the annual shooting-match preach at Bar Harbor the next three Suning. The college farce, “Lost: A Chapeof Nicolin grange, originally planned to day mornings, and at Ellsworth at 7.30 in
rone," was admirably presented.
be held In connection with the annual the evening. Next week he plans to visit
new
of
of
cases
scarlet
fever
in
Humors
bazaar, but postponed on account of rain, Sullivan, Winter Harbor and Prospect
on
Grant street have rhis evening there will be a mask bail at Harbor.
the Webber family
Mr. Booth has an office and
board
of health, Nicolin grange hall, with music by Mona- study in the Peters block.
been investigated by the
and Dr. Woodruff reports to-day that he ghan. Supper will be served during the
The automobile of E. 8. Clark, of Bar
find# no indications of scarlet fever.
Intermission of the dance.
Harbor, did a tango or
dance
Tbe

g
ssi

lodge officers.

winter.

Hunt up your okt rubber, take it to Marcher’s store and get a one-yar guaranteed outfit
at the price of a cheap one.

S

protective capital for depositors'of over $300,000 with reof over $1,600,000 provides both safety and service of the
highest standard.
This is a convenient bank for the people of Hancock ana

IffiJ

Tuesday evening.
Several members of Nokomis plan to go to
Bangor Friday evening of this week,
where they will be guests of Excelsior
lodge, which will also entertain the grand

Miss Ella M. Hawkes is at home for a in the school, the prospects are bright
visit from the hospital in Portland, ; this year for a fast team. Last year, it
where she is taking a training coarse for will be remembered, with a green team,
| after a series of defeats
at the opening of
nurses.
the season, the boys developed rapidly,
who
has
the
Mrs. F. C. Burrill,
spent
aud at the close of the season \tfere more
summer in Ellsworth and at her Shady
than holding their ow n with heavier aud
Nook cottage, has gone to Portland for the
older teams.

or more.

a

A

[g|
S=H
15]
n=q

will be held next

short

We are buying ail the old Water
Bottles and Fountain Syringes in
Ellsworth. 50c for your old bottle or syringe towards any Water
Bottle or Fountain Syringe at81.50

of Ellsworth with

sources

The United States civil service commission announces that the annual first-grade
ind third-grade examinations for the field
service at Ellsworth will be held February
r, 1914, for clerical and aub-cierical positions in the various field branches of the
federal service, except the poet-office service, outside of Washington, D. C. Application form 1371 and book of information, form 1372, may be obtained from the
local secratary at the Ellsworth postoffice, or the district secretary, postoffice
building, Boston. Applications must be
lied with the district secretary on or before January 2,1914.
After the morning service at the Unitarian church last Sunday a meeting was
bald to take the preliminary steps for the

Ellsworth yesterday afternoon. The
standing in front of the Hancock
house, headed west, when the driver
opened up and started to whirl around to
cross the bridge.
He whirled, ail right,
at about thirty miles an hour.
The machine struck the curb in front of Odd
Fellows hall, and caromed back into the
street.
The driver,
about this time,
in

oar was

MONEY

evidently lost his head. Two-thirds of
the way diagonally rcross the street, the
ear swerved sharply again and headed for
the sidewalk just west of the Morang
garage, still going twenty or thirty miles
an hour.
Not liking the prospect of the
fifteen-foot drop just across the sidewalk,
Mr Clark, who was in the back seat,
made a flying leap over the side of the
car, landing safely on his feet.
Two
ladies passing along the sidewalk had the
of their lives.

scare

make

plunge.

the

the

car

didn't

forward

wheel

But
A

and buckled under the
car.
The car swerved back into the Btreet
and stopped. Nobody hurt; twisted axle;
car insured.
struck tha curb

Insurance, Real Estate.

Until further notice, the weekly prayermeetings at the Baptist church will be

Us

bank

*100,000
*100,000
Stockholders* Liabilities, *100,000

S

Insure with companies that are reliable.
Insure with companies that are safe and sound.
Mrs. P. B. Russell has returned home,
N. Lynam, of Bar Harbor, district deputy
Insure with companies that pay losses immed after an extended visit among relatives
grand matron, last Friday evening. There
in
Massachusetts.
and
friends
ately.
was
a
good attendance.
Supper was
Insure with only the l>est compnn!es~and the
Mrs. Augusta Wiswell, who has been se- served at 6.30 o’clock, followed by inThe annual roll-call of Lojok lodge, 1. O.
best companies are bandied by
riously ill at her home on Slate street, is spection and exemplification of degree
O. F., last Friday evening,was an enjoyable
somewhat improved in health.
work.
and memorable occasion. Something like
The Knights of Philip H. Sheridan
The high school basket-ball team has 150 Odd
Fellows were present during the
of
a
card
council, K.
started in practice for the season.
C., enjoyed
pleasant
With
evening. A fine supper was served at 6.30
party and social last Wednesday evening. the boys making up last year’s team still o'clock. This was followed
by roll-call and

C. W. & F. L. MASON,

a

.al of
S ..rplus and Profits,

Kaj'mond Lang, of Bangor, will occupy
pulpit of th*» Baptist church Sunday
morning and evening, and preach at Sor- [Gfl
,7=
ry in the afternoon, in the absence of the lifll
pastor, Hev. P. A. A. Kitlam, who will be [j=j
on
a
missionary crip in Washington pi

lodge

UNION rtUST COMPANY

selecting

C

cal entertainment and

Mrs. M. 8. Dodge, of Bearsport, is visiting her sister, Mrs. John H. Leland.

)"!!£ iZJZSHSl*V£ZoS?™]

j

Wednesday evening, Dec.

EASTERN”TRUSTtt BANKING COMPANY

>5

ber will

ball

.91
JM

*"

speake r,

and it Is hoped that a large numbe present. Prayer meeting has
been changed from Friday to Thursday

\^T

r

N?

t. c

county.
A regular meeting of Nokomis Rebekah

ELLSWORTH.

>▼

‘>13.

the

Sundays:

Over

^

FTEKNOON, NOV KM BE

P. H. Shea, who has vacated the store on
Franklin street which will be occupied by
the American Express Co. after December
1, has moved his tailoring shop to rooms
on the second floor of the Mason block,
over the live and ten,-cent store.
The Ellsworth festival chorus will meet
for rehearsal Friday evening at 8 o’clock,
at the Baptist vestry,
where rehearsals
wifi be held her after, Immediately following the weekly prayer-meetings. Hev.
P. A. A. KiUam wiU direct the chorus.

’*

Prom West—743 a m; 444, 8.26 p m.
Prom Bast—11.08.11.67 am; 5 47, 10.32 p

X*'

There will be a business and social
meeting of the Calendar society at the
Methodist church parlors next Wednesday evening, Nov. 19, at 7.30. All members are requested to be present; outsiders
invited.

\ Hols—Bakery.
Maine Central R R time-table.
Century Boot Shop.
Hooper's Studio— Picture Framing.
William 8 Whiting—Insurance.
A K Crabtree-Motorcycle.

In

V

^

Harriet 0 Davie Admx—Carriages.
J A Haynes—Groceries.

acconnt at the

m

«iu

\7

NT

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS Tills WEEK.

in.n't run around paying your bills in currency when 1you can
» check.
ju*( a* w«H *®nd
No trouble about making change when you pay hy check.
Xo dispute can ever arise about a payment mate by check The
hank, after cashing it, hands it back to you, making an indisputable receipt.
Xo danger of losing money or being robbed of it when 3you put
1
jt in the bank and pay by check.
l.ess temptation to spend it if It’s in the bank instead of in
your pocket.
You’re money ahead and lea re worry behind when you hare a

checking

'T

LOCAL AFFAIRS.

Check

a

•

4#

ELLSWORTH, MAINE, WEDNESD

_

anDmiitmrmt

Send

AAA

,

KAINKA1.L. OF OCTOBER.
Far

Above Normal— Largest for Any
Past Three ^ears.

Month In

Last month will go on record as remarkonly for dull days and fog, but

able not

for actual wetness, measured not> in number of rainy days, but in rainfall by
inches.
At the Ellsworth power station of the
Bar Harbor & Union River Power Co., a
record is

j

j

kept by

a

standard

rain-guage,

showing the rainfall for each twenty-four
hours ending at
Allon P.
midnight.
Royal, who is employed at the station, has
kept in neat tabulated form, the record
for the past few years. This record is
complete for the years 1911 and 1912, and.

| up to this time this year. Of course, for
the winter months, snowfall is shown by
! precipitation, the snow' being melted.
The rainfall for last month was 9.05
inches. This is the largest for any single
! month since the records have been
kept,
| the nearest approach to it being in March
j last, 7.22. Follow ing are the figures showing the total rainfall by

January,

mouths

since

1911:
!912
3.21

1913
339

3 28

2.80

April.84
May.66

6.01
3 26
6.08

7.22
2.86
2.70

June.

8.21

2.50

1.02

July.

3.48
1.82

3.47

8.94

4.32

4.53

5.24

2.90

‘4.15
5.58

4.22
9.06

5 22

1911

January.
February

March.

August.

September.

October.
November...
December.
Total for year.

8.19
1.83
4.16

5.32

3.24

4 42

35.35

47.99

In addition to the record of rainfall, a
record is kept at the station of temperature and weather conditions.
The temperature is taken at 4 a. m. and at 12 noon.
have
been made by which
Arrangements
The American will print a summary of
these observations from week to week, the
data being kindly furnished by the Bar
Harbor & Union River Power Co., Mr.
Royal making a separate record for this
purpose. The record for the past week is
printed at the head of the local column
this week.

COMING EVENTS.
ELLSWORTH.

Wednesday, Nov. 12, at Nicolin grange
hall—Mask ball, shooting match and suppers, under auspices of Nicolin grange.
Chicken supper at 6
o’clock, 50 cents;
dance tickets 50 cents; dance supper, 60
cents a couple.
Wednesday evening, Nov. 19, at Baptist
vestry—Supper by ladies’ aid society.
Wednesday evening, Nov. 26, at Hancock hall
Masquerade ball under auspices of Senator Hale hose company.
Wednesday evening, Nov. 26, at Agricultural hall, North Ellsworth
Ball and
chicken supper by Farmers’ club. Tick—

—

ets, 50 cents.

to

LOAN

0* Improved. Productive Red Estate: oa Collateral aad Commercial

Meatdpal

_

_

aad Otfcer Boads of

C. C. BURRILL & SON,

Paper.
Also dealers in
approved legality and ascertained strength.

16 State St, Ellsworth, Me

SUNDAY SCHOOL.

Itt Motto:

j

|

Text of the Lesson, Deut. xxxiv, 1-12.
Memory Verses, 5-7—Golden Text,
Ps. cxvi, 1b—Commentary by Rev. D.
M. Stearns,

We have

Hopeful.''

and

“Helpful

The imrpoww o( ihl, column ire raoetncUT
stated la the Wile sn<1 motto—It 1* for the mutual
benefit, and alms to «** h-L ful and fcojw-folBeing for the common good, H 1* for the com
mon os'ihi public servant, a pu.veyor. of Information &b-A *Ui*esiK>o, a medium for the Inla this a>p«:Uf It so delta
trrehangcot Idea*

m-1 It*
twwew**depend* largely
ccHRtMnic
this re-peel- Corn
on the support trlws It I
«n-u»*lcAtl‘>ns m i<*i Im’ ■“tgno'i, t»nt the uauie of
1 writer wi 1 md b prt lt*«l except t«y p-nrttdsa*
Commnatc dlons wtl *«i «u 'J«ct *»> approval or
rejection t»v the «*i «->r of th.; column, but none
! will oe n iii v wbbont wood reason- Address.

;

to our last lesson
In the books of Moses and to the record
The
of his removal from the earth.
book of Genesis covers a period of
now

MADOE".

E HI TED nr “.T»T

Lesson VII.—Fourth Quarter, For
Nov. 16. 1913.
THE INTERNATIONAL SERIES.

ffljbrtt'srmrua.

fHutual ttmrfit Column.

WOMAN ESCAPES
|
OPERATION |
\

j

1

I said. “Let

Vegetable
Compound.

Here Is tier o-.vn statement.

C*ry,

Maine.

walk in the fields.*’

me

tell

iv

wa- ui>

si >

uuiv

lucn

'*>

us

mu

read

of

it

m

lie'

please

and

and death, blessing and cursing, urging
them to choose Ilf# and to set their
hearts unto all the words which be had
spoken as their very Ilfs (Deut xxx,
15, 10: xxxil. 46, 47).

that

in

us

the

applied

term

to the

n

^

weather

readers that

of the older folks

already by weeks

time

or

as

the

month

times

ia the

course

of

the

in

happy day
twelve-

happen to see some article or
making something we could
do, but we think it is so long before
Christmas we won’t get it just yet, and
the opportunity to purchase slips by, and
for making
me directions or patterns
some pretty gift are lost sight of.
The
we

days get to be “short”, and all too
tind

as

usual

In

these

we are

of

our

one

has

hand-work

appreciated;

even

a

is

so

con-

to

j

forty

ing Nov. 4.
ferred upon

j

MiKKKTS.

HARVEST

264.

present at the roeelThe first degree wa# con-

were

two

candidates and three

UOSK,

403.

WfeHT

Henry

Prortoe*.

|

*S#40
*>#15

met

Glass acting as
was
small.

tendance

jj

laid, per dor.

S3

Beet loose, per ton.15$I?
Baled.is die

RLUSWORTH.
Nov.

The at-

master.

There

8. with

will

Ik*

a

shooting-match and dance Thanksgiving.
Supper will be served. A good number
is

said about the spirit of the
no need of repeating it,
but it is surely better to have the heart
warm and open to the spirit of good will
once a year, though no doobt many carry
that spirit through ail the days of the
been

40 9*0
Orange*, dox
1*
Cranberries, qt.

year.

Coffee-per

TtMfle pome* are descendant* of the w(Id
which formerly roamed the pi*ins
Of the West, but these had been bred by
the Indian* and trained
by them. They
would weigh from 600 to 960 pounds, and
are tough and wiry as welt as docile ami
generally useful. These ponies found a
r a<1>- sale in Maine, and a
number of
them are now owned in apd around Fort
Fairfield. Several got into the hands of
the smaller town livery stable*, and a
•pan could be depended upon to pull the
average "drummer*' and bis trunks over
red* tor long distances without minding
the hard drive* day after day.
#
But to return to sheep, Mr. Merrill,
West
saw
his
in
the
the
during
stay
prices
of wool fluctuate from 6 cents to 36 cents a
pound, lie found the merinos the meet

views, and enables men and women
J to rise above the little, unimportant difj ferences that have separated^hem in the
own

your

DRUOItT

HA* IT

|
I

profitable

position,

as

for that section

did alt those

in

their

B

good

pound.;

.hipping.

Kndt;

EAST SCRRY.
Mrs. J. A. Chatto look
last week.

a

trip

to

An*oat*

Mrs. Eieaca Oroaa i« at M. D. CbaUo’o
for the winter.
Mrs. Minni* E. March, of ElUworth, ia
at work at Georg* E. aoaaon’a.
M. D. Chatto haa had electric llghte in•tailed in bio boose, gene rat In* hi* own

the call for fresh meal

convention

mm

Sunday schools
church.
the

big

was

s»

welt

opened

as

wool.

held at

the

Biuehill, Friday, Oct. *1.
educational

meeting at

power.

Chpt. R. A. Sinclair arrived home Friday in his vessel, tba Ravenna, attar a long
trip to Portland.
Nov. 10.

C.

Itching, bleeding, protruding or Wind plies
Chronic case,
yield lo Doaa'c Ointment.
Druggist* ail
soon relieved, Anally cored.
sell lt.-Adef.

i

|

!

2Se and £ 9c ravrywbarm

I. S. JOHNSON A CO., Inc.
Botlon, M»*t.

»

*

Pars#n*’

t

Baptist
With
Bang* r

away,

ones

w4
^

Pill*

iprtnen
Orville J.

Kev.

Falls; Kevs.T.

oi

1

five quick
rebel witho«|

dampen

the

<

RliELTlATtSM iND
bkluHT’S DISEASE

*ud
en-

the

inner

rheumatism,

bowel tmcHes. For internal and external use.

j

meeting to the strong cio«mg
address. "The Father of the Boy,’* by Rev.
F. K. Leilcb, Pb. D-, was listened to with
appreciation and profit by tno*e who bad
the privilege to atteod.
me

convention

were

OuptiU, of

8. Host end

Klinworlii
P. A. A. Killsin,

wa«

Quit kly K#-l
t,

I
;

IChfums.

!

f Hhr
If you suffer from any form
lUAtiam, remember that RllrA MA r

.-

to work quickly to remove the cause,
•imply to relieve the diatres*. Mr
year*' use haa demon at rated that it r
to 1 he seat of the disease arid exf*!* :
*i

poisonous matter through the nat
channels-the kidneys, bowel*, liver

j akin,

sc

!

‘•For many year# 1 «m troubled «
Kheumatiam, also with Bright • !>»*•*•
of the Kidney*
! suffered awfully. Tr >i
mauy advertised remedies.
remarkable
truly

After

u*ir.

preparat a,
RHhl MA, 1 «ai fully cured. —Prof. (
Bud long, Bound View, Conn.
HHtl MV
i» guaranteed by ti. A. Parcher, who

your

Kile worm, and Slate Secretary Wesley
J. Weir, o! Portland.
Mr. Weir's pres- It for 50 cent* a bottle.
ence wss greetly appreciated.
This Is hie;
first visit L> a convention in the county, I
and the workers were won by bit genial
manner and bis obvious abilities tor the
task in the State to which he has been
celled.
Tne organization of the Hancock County Sunday School association was reviewed
and officers were elected for the ensuing Banishes Chest
Colds. Coughs. Sore
year as follows:
President, Kev. Orville
Throat and Lumbago Over Night
J. Uuptiil; vtoe.president, Henry W. SarFor
IS cent# you ran get a MJ
gent; secretary, Miss Julia H. Barron; yellow only
box of yellow MVST ARISE ami
treasurer, Mias Sylvia Marshall.
mincer* drugs! **.» will tell you that If »t
o(

►

Relieves Neuritis

and Rheumatism

lin

t

better than any

plaster,

liniment

or

poultice you ever use!, money bar a.
Inabsorb*
MUST ARISE
Bears
stantly. and that's why it only take* a

WEST BBOOKSVILLE.

O. L. Tapiey and wits and Mrs. Maggie
few minutes to get rid of earache, headache, toothache, backache ami neuralgia.
Blodgett were in Be Hast last week.
and 1* alMl-OTARINE won't blister
oulMrs. Clara Condon, who spent the sum- ways ready.
It’s the real g >od
fashioned tnusta-d plaster brought up to
mer in Surry, is home lor the winter.
It
date with 14 other Ingredients added.
Harry Tapiey, wife and son Emsry hars always satisfies
bronNothing so good on earth for
returned home from a visit in Bangor.
stiff neck,
chitis.
sore
tnroat,
croup,
Fred D. Jones, of Belfast, was the week- lameness, sore muscles, lumbago,, * •'*
corns, bunions and callouses, chilblain*

end

guest of his sisters st the Homestead.

Balpb W. Tspley has gone to Charleston
to Join his brother John tor a hunting
trip.
Steamer Caatine was put
between BrooksviUe and
week.

ARBUTUS, 460,
Arbutus grange met Nov. 7, with a good
attendance and good program. One proposal for membership was received. It
was voted to entertain Pomona grange in
October 1914, also to entertain State Matter Stetson on Dec. 5,1913.
SURRY.

on

and frosted feet.
Druggist* everywhere.
Be sure it*a BEGY’8 MCSTARiNE.

the route

Belfast

last

Mrs. Joseph H. Tapiey left Seturday for
Portland, to visit her sons Scott and
Leon.
Mrs. Ivan Farnham, who has
Just
finished teaching a term of school in
Burry, is at home.
Lswrenoe Varnum and Wallace Stevens
have purchased a 30- fool motor boat and
will engage in
acellop fishing.
OTapiey has on exhibition at hia

Silicas— Whan la the proper time to congratulate a bride and a groom! Cynlcus—
Afur they lived together for at least a

•tore

happy.

A Conaawptivo Cough
A cough that bothers you continually Is
on# of ihs danger signals which warns of
consumption. Dr. King's New Discovery
•top the cough, loosen ths chest, banish fever
end let yon sleep peacefully. The first does
checks the eymptome and glees prompt reMrs. A. r. Merts, of Glen Ellyn.
lief
writes: “Dr. King's New Discovery cured a
stubborn cough after sir weeks’ doctoring
failed to help.
Try It. aa It will do the aame
Beat medicine for conghn. colds,
for yon.
throat end tang troubles
Money back it it
fnlla. Price 40c. and glAO. All drugaieta. by
mail, it. A. Buckien AjCo., Philadelphia or
BV Louie.

cists,

thusiasm

ried out.

atiU

for the reFet of aches,
pains, svt Kings, bi. rn*,

»

of others, the attendance was ; Prof. Iltidlong
5
of M t*i
remarkable. Twelve schools *r- n*pr~-

for the first time

EAST BLUEHtUU 252.

are

IN USE 103 YEARS
|

» onvrntlon,
of Hancock cootuy

drawing many interested
bad weather and roads to

respective places.

year, and

LINIRiEiiT

account'd!

on

heavy fiiece, but other kinds perhaps
are better adapted to Maine conditions,
where they are more in demand to meet

{'last Blue hill grange held its regular
meeting Not. 8, with twenty-one mem*
* m-s
Rice, per £
iK-r- a ltd one visitor present. The first
ih
20gw Viaegar. gal
8»
o
Cracked wheat.
snd second degree* were conferred on one
88
04
Oatmeal, per a
There will be a *>*ked-bean
candidate.
ju
Buckwheat, pkg
OftMOft supper next Saturday, and it i» huped
4ft#*» Graham,

of wheat, beet*, ruta baga taralpa and lean.
00 pounds; of corn. 90 pounds; of omons, 93
of carrots. English turnip*, rye sad
taa meal, 90 pounds; of par .alps, a pound.,
of barley and buckwheat. 4S pound.; of oat.;
n pounds, or eras meaaare as by agreement.

AflOPYKE

1
!

the

Sunday School

|

JOHNSON’S

horses

A

Lemon*, dox,
IfttftO
13
Grapefruit, each,

also in church work.

line of a narrow horizon which for years
encircled them.
Narrowness is not approved of. One evidence that life in its
real meaning
is progressing toward a
higher end better condition is the spirit
of liberality that exists—the spirit that
recognizes the rights of others to their

stupefy.
of Scott's

It Stands the Test
of Time

j

ham.

alcoholic

concoctions

with it, bat insist
Scott'*.

distance, with,

a

tor

to

nerves—nothing
equals or compares
CVCNV

1

j

tmtuston

Home two years ago last spring, associated with C. K. Libby, of Burnham, he !
brought to Maine a consignment of 100
Indian ponies which bad bean gathered together from the black fool Indian reservation by Fred Guard, a young red man
ol that tribe, who bad formerly lived with {
Mr. Merrill at his ranch, and spent one j
season in Maine with Mr. Libby at Burn-

j

The time has come when the majority in
political parties, in churches, in schoolwork, have broken through the boundary-

Don’t resort
mixtures or drug
that stimulate ana
Get a bottle

on

|

been.

it was

manages hts ranch from

Rio.
Drar if. B.’m:
Mocha,
Java.
I fee! as if I had almost been to a
reunion, Tea—per B—
as last Friday I was at Bluehill to a Sunday
Japan,
i'lii'M
school convention, and saw so many of our
SOg&ft Kve meal,
Oolong,
there will be a good attendance.
Gran naval. B
08
clan. First face I saw was the smiling one of Sugar-per B—
Granulated,
OS4® Oil—per gal—
Charity, then Belie Hlucktey. Mrs. B.. Ann,
08
«ft
Linseed,
Yellow. C
MAKIAVILLK, 441.
10
it
Ktrow^«,
Powdered,
Lucy B. and last, bat not least. Aunt Madge,
Green Mountain Pomona grange met
85 *00
Molasoea, gal.
Then there were other* whose names 1 do not
with MnriaviUe grange Saturday, Not. 8,
recall, but from each was a word of sadness !
Meat* and Provision*.
with a good attendance.
Many interestat the goicg from us of Editor Hollins, and
Pork. B:
Beef. B:
the warm sympathy for his family.
31 ing topics were discussed, and a bountiinl
Steak,
Chop,
to
visit
B
1*
in
1
Nell
l*
Ham.
Before this
35#28
terved.
Koaata,
-j*>
dinner and sapper were
The
print expect
per
17
Corned,
Shoulder.
lOglS
again and take her two boys to mother.
members were heartily welBacon.
Veal
35#«D I many visiting
In one of Janet’s letters to me last week she
.wall.
IS comed to MartaviUe grange.
Steak.
ag»
18 #30
Lard
1ft
accused me of gadding over the State, or words
Roast*.
At the close of Green Mountain Pomona,
like that. Yea. Janet. 1 am going to keep it Lamb:
20 B®
Lamb,
Maiiarilie grange held its regular meetremember
I
am
the
on
up as long as 1 can. for
j
ing, with sixty-eight present, including
Fresh Flab.
down-hill side of life, and must soon own up
A fine program was rendered.
visitors.
to old age. Shall cheat Father Time out of 1
08
Coe.
Halibut.
12gift
all the years 1 can.
1ft : Many interesting remarks were offered by
08 Smalts. Ih,
Haddock.
50
50 Scallops, qt,
It was surely a good crowd I went to Blue- ! Oysters, qt,
visiting members, and aU relumed borne
2ft
hill with, as on the buck board was a Baptist ] Claa*. qt,
feeling that the day had been weU spent.
beside
him
a
who
had
the
reins,
clergyman,
;
Flour, Grain and Faod.
Congregational pastor, while 1 waa sandXASSAPAQUA, 477. SOUTH BLUKHILL.
58
Oats, bu
Flour—per bbl—
wished in between a Metnodist minister and
1 50
There was a good attendance at Masaa8 06 §6 80 HhorU—bag
a
Sunday school superintendent. Just be- ; Coru. I00t> bag
1»
1 75 Mix feed, bag
on Nov. 6, and an interest150 paqoa grange
hind me was the State secretary of Sunday Coru meal.bag
175 MiddHngs,tbg
1 75
ing program. It was voted to invite Hanschools, then there waa one woman older than Cracked coru.
cock Pomona to meet here in May.
any of us to see we kept sober, and two high ;
acb-»oi girls. Who dares to say that was not a
HALCYON, 346, NORTH BLUEHILL.
mixed or union crowd? We got to our homes
LAW IMAIOIX6 WEIOHT9 AMD MIASCSB*.
Halcyon, grange held its regular meetbefore midnight, all well pleased with what
60
A bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh
we saw sod beard, and especially with what
ing Nov. 8. Three candidates were inpound*, and a bushel of Turk's Island salt
we got to sat.
Bluehillers always have good
structed in the third and fourth degrees.
•ball weigh 70 pound*
weight of a bushel of potatoes Visitors were
Daix.
beaus.
j inThe standard
present from seven granges.
good order and fit for shipping, is 60
A harvest supper was served, after which
o. beaa. 1.
a short but interesting program was carDo you know, Dali, that combination of
i« do
order and fit for

In speaking of such persons, the phrase
is used, “He will do fine; he la a good
•mixer,’ or the queation is asked, “Is he
’*
a good ‘mixer?’
The evidence in your
case would be that you were all “good
mixers”, which of course you should have

as

occasional visits there.

Groceries.

your trip to Sunday
school convention reminds me of a modern
expression which some might call slang,
but which 1 have heard used tnd applied
to persons engaged in educational and

sharp

conducted twenty-five
or thirty years ago. and be bolds lo Use
opinion that the government has made a
mistake in opening up tor settlement so
much land nest suited tor pasturage and
needed as a tree range if the wool ahd
meat demands of this country ate to be
met at home.
Mr. Merrill was lor twenty-six years ia ;
the West, but like msny another Maine

expected.

straw.

can

on

by

Visitors were
present from Pine Grove, Eddington, aeuted, one delegate coming thirty*five
Loose.1C n 73
The miles to participate in the convent ion.
1ft Nicolin and Harvest Home granges.
Baled.
program included readings by Hazel Cow- The largest delegation came from JsedgVegetable*.
ing and Walter Gray ; recitations by Eva wick—aeveu.
Ellsworth Baptist Sunday
Oft
Oft Onion*,
Parsnip*. lb.
Maurice Miller; solos, Marcia school was represented
2ft Lettuce, head,
07 j Gray and
by tour members,
Ceiery. bunch,
03
lb.
Carrot*,
02
Burrill
and
Alta
and
lb,
Cabbage,
Black; quotations
and was second in point of members.
03 Squash, lb.
03
Beet*, lb
and others.
from
visitors
remarks
The
The program was inspirational in charIt Turnip*, lb,
02
Potatoes, pk
8 potatoes, lb, J4® #08
married member* will be given the next acter, and from the fitting word* of wel22.
meeting, Nov.
come with which Rev. Ralph E.
Barker
Fruit.

in

there is

denominations

nourishment.
Scoff’s Emulsion corrects
nervousness by its force of concentrated medical nourishment
—it restores the healthy action
of body cells, enriches the
blood, sharpens the appetite,
and feeds the nerve centres
by distributing energy and
power all over the body.

man, be baa corns hack to enjoy his
mature yeara to hie native State. He at ill

NEW CENTURY, 956, DEDHlM.
in New Ontury grange Nov. 8, the unPoultry.
; married members filled t be chair* and made
Fowl.It430 )
Gerald Thompson acted
the program.
Chicken*.
.22-iiS up
as master, and most creditably filled the
Hay.
Kct*«
Fre*b

be useo, for jabots, ties, dainty aprons,
mats and things almost innumerable. Bo
season

were

___________

LA MO INK,

About

fat and

Dairy.

sewing,
tatting

many small remnants

degree*

on a

!
j evening.

Batter.

when

little time

or

refresh and the system graduweakens from insufficient

ally

_

Conntry

using the crochet hook or the
shuttle can be turned to account.

much has

was

Creamery per B.

The least skill in knitting

so

and

fourth

class, after which a delicious
'upper was served. An interesting program by the lecturer closed a profitable
ferred

cveuls.

soon we

spare, she cannot fail to find some piece
of work possible of
accomplishment.

Then again

The third and

quotations below gire the range of
retail price* in Ellsworth:

every paper and magazine ha? its
patterns and directions for different kinds

work, if

337, AAU&BL’HT OOVR
View grange held an enjoyable
meeting Wednesday evening, Nov. 5.

The

nearly
of

and soon felt like a
I had no painr, slept well.

present at j business

SAT YTKW,

so

Compound

to be

Harvest Home grunge

way behind with the

and

nervous

I would

KI*Y«SWOK I'll

gifts.

days when

much talked of

was

requested

are

meeting.

______

directions for

completion

member*
the next

I
pest, and to work together for the highest meeting.
good of all.
RAINBOW, AO. NORTH BROOESVIIAB.
It ia the “good mixers” that are bringNov. a, with
Rainbow
grange met
ing this about, and those who do not want
A* revival services
thirty-five
present.
to find themselves in isolated places must
are being held at the church, the attendbe ready to hear the answer from the *
ancc at grange bat not been quite as good
watchman on the tower when lha'queatioo
The program
for the last two meetings.
is asked him, **\V hat of the night?'1
for the next meeting ought to be good,
ArxT Madge.
i if ad respond w ho are called on.

counting

a

(IfaiM gw.vii Life.\

section

I

soreness

PKNOBBCOT. 240.
If yon have the slightest doubt
Penobscot grange met
Nov. 7, with
that Lydia E. IMnkhani's Vegetable Compound will help you.write j about
twanly-live present, including
to Lydia E.I’inkham Medici neCn. visitors. A commomeation In regard to
|
(confidential 11.you. Mass., for ad- State grange to be held in Bangor Dec. 10,
vice. Your letter will be opened,
! 17 and IS was read, and it wsa voted to
read and answered by a woman,
and held in strict confidence.
j send the worthy matter aod hi* wife.
(Tarn stew will be served at the next

the children
are

T’rolHnhlt'

Miiull Scale.

‘•Yea, I mu DO nuon why sheep raising
should net he profitable in Msiue on s
| small scale," said Charles H. Merrill, of
Bangor. a former extensive sheepman In
Montane. “The average farmer In certain
j sections of the Stale ought to be able to
W ith tbv
raise them to good sdvsntag*.
pricea of iamb and tuuiton as they are today ana the woo! selling around Id cents
*
a pound, tm-re ought to be fair profit in
the business.'’
\tr. Merrill st one lime wintereji as
j msny as 88,000 bead of #b p In St. l*aal.
where they were shipped from his extensive ranch in Montana, hut disponed
of his sheep s lew years ago and instead
has some l.hOO head of cattle on his 8,880

received.
After recess
my own work for a 1 applications were
family of four. I shall always feel j and games, a program was presented a*
that I owe my good health to your med- j follows: Hinging, grange; reading, Ethel
icine.”—Mr*. Hayward Sowers, Cary, Baton; question, “Whit is the greatest
; need of the average American home?’' song,
Maine.
If you are ill do not drag along until LsCordia Davis; quest ion, “What is the
beat weight for the fall jmrker at killing
an operation is necessary, but at once
current
take Lydia E. l’inkham'a Vegetable time?** reading, Aims Coggins;

approaches.
Many

a

scarcely
straighten up at
times.
My back

good appetite
Ijji.J
could do almost all

for it and

look

we

n
A

j

1 petite and
I could not steep, then

new woman.

beginning early on Christmas work and
thus avoiding the rush and wear and tear
of Christmas week, perhaps it is needless
our

tell what

to

I---

etable

So much has been said and written about

some

BROOK UN. 251.

menced taking Lydia E.Pinkhara's Veg-

earnest.

and

Saturday, Nov. 15—Meeting of Hancock
Pomona with Narraam* grange, Orltnd.

owe

be so tired roomings that I could scarcely
get around. It seemed almost impossible to move or do • bit of work and I
thought I never would be any better until I submitted to an operation. I com-

enjoy it, although we are well aware it is
only a little respite before winter comes in

to remind

j

reason.

Should Me

Muvlness tin

Frooklio grange held its regular meetmg in Pomona hall, with twenty-three
ComVegetable
i pnMtt, including visitor* from Hedgw ick
pound did for me. ! sod South Brooks*ill* granges. The folOne year ago I found low
tag prog ram was enjoyed: Uccitation,
I
myself a terrible suf- OUntgl Herricx; teat, conducted by! teres in the eastern
part of me state.
ferer. I bail pains Ha* vie Joyce and Oarrte Griffin; ret iution, \
The taking up of the free ranges in that
in both sides and Violet
*
Tainter; aolo, Prin Allen. All
Mttlers has curtailed

ysucb

been able to disbegan tobe used

warm

Bat

autumn months.

good

originated? If so,
column, for I have Compound.

has

no one

miia

1

could

known

season

summer

when that

cover

came

of heart failure or some other name?
Even should it l>e a violent death oar
Lord said, “Fear not them which kill
And we are elsewhere
the body.”
taught that to die is gain. It is to depart and be with Christ, which Is very
far better; It Is to be absent from the
body and present with the Lord. and
precious in tbe sight of tbe Lord is tbe
death of His saints (Matt. x. 28; Phil.
1. 21. 23; II Cor. v. 8; Ps. cxvt, 15).
Moses died and was buried in the
land of Moab, but no man knowetb
where (verses 5. 6).
He and Eleazar
probably buried Aaron’s body, but
there was uo man present at the death
and burial of Moses. The Lord did it.
Tbe record is. "He buried him.” Perhaps the angels helped.
I am glad that (he body is not tbe
person, and. though we bury bodies, we
do not, strictly speaking, bury people.
A man once said: "You may bury me if
you can catch me. There is great comfort to me in knowing that 1 shall not
be at my own foneral If my body ever
has one.” There Is always the possibility of not dying, but of being caught
up to meet the Lord in tbe air. for we
lhall not all sleep (1 Cor. it, 51: I
Fhess. lv, 16-18).
Some already have their glorified
bodies, as Enoch and Elijah, who were
translated, and probably those who
came out of their graves after the resurrection of tbe Lord Jesus (Matt,
xxvil. 52. 68).
It looks from Jude 0 as if the body
of Moses was raised from tbe dead, for
the devil does hate tbe resurrection of
the bodies of the saints, and that may
have been tbe cause of the contention
there referred to. for Michael is the
special angel of Israel (Dan. x. 13, 21;
Rev xlL 7i. Tbe story of Joshua, the
new leader, will come before as more
fully In onr next lesson. Let ns give
attention to some of the last words of
Moses. Notice how he set before them
fife and good or death and evil: Ilfs

tell

beard it

papers e'«'!}

day. whether it is called by the

where

us

called Indian

but which neither Moses nor Aaron
could enter l>ecau»e of his rebellion
against the word of the Lord at MariIt Is written
bah (Num, xx. 12. 24).
that Moses pleaded with the Lord to
allow him to go over the Jordan and
see the good land, but the I»rd would
not bear him and said to bitn, "Let it
suffice thee; speak no more unto me of
And
this matter" (Dent. ill. 23 27 b
this because he had spoken unadvisedly
with his lips, having allowed his spirit
to he provoked, and had smitten the
rock instead of speaking to it as God
had commanded.
Many a time he had prevailed with
the Lord in prayer for thin reliellious
people, and now because of them his
request for himself is denied. YetGotf
is love, and love is kind. Well might
the psalmist say. “If Thou. Lord,
sliouldst mark iniquities. O Lord, who
shall stand?” (Ps. cvi. 32. 33; cxxx. 3.)
We cannot hut think of Him who
did not save Himself In order that He
might save us. Of this very event.
His decease at Jerusalem. Moses and
Elijah talked with Him on the Mount
of Transfiguration some 12500 years
after the event of our lesson (Lake lx.
Of all the events that have
30. 31).
ever transpired on our earth none can
those of Golgotha.
compare with
Though there have been many foreshadowings. the mind of man cannot
grasp the awful realities of that day
and the Sou of God suffering for the
sins of the world.
So Moses, tlie servant of the Lord,
died, but there was nothing sad in
such a death. It was a release from the
long conflict with the world, the flesh
and the devil and a going home to
stay with God. whom he had long
known face to face. There w as neither
sickness nor suffering; his eye was not
dim nor his natural force abattfl (verses
5, 7. 10). Aaron had no sickness (Num.
Sickness is not necessary
xx. 23-28).
to death.
Do we not see it all about

duty I

This coiattu U drrvUJ l# tbt (ir»afe, r*pec Ally to the grange* of Hancock county.
The column i* < pen to nil granger* for the
discussion of topic* m »• rr*l Interest, nod
for report* of grunge meeting*- Make letter* I
short and concise. All communications must :
be tvgnedu but names wili not be printed es*
ccpt by permission of the wriier. AH com- j
mu ment ion* will be subject to approval by j
the editor, but noas will be rejected without

dfttimtsnnmu

IN MA1NK

satEBP RAISING

(ErangtvB.

J

! I said. “I shall miss the light.
dealings with them.
And friends will mis* me, they say;*’
We have seen that Aaron diet! in the He
answered, “Choose to-night
fifth month of the fortieth year and
If 1 am to mis* you, or they ."
Miriam in the first mouth (Num. xx.
I cast one look at the field.
Moses continued until
1: xxxil, 38i.
Then set my face to the town.
the eleventh or twelfth month. He lie- He said, “My child, do you yield?
Will yon leave the flowers for the crown?”
gan his rehearsal In the eleventh month
of the fortieth year (Deut. i. Hi and Then
into His hand went mine
continued until the time of his departAnd into my heart came He;
We would And I walked in a light divine
ure (gbapter xxxl. 1. 2).
The path I bad feared to sec
like to call attention to many thing* in
—George
these closing chapiters, but w ill first
consider our lesson chapter, the first
four verses of wldch tell us how the
Dear M. H. Friend*:
Lord showed him from the top of i’isThese warm sunny days so like spring
gah, over against Jericho, all the land must be Indian summer. Can any of you
which He sware to Abraham, to Isaac
auu

a

tilt

Lytlia E. Pinkham's

;

a.

I feel it

women

gj

There is nothing bat noise and din.”
And He wept as He sent me back.
.“There ia more,” He said, “there is sin.”

time. The book of Deuteronomy seems
to cover about one month, in which
Moses rehearsed to Israel the Lord's

**

I,

2.200 years. Ex oil ns over 200.
j He said,“Nay. walk in the t^sn."
Numbers about forty years, but I>- I said, luef* ere no flowers there;”
He said, “Mo flowers, hot a crown."
riticus and Deuteronomy do not bring
us any farther down the sfream of
1 said. “But the skies are black.
over

—

suffering

to all

c gore

mv

Pirtkham’s

j

TUt. AMKfttCS*.
Ml wurtb. Me.

j

By Timely Use of Lydia E.

j

alieommu kjitl«a»lw

come

2lnumg

a

turnip waighing sixteen pounds.
was raised by
Gapt. Uertbam

The turnip

Farnham.

F. H. Smith and wife were the
guests of
Mrs. Lucy L. Tapiey last weak.
They
were on their
way home to Sedgwiek,
after a visit in Portland and Massachu-

Town,

setts.

Nov. 10.
____________

Totaaos.

Mach of the cork ueed
the
world cornea from Portugal, which harvaata about 60,000 tons a
year.

Throoghout

j

I;

—-

INDIAN INVENTIONS.

will not
man 9

sag when It is wet.

factory-made

The white

anowshoes

BROOKLIN ON THE

invariably

because the white man does not
propriy cure the babiche.
Near the center and behind the forward
cross-bar a semicircular
space is left to
admit the wearer‘a toes—an
arrangement
that allows the foot free action. To both
sides of this
opening the “sling” that fastens the snowshoo to the foot is
attached
a
by strap passed back of the wearer’s heel
and above it.

Miss Helen Louise Alden, a direct linen
Cushing Collection of Indian Relics
descendant of John and Priscilla Alden
on Exhibition In Washington.
died at Farmington last
week, aget

H*g,

t'ANOE, TOBOGGAN AND SNOW.sHOE AMONG THEM.
THK

0BEATEHT OF

ALL
Tag LAST
SOME TRICK* OF BNOWSBOK1NG
METHODS OF TYINP.

<

—

—

[Written for Ths American by N. V. Tibbetts, of Washington and Brooklin.]

union is

hs*

been able either to

inveot

woolen socks

about
arrow

enow

is

inside them,

damp, however, oil-tanned

spears-points,

states.

Therefore,

thousand

w'hen

visitors,

special exhibit,

who

interested
go to the

the

of

some

in

that

museum

the large collection from
Maine, they look at the map
to see where Brooklin is
qjtuated, and
perhaps rightly conclude that there was
the home of more Indians than any other

every week,
one

see

town in

mocca-

or

itially

the

substitute or to improve
Indian's patterns.
Indeed, the

useful

or

and

rocks,

his

weight in tbe

wider snowshoe*.

In

Before

the

rugged and broken wilderness of Ioibrador
models are in the sharpest contrast
with the extremely long model* of the
lake
between
Crees.
In
tbe
region
superior and Quebec, some of the shoes
have slightly turned-up toes. Personally,
I never could see the advantage of that,
when tbe

is

snow

buying

a

the crust,

that

thtre is

the

MICMAC MODEL.

or

tools and

to

a

its smooth appearance worn dow n by her
It was removed with difficulty.

The rock is

used

now

Woodbury, of the sea
shore fisheries, has given orders to
wardens all along the Maine coast

the
for

stringent enforcement of the shortlobster law.
Within twenty-four hours
after his order
of

made

these,

691

A

were

200

over

at

small lots
new

given, seizures

was

1,000

over

short

seized at

were

Of
Portland and
lobsters.

Machias, other seizures cf
made all along the coast.

being

passenger steamer to
of the Moosebead

Katahdin,

replace the
lake fleet,

burned sometime ago, is being built
Bath Iron Works. The hull will

the

by
be

sections and set up at the lake.
The new steamer, which will be named
f

hipped

in

Katahdin,
steamer
tbr

on

on

lake.

twenty-four
modate 700
A

plant

of

will be

She
feet

beam,

126 feet

and

will

long,

accom-

passengers.
for the

is to be

pulp

Is famous pie-crust flour
—makes it tender and light
and flaky and perfectly digestible. Just as good for
bread and cake and biscuits
and whatever you are baking.
Andthemosteconomical flour

will be the first steel passenger
the lake and the largest boat

manufacture of

installed at

the

paper

University

Maine by the department of chemistry,

milled
gives you most
loaves to the sack.
Your grocer keens William
Tell. Ir.sist on it next time
—

in connection with the two new courses
in paper and pulp which have been added

curriculum. The plant will necessarily be on a miniature scale, but will include all the stages in the manufacture of
pulp. This will probably be the only
to the

of

the

use

as

pioneer

in this sort of

as

for

far

as

the

you order flour.

WHITCOMB. HAYNES & COC. W.

in any American
University of Maine is a

its kind in

college,

island

and

more

with

lived

paper-weight.

as a

Commissioner

baskets, he

He

that Tories

That it had been in her
long time was evident from

cud.

teeth.

three years, became chief of
their tribe, learned tbeir Becrets and many
things that made him of great value to
the institution when be returned.
them

be-

technical education

United States is concerned.

|
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RANGES

should

CLARION

CLARION STOVES

gRINDAL.

CLARION

RANGES
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1

CLARION

!

Pherson, aged twenty-eight, residence i
was
iustantly killed, hia
unknown,
neck being broken, while Tanal Lebto suf-

IB
H

0

2
automobile in which Augustus G.
E
Anderson,*>f Bangor, was conveying three ! <
t _i
on
overturned
was
woodsmen to Holden,
o
Whiting hill in that town, Friday night,
IA
Elwick
Mcby the breaking of a wheel.
t
Id
An

He told me
have been named Castle island, as his research had shown him that the chiefs had

ing your feet more than two or three
inches from the snow. If you stop at the
first twinge, a rast of a day or two will
It i» annoying and painful while
cure it.
it laata, but it is not dangerous.
In this generation we are learning the

has been the

name

of

<
1*1

in
o

&
3J

>

o
their wigwatns on that island;
2
was situated the main
village, but the
31
Indians called their main village “The fered a fracture of the leg, and Joseph
>
Anderson \ o
Castle”, and my place, if called “Castle Swatill had two ribs broken.
2
On the finding of the
View,” as it looked directly down upon escaped injury.
i E
O
1874
Tories island, would be appropriately coroner’s jury that he was “not in comPI
value of outdoor play. Many more people
M
named.
petent condition” to drive an automobile
0
in the
of
now spend their summer holiday
needs
the
a
meet
J. W. Powell, in the introduction at the time of the accident Anderson has
Major
in
O
or even ten
open than was tho case twenty
“Under the been arrested on charge of manslaughter.
are
bl
to one of his books, says:
Maine
and canoea
years ago. Trampiog, camping
wand of Cushing, the folkscriptorial
eco- 31
be
for use;
appreciated. tales of the Zunis are destined to become a
z
ing are beginning to
SAVING THK FORKSTS.
<
5
But we confine ourselves too closely to
in
of the living literature of the world,
£C
part
2
It is good to go outsummer outings.
for he is a poet, although he does not Important Lessons In
Congress on
°UraDlein
less good to
alWaVS
THE PERFECT CLARION
doors in aummer, but it i# no
Conservation.
write verse. Cushing can think as mythH
winter. To spend tbe enIf you are not near a CLARION dealer, write us. O
go outdoors in
Kealistic rain-storms and foresters ridmakers think, he can speak as prophets
bad lor
is
<
rooms
bested
in
winter
entire
speak, he can expound as priests expound, ing the trail, fighting fires and herding
Pi
Me.
the health.
have the verisimilitude of an- thousands of sheep and cattle, will be
in
his
tales
and
WOO
on
O
In Labrador I found that the natives
but bis sympathy with the my- seen in miniature at the fifth national
the east coaat, although practically living cient lore,
me.
r.
clljouiuii,
LLUKIuun,
JiULU
J.
oy
bad
i u the open throughout the summer,
thology of tribal men does not veil the conservation congress, in Washington
in close
learned to spend their winters
20.
realities of science from his mind.
I Nov. 18, 19 and
result that
huts aud cabins, with the
j Forest-rangers, fresh from the trail, and
tuberculosis was rampant among them.
other men in charge of the practical
Fortune for Feathered Friends.
the nation’s forests, will tH
That fBO.OOO was raised by American management.of
SEDGWICK.
in addition to the
on hand to explain,
lovers to tight for their feathered
bird
In the same house with Tuttle’s Family Elixir. 1 "!* mi do
lor
the
the
to
public
I
Riverview is closed
the exhibit will intriends this year through the National forests themselves,
t* fib
The lameness and soreness resulting from hard work,
winter.
an
interesting display of man}
Association of Audubon Societies, was an- clude
or violent exercise often pave the way for
has gone to Boston lor
exposure,
[J]
woodsmen
in
Means
used
instruments
M.
by
Guy
nounced in New York, following the an- queer
serious trouble and should always be avoided by
Into the many windowt
v
their work.
the winter.
nual meeting of this organization.
s
the limbs and body with
of
will
be
set
beautirooms
the
the
which
is
light
guest
rubbing
Mrs. Tuttle, of Beltast,
The bird-protective movement iB beginful colored-glass transparencies showing
Mrs. Weed.
ning to receive the support of men, scenes from the national forests.
Lester Grant are borne
The forest-ranger will be shown riding
women aud children in every section of
and
C.
Raymond
that

there

O

SUCCESSFUL
RANGES and STOVES

ii

SINCE

5

CLARIONS

^

people because—They
5
always
always ready
action;
nomical; always quick

1

have two cross-bars.
The largest pair of Mountaineer snowshoes 1 ever saw was a pair of beaver-tails
thirty inches wide. They were made by a
young bock, and represented an extreme
of fashion. Tbe largest Nascaupee snowshoes 1 met with were a pair ol swallowtails thirty-live inches long and twentyeight inches wide. A grown man can
use a snowsboe from twenty to twentyhaving to
four inches wide without
‘straddle” uncomfortably, for the snowshoee overlap one another when he walks
ten

the

painful

bnowshoes

about

overdo at

suffer from an
Yon feel it
attack of mal de requeue.
first In tbe calves ot tbe legs, but it soon
extends to the hipe, and makes walking
that you have difficulty in liftso

flat kind tends to do.

only

how to make their

escaped being scalped.

a

her mouth

by the then most savage tribe. By his
knowledge of their language, knowing plant

RAqfETTE.

Tbe novice should not try to walk far at
time until the muscles that the exercise
brings into pliy have been accustomed to

unerase
ordinary purpose* me
it te from I wo
model is an excellent one.
•nd a half to three feet long, broeder than
the very long shoes, bul not so broad as
those of Labrador.
On the Labrador peninsula, tbe Indiana
—ihst is, the mountaineers, sometimes
vailed the Montagnais, of the south, the
Nascaupee* ( Nenenott) of the north and
the Crees ot tbe west-have four style* in
common use—the “egg-tail," or “roundend," the "beaver-tail," ihe “awallowAlthough
UU” and the “bear's-paw.”
the bear’s-paw style is often made with
only the toe-bar, most of the Labrador

are

rock for

things about his life among the Indians
and about the red men. No white man

a

so

roc

and the feet

be

room

LOOK OUT FOR UAL HE

the snowshoe sinks

as

of snowshoes

pair

only the
thickness of the rim, tbe turned-up toe it by practice. If you
are likely
rosy prevent the shoe from catching under ginning, you
hard that

examined, she was found to have a
weighing one pound in her mouth.
Apparently the animal was chewing the
when

rock

islands in

enough between
tbe liars, where the foot treeds, to permit in this country or any other probably
yon to walk without having the toe or the knew more about them than did Prof.
heel touch either bar. For a person who Cushing. W'hen a young man, after leavwears a number seven shoe, tbe distance
ing college, he procured a place in the
between the bars should lie twelve and a Smithsonian institute, and at once went
West and allowed himself to the captured
half or thirteen inches.
sort

the

although perhapa

A young heifer on a North Auburn farm
noticed making a peculiar noise, and

sealskin moccasin that reaches to the knee

center, tbe frame would probably break.
F-»r thin reason tbe Indians farther east

prefer shorter,

season.

was

—

log#

tbe

as

u*fi

10c

assistant at-

an

Slice It
you

Losses aggregating from $500,000 to fl,000,000 are estimated to have been caused
to the potato-growers of Maine by rains
and frosts, and the price of tubers already has begun to ascend. The supply, it
is said, will be smaller and the prices much
higher than was expected early in the

It may be of more interest to write
about Cushing and the places where these
relics were found. Brooklin was the Indians’ natural summer home. That can b©
easily accounted for because of the many

if the

in

tobacco, by
enjoyment

more

to pay

3 Ounces

United States department of justice, and a native of Portland, has been selected for secretary of
the interior for the Philippine Islands.

piace.

Eggemoggin Kcacb and Jericho
bay, directly opposite Brooklin, around
be#: snnwsboe made to-day by the skilled and is drawn on like a boot. That Is not which they could ply their canoes in
art!««(>* of civilization falls considerably easy to gel, however; on the Atlantic sea- safety, as Brooklin to-day is the favorite
short of tbe Indian product in workman- board you can hardly expect to purchase summer resort of those who love to paddle
the light canoe.
it south ot St. Johns, Newfoundland.
ship and efficiency.
Prof. Cushing had a cottage at my place
The Indian designed his snowshoe to
PREFERS SHORT SHOES.
the two summers he was at work collectsuit tbe region in which he lived. Thus
Al- ing this exhibit, and I accompanied him
1 prefer short, wide snowshoes.
the Crest of the barren grounds west of
though I have owned and used nearly on some of his trips along the shores of
Hudson Bay, with wide, open stretches of
every style
peculiar to northeastern the mainland aud islands. He first set
country, sometime# make snowshoes as
America, I am perhaps somewhat pre- his men at work on my shore, with Wilranch as eight feet long and correspondjudiced in favor of the Labrador types. I liam Eaton in charge. They unearthed
ingly narrow. The Ojibwayt, who also have at
present a pair of swallow-tail and many tine specimens where now are built
live in a comparatively open country, use
a pair of beaver-tail
shoes, on both of over the Indian camping-ground a number
snowshoes generally about six feet long.
which I have traveled over a thousand of tine cottages owned by Washington
find
it
would
wearer
Obviously, tbe
miles on rough trails.
My beaver-tail people. We found two other places on the
difficult-sometimes impossible—to manshoes, which were made by a mountaineer main shore where the Indians had vilage these very long snowshoes in a thicklyKane’s Point and Capt. Joseph
Indian, I consider ideal for general use. lages
wooded country in which windfalls often
Their extreme length, measured to the Babson’s shore, where he was permitted
He could not
occur sud brush is thick.
end of the tail, is twenty-seven and one- to dig, but a great number of them were
make quick turns, and he could not plant
half Inches, and their extreme width found on Tories and Campbell islands.
bis sttosreboe*
between
fallen trees,
While sitting oue day on my veranda,
Iwenly inches. The cross-ban have a
Whenever he found himself with tbe ends
good curve, and leave a space twelve and which overlooks the shores and many
of his suowithoe resting on hard dies, like
one-half Inches long for the foot.
islands. Prof. Cushing told me some
<•

on

Winfred T. Denison,

plug of Sickle today—get

for—and get more
having
package
by smoking fresh tobacco. At all dealers.

it off.’’

torney-general

a

no

saw, obeying literally the biblical injunction: “If thy right hand offend thee, out

knives,

elk teeth worked into knives,
paint, stones in natural form, “Prey God
Fetiches”, pottery, etc.-about 3,000.
Thus nearly 9,000 relics in all are shown;
in fact, Brooklin has on exhibition nearly
as
many Indian relics as some of the

Try

in

prongs, harpoons, bone awls, etc.—about
2,000. The fourth shelf, human bones,
bones of animals, beaver teeth used as

larigans, which may be bought of
any outfitter, will do very woll. In damp
snow 1 use tha Lskimo sealskin boot—a
sins,

an

and

getting

W. G. Jefferson, a Portland physician,
a religious frenzy last week, cut off his
right hand at the wrist with a surgeon's

for harpoons, chisels,
4,000. The third shelf, bone

harpoons

Sickle

Smith's store, with contents, John Dudley’s store and two homes of B. B. Small
and William Conley were burned.

scrapers, prongs

wedges,

Plug comes to you fresh—with all the original
moisture
flavor and
pressed into the plug. You slice up
the tobacco as you use it, and the last pipeful smokes as
cool, sweet and satisfying as the first—because the natural
leaf wrapper keeps Sickle Plug fresh. The chopped-up
dry,
tobacco that comes in packages cannot help
smoking hot and scorching.

Hon. James Cunningham, owner and
proprietor of the Lafayette hotel at Portland, and for many years a prominent
builder of the city, died Friday, aged
seventy-four years.
Fire at Pembroke Monday caused damage estimated at $10,000.
Mrs. Eva E.

stone axes, hammers, etc.—
300 relics. The second shelf contains
and
spear-points, knives and

etc^about

killed

wagon.

implements,

uwv.

are worn

the gun

glass

one or more

Nature never intended anything she grows to b
knows
up until just before it is used. Everybody
food should be freak—-and so should tobacco.

Saturday by the aca shot-gun.
He took
by the muzzle to place it in a

was

discharge of

cidental

There are enough Indian relics in
this large hall to load a ship.
Professor Cushing’s case is marked in
large letters, “Maine,” and on the inside
“Prof. Cushing’s collection from Brooklin,
Maine.” The case is about 6x8 feet and
eight feet high. It has four shelves sloping down from a center stand on all sides.
The bottom shelf contains the large stone

with heals should never bo worn
(or snowshoelng. II the enow is dry there
is nothing so good as buckskin moccasins,
especially if at least two pairs of heavy

webbed racket—was ah independent
invention of tbe North American Indian*
and had reached the height of perfection
before tbe
in design and workmanship
80 perwhite man discovered America.
fect, indeed, waa it, that the white man

Fred T. Brown, aged twenty-eight., of

Palermo,

cases.

Shoes

::i-

never

***

represented by

Tobacco That Comes To You
Cut Up, Comes Pried Up

Thomas F. Bartlett, aged twenty-eight,
yard brakemen for tbe Maine Central railroad, employed at Bath, was crushed to
death between two cars Thursday.

v
space.
The new museum has one room about
300x75 feet devoted to atone relics of the
American Indian.
Every state in the

—

******

At the annual meeting of tbe Maine
Tuberculosis association at Gardiner last
week, Dr. William C. Peters, of Bangor,
was re-elected president.

the want of

—

it to-day

seventy-seven years.

There has recently been placed on exhibition in the new national museum.
Prof. Frank H. Cushing’s collection of
Indian relics which he secured in Brooklin more than fifteen year? ago.
The^r
have never been exhibited until now, for

We o*a the North American Indian a
ot gratitudb for three implelasting debt
On commercial snow shoes various conDillon Walments of hi* invention, any*
trivances of straps and buckles make
and
an
up
an arctic explorer
authority the
sling. Moet of them I have tried, and
of anowsboe*. in an article
„n the subject
have always returned to the simplest
have been
sling
in Youlk’e Companion. They
of all—tbs N a sc* u pee Indian sling. It is
fo the explorer* of
ol inestimable value
the moet easily
adjusted, it never chafes
have played no
oar northern wilderness,
the foot, and it is
by far the moet com■mall pert in tb* spread of American fortable.
It is simply a throng of buckhave opened to us wide
cp ilisation, and
skin about half an inch wide.
and pleasure ol the
Add* of recreation
One end of it is run through the netting
most invigorating sort. The three imple- on one side
of the opening, just behind
ment* are tb* canoe, the toboggan and the the forward
bar, and threaded back on
tnow ahoe.
the opposite side of the
opening; the
The canoe baa taken its place at chief two
ends are then drawn back to tie beamong the smaller pleaaure craft of our hind the
wearer’s heel. Before being tied,
intend waterway*. In the United Bute*
however, they are wrapped
both at the
we have not yet learned to appreciate the
same time
twice or thrice around the
in
the
oaatern
Although
toboggan.
thong at the point at which It passes
United male* the anowsboe hae not yet across the toe
opening. The thong here
it
it
is
the
deserves,
recognition
received
should be loose enough to let the wearer’s
wherever snow
in popularity
growing
toes go under it, but tight enough to
keep
fails deep enough to permit the use of it. the toes from
working forward and strikhas
it
almost
unUs
usefulness,
Reside*
the
bar
in
ing upon
walking. When this
limited possibilities *s an implement for
adjustment has been made, the ends of
heaith-giving winter eport.
the thong are drawn behind the heel and
THE INDIAN INVENTION.
tied.
It is not necessary to untie the thongs
In referring to the anowsboe as an
Indian invention, 1 have left out ot con- in order to remove the snowsboe from the
sideration the slice, for although it ans- foot. If the wearer lifts his heel and slips
bis toes from under the thongs, the sling
wers the same purpose, we do not speak
of it nr think of It a* a snowahoe. More- w ill drop from his foot. By winding the
ends round the toe-thong, he can tighten
over. I have npt considered contrivance*
fur walking on snow that have long been the sling; by unwinding them, he can
loosen it. Altogether, it is the most inin use on the tablelands of Asia and in
the
Ollier part* of the world. These contri- expensive, the most comfortable,
most serviceable and the most easily advance* originated in prebiatoric times, the
ckee devempea wiin civuizsiiun.
Hat the snow shoe as we know

KITTKKY TO CARIBOU.

MAP.

3

E*t?£,'Sh,d

D&BISHOPCO., Bangor,

Pain Cannot Live

n^i
ybL

eleven

j: iljSZ

inches apart.
When beech was to be had, as it once
Province*, it was
was In the Maritime
Now, however,
much used tyr frames.
Indians use mostly birch or spruce, and
Spruce
make the crossbars ol tamaracx.
is light, springy, easily worked, and does
is
light, stiff
Tamarack
not check easily.
cuts
sod strong.
With the ax the Indian
the timber and roughly shapes it; with
the crooked knife ha dresses and finishes

Tuttle’s

for

a

the

few weeks.

C. A. Conary and wife
bouse for William Robbins.

are

increases

Miss Ellen Closson, of North Sedgwick,
employed at £. J. Byard’s.
W.
J. F. Gray, J. F. Lane, L S. Candage,
attended the
H. Fervear, and H. A. Small
at Rockassembly of King Hiram council

Before the babiche, or web, is woven
in, the frame is allowed to season.
Oaribou skin makes the best babiche.
The Indian works over me skin until it
ha* a finish like parchment, and then cuts
it into long strip* tor weaving. In Iron! ol
the forward croaa-piece and behind the
rear
light, thin babiche

|

public

protionately

in

nation’s bird life through an organization of ten times the fighting strength
of the present national Audubon army of
wardens, field agents and educators.
the monied millinery in> In opposing
the

Und Friday.

in
Miss Gwynn, who has been preaching
of the
Passaduinkeag, occupied the pulpit
morning.
First Baptist church Sunday
for a while.
She will go to West Sedgwick
uNov. 10. ____
cross-piece, very
ia
is used, and in well-made snow shoes it is
The largest tree in the United States
The babiche at the said to be the “Mother of the Forest," a
woven very closely.
Calaveras big-tree
toe is a little coaraer than at the heel.
giant redwood in the
It is estimated to
grove in California.
INDIAN WSBBINO WILD SOT 8AO.
140,619 board feet of lumber.
I have seen this babiche at the heel end contain
claimants for
Between There are, however, many
as due as coarse linen thread.
and
honor of being the “largest tree”
the cross-pieces—where the footjrest* and the
I the “oldest tree”, and these claims, actbe strain come*-the babiche i* considbe
than cording to foresters, cannot always
erably heavier and the meah coarser
| verified.
at tbe end*. The Indian-made webbing

If the interest of the

the future, it is
calculated that at the end of the coming
decade three quarters of a million dollars
will be spent annually for the benefit of

keeping

is

it.

country.

to procure protection for their
feathered prey by the legislators at Washington aud a score of state capilola, many
thousands of dollars were expended in

terests

spoken appeals to the people,
representatives have, as a result ol
their demand, enacted laws that are regarded as safeguarding every form ol
American bird life more extensively than
ever before in history.
To-day Uncle Sam
written and
whose

has become the leader of all the nations ol
the world in the suppression of birdbutchery for the feather traffic and the

preservation of his game

|

federal laws.

birds

by the

new

Pictures will show how tin
the trail.
rangers build the trails and how thej
tight forest tires. The protection of w ile
game of the forests will be a striking exhibit, as weil as the photographs of tbt
tens of thousands of sheep and cattle thal
graze on these vast government domains
One of the most Interesting exhibiti
will be a miniature look-out tower, w hen
the raugers watch for forest fires. Water
power development in national foresti
shown
be
will
by maps, charts anc
colored transparencies. One of the mosi 1
interesting exhibits will be that of tin
1 Western
Forestry Conservation association, composed of five of the Pacific coas
states, showing how the association educates the people and the school children t< 11
of the protection and us«
the
of the forests.
Another model will present a realist :
rainfall. One half of the the model, fillet
with earth, is covered with miniatun
I trees and moss. On the other half th<
; earth is left bare. The artificial rain
the way in whicl
storm brings out
the bare ground is washed away, whil
covered with trees holds its place
famous White House map of tb
be
:
the country’s natural resources will als >
be seen. This was the first map eve

Family

plainly

fround

made by the government.

!§§>
IfJpJ

You are the third generation which has known and
used Tuttle’s Family Elixir as the most reliable and sure

remedy for
rheumatism, lumbago, backache, toothache, cramps, chills, sprains,
and
the other common ills of humanity.
bruises,
Compounded purely of gums, essential
vegetable extract* —henoe perfectly adapted for both internal and exoils, and

terual use. Guaranteed under the pure
food iawof the United States Government.
Sinoe it is impossible to foresee when
you will need it—and need it promptly—

1UTILE'S KLIXIH CO., 17

[

better get a bottle today and you can
easy In every Reuse of'the word,
Ask your druggist. If he carinot supply
you seud us flOcTui stamps, together with
his name, and we will send you promptly,
a large size bottle.
Your mouey
prepaid,
back if it does not do what we claim
rest

Beverly Street, Boston,

Mass.

—..—.

importance

I

Elixir

The Ellsworth American
1

..-

Pauper

■

Notice.

contracted with the City of Ellsworth to support aud care for those wtc
may need assistance during the next
of Ellsworth,
years and are legal residents
forbid ail persons trusting them on my account, as there is plenty of room and acconc
modations to care for them at the City Farn
bouse.
M. J. Dbummky.

HAVING

—

only COUNTY

pap

—

.i

,i

Pale Children
Ayer's Sarsaparilla helps
to make rich,

red

nature
blood. No

alcohol.

Sold f-.r 60 years.
Adi Your Doctor.
tSJT&l

4

Spring flowem are still in evidence in
Ellsworth. Roy White contribute* dandelions and Henry Harrington violets, to
The American's bosqdst this week.

LOCAL AND POLITICAL JOURNAL
FU»LI»HBX>
EVERY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON

BT TB*

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO
W. RoLLsam, Editor and MaoAser.
W. H.

YlTTA Associate Editor-

toes.

year; $1.00 for six
months, 50 cents for three months, If naki
•trlctlv in advance. $1 50, 75 and 38 cents
respectively. Single copies 5 cents. All arrearage* arc reckoned at the rate of $2 pet

•koMcrlptloi} Price—B2A0

»

_

Advents! g Rate*—Are reasonable and will be
made known on application.

fishermen.

Business comimintcatloas should be addressed
to, and all checks and money orders made pay
•ole to Thk Habooc* COuwtt PmitllM
Co., Ellsworth. Maine.

have

This week’s edition of
American is SLROO copies.

so

Bat

forgotten

long

so

been

that most of

u*

they lasts like.

what

of the State aid funds.
It would have been well and far more
pleasing and sattsfactorv to the people of
this county bad the commissioners, under the
circumstance*, held a hearing in this city
At the time tbe bearing was held In Bangor, a
great many of oar residents Interested ia the

As a sequel to tbs delivery to the government fish bstcheries at Green lake and
Craig brook recently of 12,000,000 eggs of
the humpback salmon, the fish commis-

The

sion

car

2,460

brought them will start
Pacific coast soon with 3,500

live lobatsra for

planting.

Thia

is in

ac-

arrangement* made by
tbs government for the trade of Pacific
coaat salmon for Atlantic coast lobsters.
cordance with the

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 12, 1913.

A Hancock county man, Bernard E.
Varnum, of Penobscot, ha« just been apit for some time to come.
pointed chief clerk to Col. John T. Richards, governor of the soldiers' home at
Togus. Mr. Varnum, who is twenty-six
The Maine insane hospital is to be
years of age, it a graduate of Bucksport
investigated by the governor and seminary and the Doe business college, of
council, in the bearing on the order Bangor. He was clerk in the treasurer's
asking for the resignation of Super- office at Togus for two years, and for the
intendent Miller and all the members past year has been chief clerk in the
office of the Bangor A
of the board of trustees. The gov- terminal agent's
Aroostook railroad.
council have issued an
ernor and

The act creating this bond Issue for public
highways 1 find Is very little unier stood by
the people. This may be due principally t»

Farmers

held in
week, under the

institutes

are

being

Hancock county this
file them with the attorney-general direction of the State agricultural dc
on or before Nov. 15, and copies of partment. Monday there was an institute
the charges will be sent to all persons at Franklin; Tuesday at North Ellsworth,
mentioned in them on or before and to-day one is being held at Salisbury
Cove. The speakers at these institutes
Nov. 17.
'_
were F. S. Adams, State dairy instructor;
Gov. Haines has issued his formal Prof. V. G. Aubry, Orono; A. A. Eastman,
Dexter, and W. G. Hunton, Cherryfield.
proclamation appointing Thursday,
small fruits,
In hia Dairying, poultry culture,
Nov. 27, as Thanksgiving day.
seed and plant improvement, and other
he
“More
says:
proclamation
happy farm topics were discussed.
than ever in the numerous bleaaingB
to

which have been ours

during

the past

year, and believing onr prosperity
and improvement in moral and spiritual life have been equal, If not greater, than those of previous years, let
us one and all, in our churches and
homes, return thanks for these blessthe Great Giver of every per-

to

fect

gift.”

Dr. A. C. Hagertby, of Ellsworth,
of Hancock county’s senators,

one

has given out a
printed elsewhere

press interview,
in this issue, in

which he expresses himself strongly
on the action of the State highwaycorn mission in laying out State high-

Knox

county sportsmen have been in a
as to whether the open time on
deer, which went into effect last Saturday, applies also to the island ot Isle au
Haut, which was annexed to Knox county
That it
by an act of the last legislature.
does not is the information given out by
Hon. J. 8. P. H. Wilson, chairman of the
inland fisheries and game commission,
who, in response to local inquiries, wrote
as foilows:
‘‘Again referring to the deer
law on Isle au Haut, the law relating to
the protection of deer on that island is

quandary

rather

complicated,

attorney-general’s office, it has
ally decided that the protection
that island

was

continued

ways, and reviews the highway question
Because .of Dr.
generally.

legislature, instead

Hagerthy’s

time.”

prominence

politically,

and there has

been

a

great difference ot opinion in regard to
same.
Under a ruling secured from the

the law

has

been

by

been

fin-

of deer
the

on

last

being repealed, as
interpreted until this
of

and the recent unofficial announceA golden wedding celebration in which
ment that be will enter the prima- Hancock county is interested was t hat of
ries next year for the republican Capt. and Mrs. Thomas Clark, which took
nomination for governor, the article place at Augusta Tuesday evening, Nov. 4.
For more than twenty-seven years Ospt.
is of more than usual interest.
Clark has been employed in the adjutantgeneral’s department at Augusta. He was
The attitude of President Huerta, born si Tremont seventy-three years ago,
of Mexico, seems to be “come and saw toe hardest kind of fighting in the
From the Mexican Civil war, returned to Southwest Harbor
put me out’’.
after the war, and served for nine years as
sense of honor, be would be disgraced
collector of customs there under
while
forci- deputy
by peaceable abdication,
Collector John D. Hopkins. Over 100
ble eviction would be retirement with
guests helped Capt. Clark and his wife
honor.
Hence his attitude is the
celebrate their golden anniversary. Two
natural one. Just now Uncle Sam is of their three children were
present
the
best
method of put- Charles H. and Miss Alice M. Clark, both
considering
Another daughter, Mrs.
ting him oat. The roundabout way of Augusta.
suggested is to raise the embargo on John K. Board man, of New York, was un—

and ammunition, thus giving the
revolutionists the means to overthrow Huerta; the direct method ia by
arms

Invasion.

Now comes a third sugthe starving out of the
gestion
Huerta government by the withholding of financial aid by this govern—

able to be

present.
THE

BRIG

SULLIVAN.

the brig Sullivan, the loan of which
was
reported in The American last
Goulds boro
week, our
correspondent
Of

writes:
The brig Sullivan, wrecked at Fay si a short
time sgo. was built at Clou Ids boro forty-wet n

ment and the European powers.
If
Uncle Sam can handle this mess with- years ago for the John B. Emery Co., of Bosout becoming involved in a war, we ton. Darius Tracy was master builder, and
she was one of the finest of the many Teasels
may consider ourselves fortunate.
built in the Gouldsboro yard.
———

Memorial Resolutions.
The Bangor festival cborua has adopted
the following resolutions:
VFhtrtat.
The Grand Conductor of that
immortal chorus an high has. in Bis infinite
wisdom, removed from
amongst us our
esteemed friend sad associate. Frank W
Rollins, of Ellsworth, therefore be it
Resolved.
That we, the members of the
Bangor festival chorus, extend to the bereaved family and to the Ellsworth festival
chorus, of which he was director and helper
for so many years, our heartfelt
sympathy:
and be it further
■■solved
That these resolutions be spread
upon our records and s copy be sent to the
family of the deceaaed, and to the Ellsworth
festival chorus.

Prof. O. W. Knight Dead.
Ora Willis Knight, chemist, geologist
and ornitholgiost of national reputation,
died at bis home in Portland yesterday,
aged thirty-nine years.
Prof. Knight until recent years lived in
He was the
Bangor, his native city.
author of a book on “Birds of Maine".
He was well known in Ellsworth. His
last visit here was to appear before the
board of aldermen as an expert on exploeivee, in the hearing on the Standard
Oii Co.’s gasolene tank.
Drowned at Swan’s Island.
Edward Sherman, aged thirty-five, was
drowned Sunday night by the swamping
of his punt while he was looking sfter his
His body was
lobster-car in the storm.
found on the shore Monday.
Mistaken for

a

Deer.

Charles Dodge, a guide, of Gilberts, was
shot and killed yesterday at Sc hoodie
lake, by Lucien Cable, a New York sportsman, w bo mistook him lor a deer.

Launched October 11, 18SC, her first round
vo>age was made the winter of ’S6 and t?
Bhe went from Goulds boro to Portland in
ballast. Prom Portland she tailed to Savannah, Oa., with hay. At Savannah she took
a load of cotton for Liverpool, Eng. At Liverpool she loaded with salt and made the return voyage to Boston.
The Sullivan's first crew consisted of Capt.
Jesse Perry; first mate, William Handy;
second mate. Edwin Young; cook, Chester
Stevens: crew. Roeooe Young, Enoch Spurling. Nathaniel Bowie, Wilmot Holt* and
Bucknam Young. Of them, all but three—
Bosco* Young. Nathaniel Bowie, and Wilmot Eolfe
are now living.
Capt. Perry waa in command of the Sullivan for about
twenty-five yeara, and was
succeeded by Capt. Higgins.
One year, in
two
making
voyages to South America, the
old brig earned ber owners something over
M.000 clear of all expenses.
Staunch and sturdy and strong, the Sulllran bad seen nearly half a century of unusually successful voyages, for few vessels
bad been “luckier” tban the bmve old brig.
—

Colors Wood of Growing Trees.
A professor in a German forestry school
discovery of a method by
fluid into living
a
trees, every fibre in them, including the
Leaves, may be artificially colored for all
time in twenty-four hours. He is now in
this country on his way home from Japan,
w here he has
spent six months studying
woods and methods. He aays the Japanese are far in
advance in methods of
treating woods for coloring and preserving them.
The German professor, with an associate,
has spent years experimenting in coloring
woods.
He has many samples of woods
colored by what he terms his “ameliorating process”.
They include redwood,
pine, birch, oak, maple, flr, cedar and
others. Polished samples reveal beautiful
finishes.
Details of the process, he says, will be
revealed in treatises be will pubiHh after
bis arrival in Germany.
announces

the

which, by injecting

them make it absolutely peoewatry to regard such phenomena—however we may
explain them away—a* part of tbe experience of the world. IHorie* of the kind
are not peculiar to this country or that, to
thia slag* of civilisation or tbe other.
I’lauiu* wrote a comedy on the subject;

the fact that tbe act was never printed ami
circulated save fa the general summary
The grangers
printed by the newspapers
tell me they have been unable to have satisfactory addresses on the subject or to obtain
as roach information as they would like Pi

■

requiring all peraons having
chargee against the hospital officials

which regard* tables and chairs a* more
"real' than (let u* aay) emotion*.
Of courw emotions, according to every
teat except that of tbe groaeeet physical
verification, are. as we all know, far more
real than anything material, they are more
effective, they are of a higher order of
being, they change men’* deetiuie* and
their fruits are. It would seem even to the
materialist, practically eternal. Yet, for
all that, la a confused kind ol way, we

fT ?
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Store

Player Pianos

S aall instrument* of all

kinds, and everything in
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October established a new record
for wetness. We hope she will hold

order

phenomena of what are called "haunted
bouse*” is simply overwhelming. It may
freely be granted that three phenomena *r»,
in a sense, quite abnormal; they do not,
that is to aay, readily adjust themadlvea to
that practical, materialistic philosophy

f ? I..M-I

M

dieeppeared, ehe came immediately in to To all peraon. intere. ed
la aUher or
of Ik.
make iminlriee. and found that there had
U(«» hereinafter n*nied:
regard them aa passing and ephemeral
At a probate court brid at KUawo-th
no each roan in the place.
been
lortbe conntr of ■ aneock TO
disturbance*, sine* we cannot smell them
>1 .• £to»m
l”
Laatly, the preeent rector bttneelf da- ! dar of November, a d. mi.
nor bum in a Are, and we regard a chair
fl^HK followtae matter.
acrtbcd
me bow, in hi* own bed-room,
to
bavlni
been _
as more solid, since we can ait on it.
JL rented for the action thereon.,nV
building of the tr ink line were prevented
However hard it may be to At the adjoining thy old haunted upper-etory, he aftar Indicated. It I. hereby ordeV &
from attending because of tbe heavy condicontinawake
one
been
hed
night by
kept
,
tion of traffic, but the same people could have phenomena of haunted house* into this
nel ruahing none, aboee hia bred aa if a
driven to Ellsworth for a hearing and reheavy philosophy by which most of u*
I
wind
blew
In
though
violent
greet gueeta.
The
turned to their home* ia fair season.
at Kll.-ortb. in mid
practically live, it must be remembered
counly.^K,
addreaaed the 1 appear at a probate coart
name condition existed at tbe highway meetto be held ai
that tbe extent, tbe duration and (be in- nothing moved. He finally
worth In aald concly, on the mooed r^Z
and
at
Machine.
lat
him
and adjured it to
ing
alaep,
0.7*2
tensity of human evidence* concerning Energy
December, a. d. tti*. at In

which

back for the

Average per week for 1912,

lobsters have

then

far out of reach

HI*

In

The weight of human evidence for tbe

bta views

We have the fends to be derived from the
bond issue, of. which •800.000 syesr is trf be
spent. There is the State aid for highways
the appropriation for 1914 and thereafter will
be •890.990 a year, and there la a fund designated for all other highways. »Now, the expenses of the commission are paid by the
State out of an appropriation of *80.900. to
which fund ia added the unexpended balance

Scarcity of lobater bait contributes it*
mite toward the high cost of living.
‘Bait ia scarcer than lobstera,” say the,

vear.

ings

expressing

Student

a

Search for Truth.
'Robert Hugh Ituki*. In Pall Mall

strongly on the
Western Hancock farmer* are rushing actions of tbe State highway commission
their
potatoes to the patato- house at in laying out tbe State highways under tbe
Bucksport, at 60 cents a bushel. Last new law. I>r. Hagert by say a:
Wednesday fifty-four teams were counted
At the prevent time, the highways of Maine
in line waiting to discharge loads of pota- are to be
supported by three distinct fond*.

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

F*

Kiptrltarn ol

C. lUgepthy, of K1I» worth,
KxprcuiM Ilia View*.
Dr. A. C. Hifertby, ieoator from Hancock county, has given oat a preaa interI>r. A.

view
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they who have related to ere the most
S&lMKtfMBmS
and the moat impressive histories t hat 1 have ever heard. On a certain
GOOD WAY TO IM> BtSINRbH
visit to America not long ago I received
information of a haunted presbytery not G. A. Parcher Sells Reliable Remfar from New York, and the following <
edy at Half-Price and Guarweek I weal to sec it. My friend and 1 arantees a Cure.
rived after dark, and were welcomed by
When one can boy gold dollars fot fifty
the smiling Irish priest. The church and
cents. It Is a good time to purchase.
the adjoining buildings stand In a freIn ordering a Me bottle of Dr. Howard’s
are
of
no
quented street; they
particular celebrated specific for the cure of constiinterest.
Next
external
to the church,
pation and dyspepsia at 25 cents, G. A.
and communicating with it, is a thin, red Parmer it
giving one of the greatest trade
brick building of two stories high, and chances ever
offered to the people of Ellaof only two rooms in depth. This is the worth.
original presbytery used now in its lower
Ewn though offered at half price for
story as a sacristy and in its upper as a indroductory purposes, the specific is sold
lumber room. Adjoining it again, on the under a
guarantee to cure or the money
side away from the church, is the in- will be refunded.
habited presbytery—a large, comfortable
If food does not digest well, if there is
are

convincing

building

inhabited

—

to

the

entire

ex-

other life

bad become impossible.
All that 1 am now going to relate

gas or pain in the stomach, if the tongue
it costed and the breath bad, if there Is

straining. Dr. Howard's
It it does not,
you.
you have druggist lurcher’s
personal
by the present parish priest, as we sal in guarantee to rrtum per ihoney.
his room and afterward wandered under
Dr. Howard's sped Sc gives quick rebis guidance through the four or five lief and makes permanent cures of conand ail liver troubles.
rooms of the descried house.
Two very j stipation. dyspepsia
These are strong statements, but G. A.
curious sets of facts were related to me. Parcber is
giving his customers a chance
The first concerned the rather tragic to prove their truth at just half the regular price- sixty doses for 25 cents. If they
| events that had taken piece in the old are
not found true, all you have to do is
presbytery; a priest had fallen from one to ask for your money.
and
had
been
the
windows
taken
[.of
up
dead; a sacristan had been found dead at
one
tbe foot of
of the staircases.
Yet,
Wm. O. EMERY
,
strangely enough, none of the sights
[ eventually seen in the house seemed to
hsve any connection whatever with these
me

simply

and

was

unsensationaity

constipation
specific will

and

cure

1

W. Smith, of Machine, a wellknown lumberman, has invented a treesawing machine, and baa filed application
for a patent on it in tbe United .States and
Daniel

in Canada.

machine for sawing down trees,
in tbe woods. The main object of the invention is the economizing of
lumber. The machine, it is said, will saw
down at the bottom, or near the root, and
save a foot usually left on the stump.
The
machine is designed to get the extra foot,
and the best and moat valuable part of the
It ia

a

particularly

tree.
It kUo

by

one

economizes
man

labor, and

operated
standing up to his

while

is

The work is done easily and the
extra effort usually required to operate a
cross-cut saw is uunecessary. Besides, the
lumber jacks don’t like to operate a crosscut saw close to the bottom of the tree,
because it necessitates their getting down
on their knees, often time in wet snow,
work.

and in the mud and slush.

The machine is operated by one man.
It is light and compact and folds so that a
person can easily transport it from place
to

place,

without

It is

the

assistance

of

a

folding adjustable
contrivance, comprising a metal frame, attached to a tree by a clamp and supported
by adjustable legs to conform to the evensecond hand.

a

On this maof the earth's surface.
mounted a sliding carrier, feed
for tbs same being furnished by an adness

ohine is

justable spring

and

ratchet

attachment.

TITLES

happening*.
1*0

young

assistant

priests, arriving

whole affair to acorn, and insisted on
sleeping upstairs in tbe disused rooms. A
partition not to high as tbs ceiling
separated one from tbe other. On the foltbe

lowing morning they requested

that

their

beds might be moved to the new presbytery, since for no consideration in tbe
world would they sleep in tbe ofd boose
again. Tbay bad passed, they said, an appalling night of terror; there were continual movements about them and in tbe
airr'tbere were knockings and low voices
talking.
One of

the

two

day

a

or

two later

tbe house in the daytime hia
own confessor, a monk, and sent him upstair* alone. After an interval the monk
returned, completely self-controlled, and
related how, on coming into the front
room, he bad teen immediately Father A.
B., tbe late rector of tbe mission, seated
by tbe window and saying bis office; tbia
figure presently vanished. It is interesting to note that Father A. B. was not tbe
priest who bsd fallen from tbe window,
but had died quietly in his bed.

brought

to

fitted with adjustable roller
end saw guides, and guide bar with roller
end power controlled by a folding brake.
on
the
was made
A demonstration
On pnotber occasion the present rector,
Penobscot river recently, and a11 present
church while
pronounced the machine a success. Tree my informant, was In tbe
two girls were arranging the altar Sowers
kfler tree was cut down while watches
were held.
At the conclusion of the test in the lower story of the old house. They
it was decided that the machine would do ; ran in presently saying that they could atay
there oo longer, the noises and the voice*
more work and do it more satisfactorily
Tbe rector immedithan two cross-cat saws requiring four were too alarming.
The carrier

men.

is

There would be little

or no

expense

swamping roads, because the cut of the
tree ia on a legei with the earth and no
stumps protrude to affect hauling out the
in

timber.

Mate of Ohio, city of Toledo, 1 m
J
Loess County 4
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he is
senior partner of the firm of F. J Cheney A
Co
doing business in the City of Toledo,
County and State aforesaid, and that said
firm will pay the sum of ONE HUNDRED
DOLLAR* for each and every case of Catarrh
that cannot be cored by the use of HALL‘8
CATARRH CUBE.
FBANK J. CHENEY.
8worn to before me and subscribed in my
presence, this Sth day December, A. D. 18SS.
A. W. GLEASON.
(8aal)
Notary Public.
Hall's Catarrh Core is taken internally and
snd
mucous earthe
blood
acts directly upon
8«nd for testimonials
faces of the system.
,re**
F J. CHENEY A CO., Toledo, OJ|
Sold by ail Druggists. 75c.
Take Hairs Family Pilis for constipation.

ately

went

sacristan

upstairs, taking

as

a

with

witness, and in

him
tbe

his

front

asked that if any disembodied soul
help that he could give by bis
prayers, a signal might inatantiy be given.
There followed, sharp upon hia words
three loud knocks from the direction of
the window.

room

needed any

On

another occmsioc

Sunday

morning

at

a

nun, standing one
of
the side

one

iV,£

O.

*Hi

Booker, lata of Pranklla

deemaed.

Pleat

account

;,VL*S

„f

mt Meant

VeromTl.

jZj*

|

Abbla A
Coolldae. a per win r,l
mind, of Lamoloe, la mid eoaniy.
count of Mary J. Ooolidfn. Canadian

on«»M

I.TYT
s MJ

armament.

,Z

Leonard M. Hoorn, late of BHaworth l».g
coantr.deceawd. Petition filed bj ll,~»
C. Moore, admlal.lratrla. for I teen a,
Z?
certain real e.tate of mid ,1k...
,,
Acrlbed in Mid pAtiUon.
Herman (. Aava«e. late of Mount [km.>,
mid county, deceaeed. Petition Sled be B
Mardell !*avn«a, adminlalrauir. for
,.L
eell certain rent eatatr of mid deer...
aertbed In mid petition.
Bodfl.b M Torrey, late of Winter
H.rl*.
la »atd c.ooty dec mend
I
Fulfil.
Kroc.t M Torrey. elecolor. lor llcenre m
certain real elate of aald deoean.1 u i,
Acrlb*4 to »»*<! petition.
Abbt* A. Otx.UdK*, » p«rr*ou of un**i£ai
miQd. of IfSmoin*. is Asfdo.snli
VLtmmZl
*
Mop of
J

tj

7.'

dZ

j
j

«

Jn

MPtj

T

Coolid**. asanas.

Mpij HrAdlfor4 Crowo$o*hi*»d
iw
Harbor. Mi
Is Mid coanty
-,-***/
A CAftsis iu«crumroi parrot usx ;•
iky
iss« sill »nd i#«tsm«nt of «*h1 4+- >a<a u.
C*:h*r with patltios for probat* thr:<->f sr(>•***#
Bradford Vsrnu
by
)4iw
And Axrrutrix therein bsm,v.
<

IrpirA

county, 4«c#g«e.S. A certain 1 etrumeot mp.
porting to brute Ism will and WaUf»rit of
•aid deceased. together with petit:
for «®.
bate thereof,
nr
Carprevented
o
WiUktrlt. the executrix therein nan,.
Mi non H. Plokbam. late of SI. iv««rt »
•aid county. dr erased
Plrat account
ton W.
Plokbam. ad mi c 1*0 ate r, £:«d fw
wuirmenl.
Albert Krancia. late of Gould* boro
eoontf. deceased.
Petition that
b.
Krancta, or some other suitable per*
•*
pointed administrator of the estate of
dscwaeed. prevented by Uu B. frao
uw
of said deceased
Michael Mb**, late of Eden, in said
;ctr
deceased
Petition filed by Charles W >&#*,
admin atraror. that an order be issue
?■>
tribute among tne heirs at taw tf *4
-j«.
craved, tbe amount rrroaiu'r* In th* raafit
o» said administrator, upon tbe settle,ml of
hi* first account.
John 1 ones Kane, late of tbe city
.atr
and state of New York, deceased
Pri.twa
Hied by Alfred E. Marling, eie-iio*
it*
laat will and testament of said Jr ceased,
that the amount of inheritance tai a pon u;4
eatate be determined by the Judge of
probata
ftciily K Atherton, .'ate of Mount .«r,
in as id
drcea*«d.
A cer t*
,.ra
county.
nient pnrjiortlng to be tbe last wld ami :«unir-nt and codicil thereto of said dec****-!. t>
grtber with petition for probate there f yr*.
smted by Geo. R PaSHr. tbe executor
<•*.*
named.
George E. Farmer, late of Verona.
m;4
couoit. deceased
A certain Instrut p^rporting to be tbe laa; wtltandre*
r-xtof
said deceased, together with petition
yrsbate thereof, presented by Addir ti asck
F rmff. the executrix therein burned
Krancta J. Parnbara. laf* of Pen.
•. s
t*U1 county, dreeased. A ccttalu iu».,--sxst
.eat
purporting t» be the Inal will an s:
of said deceased. together w»‘h p.
?
t uf
probate thereof, and for tne appoint
M*rab G- Firsbia, admitnslr *-.;«*
Use
w 1*
annexed, prevented r>y said Maraa D.
F.rnhetn. widow of avid decease-,;
Klxtra A McNeil, late of Franklin a **.4
1
county, deceased. A certain loatrur
of
porting to be the last will and test*
•aid deceased, together with petition t
yrebale thereof, and for the appoint me-J t
H. P Biaiadell. adminiatrator with
e will
»*•
annexed, prevented by Auv'in McNc;..
fictary under said will. Bald decease 4 .1 art at
omitted to appoint an executor in &•
»*itf

MAINE

county, deceaaed

<

MORRISON. JOY ft CP. BLOCK.

legal ITotun.

THE

THE

THE

,,

THE

4

windows of the new presbytery in such a
_Bar
position that ahe could see down into the
auLscriber nereny gives notice that
she has been duly appointed adminisground floor of tbe old house, saw, by tbe THE
tratrix of the estate of
of
Father
C.
tbe
broad daylight,
figure
D.,
FRANK W. ROLLINS, late of ELLSstanding by the half-open door that led
WORTH.
to
the
a*
if
music
into Uw church,
listening
in the
of
and
..

of tbe mas* that was being sung within.
Again, mother nun, in the garden behind
tbe old bouse, had watched for some minutes tbe figure of a man the did not know,
whose face she could perfectly see looking

;

Will.

Clara A. <'oaten, late of Penob*
a»:d
A certain lost rum
parai of
porting to be the last will and test*
aaid deceased, together with petition f-*r pro•sarohet mads and abstracts
bate thereof, and for the appoio-.
u: of
and coplos Ifernlthod on short
Emily P. Mb add. administratrix with
notico, and st ttltMMU HKH
Annexed, preaented by the said K
y t
H*"#rt
Bbedd, beneficiary under said wtii
OFFICE*
A- Bbedd named as executor In sal 1 «
being now deceaaed.
-> said
Frank Pierson, late of Hedge.ok,
Petition that M*uaee
county, deceaaed.
•TATE ETRc.IT.
Laughiln or some other suitable per*,-:; b*
1 ♦aid
administrator
of Ibe esutr
appointed
f I to. m
Irtishss. 125 2.
soa.
deceased, presented by Charles B.
brother and heir at-law of aaid dec***Nelson A. Freethy. late of Brook!!:: m ull
miot
Pirat and final ac
county, deceaaed
Osman 1. Freethy and Ntilie A. Freethy.
executors, ttJed for settlement
Ann D. Torrey, late |>f ftoatoo. co-ir.'y «
subscriber heresy fives notice tbst
she has been duly appointed execulrtx of Suffolk. Commonwealth of Maaaai:;.o»*tta
deceaaed.
Plrax account of John T 1
the last will and testament of
and WlUtam B. Re*ere, executors, filed for
CLARA B. LUFKIN, late of DEER ISLE. settlement.
Id the county of Hancock, deceased, no bond*
Jessie P. Lawrence, late of HuiUearr, t sxiJ
being required by the terms of said will. All county, deceased. First account of Harriet
persons having demands against the estate of C. Hill, executrix, filed for aettlemeu:
said deceased are desired to present the same
Lucy A. Plainer, late of Tremout, :» lb#
for settlement, and all indebted thereto are county of Hancock, deceased
Fourth account of Clara A
Gibbs, administratrix witk
requested to make payment Immediately.
Lccv F. Hamblsii.
the will annexed, filed for settlement.
Clara R. Ladd, late of Cranberry I ales, ib
Ktoulugton, Nov. 4. 191*.
raid county, deceaaed
F1re» and fin* k*
subscriber hereby gives notice that count of Alfred R.
Ladd, administrator. fi-«d
she has been duly appointed executrix
for settlement.
of the last will and testament of
Ira B. Foaa. late of Winter Harbor ia **«
ORB1N W. TRIPP, late of ELLSWORTH, county, deceaaad.
Petition filed by Franc ins
**11
in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds A. Harrington, executrix, for Ucens*
certain real estate of said deceased. w debeing required by the terms of said will. All scribed
in said petition.
persons having demand* against the estate of (
,M<*
William If. ttargent. lata of Caatior
said deceased are desired to present the same
First account of William
for settlement, and all indebted thereto are county, deceaaed.
George .Sargent and Forraat B. Snow, execurequested to make payment immediately.
tors, filed for settle meat.
Auci H. Goodwin.
Henry B Hart. late of Brooksville. in said
Ellsworth, Nov. «. 1919.
Pirat account of In
county, deceased.
subscriber hereby gives notice that Ccusins, administrator, filed for settlement.
he ha* been duly appointed adminHenry B. Hart, late of Brooksville. in s*»!«
r.
istrator of the estate of
county, deceased. Petition filed by Lue.
Hart, widow, for an allowance out of tbe P*r‘
E. FRANK KELLOGG, late of SULLIVAN
tonal estate of said deceaaed.
In the county of Hancock, deceased, and
Ralph 8 Torrey, a minor, of Hurry, in
given bonds as the law directs All persons county.
First account of Hattie E. Anderson,
bavins demands against the estate of said deHattie F. Torrey, guardian, filed for
formerly
ceased are desired to preaeut the same for
settlement.
settlement, and all indebted thereto are reGeorge L. Torrey. a minor, of Burry, in **«*
quested to make payment immediately.
county. First account of Hattie E. Anderson,
R- A. Black.
Hattie F. Torrey. guardian, filed for
formerly
Sullivan. Nov. 4.1919.
settlement.
Andrew J. Jordan, late of Orland. in
subscriber hereby gives notice that
of tne
Pinal account
be baa been duly appointed adminis
county, deceaaed.
Merrill Trust Company, executor, filed for
trator of the estate of
settlement.
MINTA BLAlSDELL, late of EDEN.
Andrew J. Jordan, late of Orland. in
In the connty of Hanoook, deceased, and given county, deceaaed.
account of
First
bonds as the law directs.
All persons having
Merrill Truat Company, trustee, filed for
demands against the estate of
settlement.
said deceased are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are re- JEROME H. KNOWLES. Jnd««0(»W«,DrtA true copy of the original o-der.
quested to make payment immediately.
itUMt—T. t. Mtao.IT. R*»l«»r
Laosamd E. Lawson.
Harbor, Nov. 4. 1919.

ELLSWORTH,

together and being informed of the current reputation of tbe old house, laughed

lore

menl.

\ N

*»

clusion of the other since In the

of the

thereon

tiaorya W. Bturit. truatee. Bed

ilost
K BOOK—No 8941 issued by the Hso
I> cock County Having* Bank. Finder
pie*** return to the treasurer, ( mlklr* C.

|>

nave

■porting Englishman, an ex-professional
boxer, two middle-aged teachers—these

beard

Buoaer. .omlm.lr.trin. Sled for
Ro*coe « tVardwell, |.t, of

Assorted Poet Cards, and polishing cloth for silver, etc tor » cents: or
88 rsrds. 2ft c#oU
Basks* 8rmt
Oo
Oeoter Sit., Aabors, Mslne.

to me first band, no fear was felt at ;
•%»
AA
CARD or THANKS.
until all was over. Again, contrary to
to
II'K
desire
to oar friends and
convey
ever
an imagipopular belief, it is scarcely
Uts: k*
sad
Ti
neighbors our sincere
native or highly-strung person who ex- grateful appreciation of the kindnrss and
them
#o
shown
In
by
many
ways
periences the most startling phenomena. sympathy
during our recent bereavement
A couple of middle-aged priest*, a young
Goack K. hurra.

related to

l.abur-beving Intention

Joviab

all

majority

of Machlas Man.

as

come

details and to make the different surveys.
The roads will not be built until next year,
and there will be p’enty of time after tht
spring election to do as much work on the
highway as if the course should be established at once. Iu this way all of the people
oould have an opportunity, not only to ex press
an opinion in the matter, but to poll a vote fo*
one route or another, and the result would, of
course, be more readily accepted by a greater

TRKK-SAWING MACH INK.

stories

forenoon, aaad be

(SatA.

peraonal

are

atlil.

Jar Sait

re-

vealing, il would seem, a curious range of
laws that would appear to underlie them
all. Bat even these lawt are not w hat one
would exjiect if, that is, on* seek* to explain them on a materialistic or subjective
It ia not, for example, by any
boats.
means universal that tbe sensation of fear

county where two factions are maintaining
their.influence for two different routes, that
the course of the highway be submitted to
tbe people of the county sod voted upon.
This trunk line problem is big and serious.
It will require plenty of time to work out the

l.umlxT and

elements in common,

are some

waa

caufre.

Shakespeare a tragedy.

cet.
The act provides for a *1,0904)00 bond issue
to be spent equitably among tbe counties of
the State. This means a great deal to Hancock county, and Bar Harbor, because of its
prominence a** summer resort, is the most
important point in eastern Maine daring tbe
automobile season.
The act also authorises tbe commissioners
to give employment, whenever practicable, to
tbe people of the towns through which the
highways pass. The bond issue, of course,
does not benefit the densely-tyopuisted section
of the towns and cities.
Of coarse it wtll be impossible for a board
or any of three commissioners to carry out
the provisions of this act to the entire astUfsc*
tion of all. It occurs to me as a satisfactory
solution of the problem to determine the
course of a highway
in this or any other

In Hancock county we have two proposed
routes, and I think that this solution of tbe
problem would be more resdily accepted by
both factions than by leaving the matter to
the three Icommissionere.
I do not believe
that under tbe circumstances the peopte of
Hancock county had a rightful say and vioce
over one of the most important measures that
has ever come before them. I would like to
see the people of the entire county given a
better opportunity in regard to the building
of this trunk line.

immediately it

county

Hanoock, deceased,

giveu bonds as the law directs.
All persons
having demands against the estate
of said deceased are desired to present the
same for settlement, and all indebted tkeiete
are requested to make payment
Immediately.
ElIkn W. Rollins.
Ellsworth, Nov. 1*. 1919.

lubacriber

«b**
*t*ea no-Jce
adm.m*

tH-rebj
bu b». <tul; appointed
THEheof the
estate of
trator

GEORGE O. BUNKER, late of GOULD*BORO.
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
bonds aa the Uw directs. All persons
! demands against the estate of aaid
are desired to present the same for
and wtl indebted thereto are requests
; B**k* payment
A. Bb„„.
Prospect Harbor. Not. 4, IfUL
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THE CHI

Ki ll AMI

SOCIAL SERVICE.

sariASSfssr»&■sit
t-srr
JJJik Con nly Unitarian conference. |
—Tbt prcaent and future relationi„.tween the rburcb and aocial aervlce.
behotdeat thon tba note
Ti Jt-‘ lull why
brother'* eye, but cooaidereth
tbit ia In Oy
la
in thine own eye? Or
,be beam that
then aay to thy brother, ‘Brother!
bow canal
oat Ihe beam tbat ia in tbine aye,'
let me c»*t
not the benra
when <bee thyaelf b«holdeat
own eye?"- LuU 7:41, 4*.
th»l ia In tbine
During the pact tew year* there baa
* 6i„

that, for the time
being and while occupied in avocations!
work, one ia compelled to neglect one’s own business.' A
little thought on this

point

"how how
perfectly
is. Again, this

will

at

w

many

that

that bold. Oncaabewaa the centra around
which everythin* revolved In tbe community, now abe ia ne*lected tor other
Interval*. Once «be wae a neceaalty, now
me

IS

nut.

Scotia

bread!}-

tbe

reason

purely religious

would go back to

Four children were born to them—Mrs.
Roberts MoGown, who died six

ahead of ail this

attendant at its services.

one can see a

The funeral

for

tbe

which

the

compete, because, if she does, it is
more
than probable she will lose her
sense of direction; she will tend to lose
sight of the vocational ki her zeal in the

ten

are

going

on

around her.

even

hell

was

years ago,
not sulphur-

ELLSWORTH

type

on

a

platitude,

her school at

it

is

Dexter

Fay &

class

Once the Church was the centre ot community life; now ebe ia not, for she seems

The work of the Church consists in
making it alive in everybody. When she

neglected tor other interests.
rnough, bat you will find that

It

ia

it ia

can

do

avocational nature.

this,

then

will social service

be

angle. It will tend to
only men of leaser minds wbo will declare become vocational, and, therefore, natural.
that the Church la not vitally necessary, That is to say, social service will lie right
and you wilt find that an automobile ia ! in line with a person's ordinary work
too often the/ motive for such a state- and duty, and not be something for which
ment. Glad of any excuse, they seiie the he must neglect h*s ordinary work or
first questionings ot those who are trying duty.
to work out the problem for themselves in
To instill the consciousness of innate
all isrr.estnewe, and make this their religion in * man's soul will be a type ol
authority and excuse. Well, they do not conversion, the real test of which will
know what

they

are

missing;

some

day

viewed from

i not

be

a new

his attendance at church

or

the machine

Scott

shops

for
of

an an

MAURI

a

banquet

of the Dan-

fort h class.
Mies Mary Fernald is home from Portland, spending the week with her parents,
Prank E. Fernald and wife. She has as
her guest, Miss June Rideout, of Bath.
at the parsonage,
Webber, of Ellsworth Falls, and
Miss Elsie Pink ham, of Bangor, were

Saturday evening,

Ernest

j

|
j
;

married.

They

will make their home at

Ellsworth F'alls.
Milton Webber came home F'riday from
Brooksville, where he has been working
Mrs. Webber and family,
in the mills.
who have been visiting in Bangor, returned with him.

SPECIALS FOR THIS WEEK.
cwt. $5.
Pollock, Gc lb.
Yellow Globe Onions, pk. 32c.
Roll of Waldorf Paper Towels, 23c.
Slack-Salted

I

**vat

guide

snd lead in

1 think she makes a
mistake if she tries to compete. I

aril! explain why presently.
Now what, to-day, dove understand by
the term “social service”? The kinds of
•octal service which are generally advocated to-day are avooational; that is,
they constat of some form of work for the
betterment of our fellows which is apart
from our ordinary vocation. To carry
them on we have to leave our ordinary
work for the time being.
This finds expression in trying to improve the condition of babies, say, in order to prevent
Gnomic loss to the state; in bettering
tbe conditions of the sick and diseased for
the same reason; in guiding the young in
the first
principles of clean living, again
for the same reason.
There is no real religious sentiment at-

not be necessary to say to a mau, “Why
beholdest thou the mote that is in thy
brother’s eye but considereth not the

in thine own eye?”
It will not be a question of motes and
beams, but of religion and work being interdependent, and the two together solving the problems of social service in a
rational and reasonable manner. It will

beam that is

be the supreme function of the church to
bring this to pass and she will not have

trouble about social service problems,
will only need to coniine her energies
to her legitimate duty, for which she was
primarily ordained—that of inspiring men
and women to do their whole duty in
to

3 Months Wear Covering 608 Miles
1

their

own

sphere.

Three

new cases

of measles

reported.
spending a

are

works; they are. distinctly
economic—morally economic, perhaps,

are

but still economic.
the church is not

Now the function of

were

taligioua,

the

Messrs. Noll and Todd
Amos Hardy over Sunday.

to these

|

Gentlemen:
On January 11,1 procured of you
pair of Deliverer overs.

!
!

rheumatism, dyspepsia,
nervousness, that tired feeling.

catarrh,

pedometer

A report of the exercises at
the observance of the 100th
anniversary of the founding
of the First Congregational
church of Ellsworth has been
compiled and published in
pamphlet form. This pamphlet is on sale (price 50c per
copy) at the bookstore of Miss
J. A. Thompson.
The proceeds will be donated to the

church.

pedometer always and oDly
when wearing these Deliverer rubbers.
Not until to-day did they show a leaki
well

pleased

WHEN IN PORTLAND
STOP AT

"The Homelike House for Maine Folks"

CHASE HOUSE
Midway

which

ried this

with the

result

between

City Hall
Square

New

and Monument

Only Fireproof Hotel in the State
Conveniently Located for
people Attending Conventions.
Every courtesy and attention shown
ladies travelling alone
MODERN CONVENIENCES
TRANSIENT KATE'S

ALL

recommend

ROOMS ONLY $1.00 PER DAY AND UP.
ROOM AND B0AR0 $2.00 P£R DAY AND UP.

R. F. HIMMELEIN,

H. E. THURSTON.
PROPRIETORS

Munjoy Hill Cars pass the door

tTommiBaian fflerriiantB.
The advertisements below represent some of
the leading houses of New
Englaud. Our
readers will doubtless find them of value.

Century Boot
Shop,
ELLSWORTH,

r.
A
I

v

"V
K

S,
^

^

IT

c°HM)ssion merckan
APPLES

Thomas
North
Callahan,
Monroe, N. H-, caught 23 fox
with Page methods. Stamps
for testimonials and terms.
Warranted
land,
water,
snow sets.
Bait and scent
in pint jars for sale by
Enr.AU R. Page,
Orland,
Maine.

Civil Engineer,

Surveyor.

Correspondence Solicited.
P. 0. Box 7.

{ ELLSWORTH FALLS, ME.

WANTED—LADIES
To Know I Make Switches
From Your Combings

Hot Water Heating, Furnac<
Work and Jobbing.
HONEST WORK: HONEST PRICES

Twenty Years’ Experience.
!

|

Personal attention to all details.
Telepbo
or mail orders promptly attended to.

EDWARD F. BRADY,
Grant St., Ellsworth, Me.
Telephone 6—5.

new

line just received at

(?n
fl»|I .OU

HARRIET N. MILLIKEN.
j

175 TREMONT ST..
ROOM 57,
Boston, Mass.

»

e

have

All kinds of repairing promptly

greatly improved facilities
for handling.

SHIP THESE ALSO:

MEATS, EGGS,

and all

Products.

Farm

ProftBaional ®ar6a.

ICE

SCOTT

II.

SPECIALTY MAI)K OF

TYPEWRITING. ACCOUNTING AND
GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.
Agent Union Safe Deposit & Trust Co., of rortaud, for furnishing Probate and Surety Bonds
Agent Oliver Typewriter; typewriter supplies
Cor. Main and Water Sts. (over Moore’s Drug
Store). Ellsworth. Me.

X)hTWILLIAM

SEMPLE,

OSTEOPATH.
506 Eastern Trust Bldg., Bangor, Me.
IN ELLSWORTH TUESDAYS and FRIDAYS

Telephones; Office, 1250-13; Res., 108-1

KLUiWOKTH

Steam Laundry and Bath Rooms. PERCY
H. B. ESTEY Sc CO.
Ellsworth. Ma
Kstey Building. State St.
The only place to get bargains ia at the
advertises for your trade.

Advertising is like learning to swim
Have confidence, strike out and you will
done ; surely win.

T.

CLARKE,

Attorney

’WO
PAY, NO WA8HKK.
All kinds of laundry work done at short notice.
Goods called rorand delivered.

store that,

DAVID FRIEND’S

*

-..

andL

PLUMBING,

M:

boston

MAINE.

IRA B.. HAGAN, Jr., ^\L

Large

Prnk

American

FOX TRAPPING
Walter Bray, Or I ami. Me..
*y
S caught 24 fox. 34 mink;

tha blood normal in red and whita
corpuscles; relieves pimples, boils,
scrofula, salt rheum or eczema,

church tries to

an

found from several tests to be
very accurate in recording the actual
number of miles walked. I have car-

am

Centennial

*

Hodgkins, wife and daughter
Lois spent Sunday at their camp.
The York camp, which was bought by
which she was ordained, is becoming
Messrs. Ureely and Mallard, has been
•vocational.
The term avocational naturally implies moved, and a new chimney la being built.

and when

1 have

Church

a

I have

..

UR COATS

force herself into sociil service, she is
losing sight of the primary reason for

73 MAIN STREET.
’Phone 17-2

SOLI) ONLY BY THE

It youra If you take HOOD'S
SARSAPARILLA, which makes

primarily economic,

Hudson, Mass.

This is the Store of the
Red Heel Rubber.

guests of

but

Rubber

Apaley

Very respectfully,
Lewis E. Ordway,
Letter Carrier No. 1,
Hudson, Mass.

JUibtrtisnnniW,

Blood

Hudson, Mass.,
March 27,1913.
Co.,

of the test, and would
Deliverers for everybody.

One of the largest
timber trees of the country is the tulip
tree, known to lumbmen as yellow poplar.
It is relared to the magnolias, but it is the
only tree of its kind in the world.

GKKK.N LAKK.

150 in each roll)

ground.

j

and I

valuable

Rich Red

209 3 4 miles mud »nd slush
snow
109
concrete and gravel
199 1-4
30
rough ice and frozen

tUiiicrnsntmut.

but

William Ballou and wife
week here.

tached

most

III

Will Do For You.

!

Wood-block paving, tried and discarded
in many cities of the United States thirty
back
into
years ago, is now coming
marked favor, due to improved methods of
treating and handling the blocks.
and

HAVMFQ

r\»

Deliverer
Rubber

widow of Ambrose Higgins, aged b9 years.
KNIGHT— AtStonington,Oct‘J7, Austin Keith I
Knight, aged l day.
PERKINS —At South
Penobscot, Nov 5,
Harold Perkins, «>f Brooksville, aged 21
;
years, 11 months, 31 days.
PETERS—At BluehUl, Nov 7. Miss Augusta
M Peters, aged MO years, ll mouths.
I
SHERMAN -At Swan's Island, Nov 9, Edward
Sherman, aged So years.
SMITH—At Ellsworth, Nov 7, Mrs Sarah M
Smith, aged 78 years.

mouth of the river.

—

This is What the Congregational

I

his

A

«l*

e

snd

Try

own.

for your groceries, and if we don’t keep
your business always, that will be our fault.

1

Alphonso

Church must help
•octal service, nut

“something just

us

KD.

Sunday evening the pastor’s ! CASrALUOCI-At Stonington. Novi, infant
son of Mr and Mrs Fredreco Castalncci.
lecture will be “Along African Trails”,
CHATLEY-At Aurora, Nov 9, Henry Chatley.
illustrated by over sixty colored pictures
FOREN-At Holbrook. Mass. Nov 9, Henry
W Foren,
gathered by Rev. Cornelius Patton, D. D.,
formerly of Haocock, aged 67
years, 7 months, 1* days.
in his trip through Africa two years ago.
HIGGINS—At Bar Harbor, Nov 7. Elizabeth,

vast

a

substitution of

good”

(The Sanitary Towel;

Next

W$ll Holt is home from Portsmouth
reverent attitude at church, though these
where he has been employed through the
output of Inexpensive litera- ! will follow as a natural and delightful ! summer.
ture which has popularised tbe discussion duty, but by the u*«■ he makas of his re( apt. David F. Closson went to Bluehill
of every problem under the sun, especially ligious quickening in the improvement of
Monday, to take the schooner Louis M.
those which it used to be the exclusive the conditions of those for whom be is
I Candage.
province ot tbe Churcb to discuss, lias more or lew directly responsible.
......
! Mrs. Mary Betts left Monday for Dedcaused the Church to recede into I hr
bar-ground as being no longer the storeCan you two the vision in this? Can ham, Mass., to spend the winter with her
house of revealed truth. I would be tbe yon not see that, it this religion can be daughter, Mrs. Dora Conant.
last to decry the tremendous value of such instilled into the hearts of all, it would
Capt. W. L. Pratt left Monday to attend
literature, but it has led to a somewhat so spread the gospel ot right and love the natioual grange at Manchester, N. H.
real
of
would
tbe
social
service
and
that avocational
unworthy
tasty Jadgmcm
He will visit relatives in Vermont and
fun-: ion of tbe Churcb, due mainly, I re- cease to be a necessity, except in the Massachusetts before returning.
the
gret to say, to tbe ompbasix laid by
rarest ol cases?
Bchool closed Nov. 7, after a successful
Krotestaut churches, in wnich I am comAnd Ibis is why I say the Church makes terra
taught by Miss Rena Sargent, of
pelled, in all fairneas, to include the Uni- a tremendous mistake it she loses sight Ellsworth. Scholars not absent during
tarian denomination, in laying too much ot the primary reason tor her existence in
the team were Otton Clough, Lister Bowemphasis on preaching and not enough on der real—blind real —tor social service, beden, Frances Cloeson, Beatrice and Melissa
cause she feels that she must make some
worship,
Jones, Agnes Bowden, Dannie Murcb.
•
a
•
material reply to the taunts ot those who
A*» result of the emphasis plsced on say she is losing ground and dying, in a
NORTH ELLSWORTH.
the H-nnoo, the Church has undoubtedly brave effort to prove jbe is not dying.
lost much of her bold on tbe attention She is not dying, never was dying, and
H. F. Maddocks and Fred A. Moore shot
never will die, so long as human nature ia
and affections of the people.
a fine deer last week.
Now the Church, in order to try and what it is.
Nason and wife have gone to
The Church that w ill preach this gospel
recover this lost hold, is coming to be a
Orono, where they have employment.
when
to
will
attract
her,
emmere copyist.
especially
much
people
is
8he
laying
J. H. Nason is building a small house
phasis on “social service” as tbe one func- they see the visible effects of her gospel
near Nicolin station for Fred Starkey.
tion of her existence. Now I believe in being carried oat ic the lives of her adMrs. Hannah Maddocks spent last week
being progressive, aggressive, up-to-the- herents; carried out by them in the doing
with her daughter, Mrs. Ethel Haynes.
minute, in ail that Is going on around us, of duty to best ot ability; trying to raise
Mrs. Abiah Nason was the guest of Mrs.
but it must not be forgotten that social duty loan ideal; making the kingdom ot
conditions are in a tremendous state of God something real and not a mere form Mahala Hamilton at Ellsworth Saturday.
general upheaval, a turmoil from which it of worda.
E. H. Moore and W. M. Higgins went to
is hard to see tbe
And while I
Bangor Tuesday with cattle for the
way out.
will
be
the
vision?
It
ta
this
What
admit that tbe Church muat take the lead
slaughter house.
in ail good works, yet she muat be careful principle of every roan minding bis own
Daniel Richardson and wife intend to
it
and
because,
doing
properly
not to commit herself to a policy without business,
close their house and spend the winter
to
the
will
be
be
working
having first given it the most serious con- by doing it,
with their children in Belfast, Gardiner
him as well as to
deration.
For the present it seems to best interests of all about
and Dorchester, Mass. He is selling off
it
will
In
interests.
that
beat
day
me -and I say it with some reserve—the bis own
his stock and produce.

no

for what you want.
Our customers’ interests are our

DIED.

thry will.
The

and

ity
as

BOUUER-HIGGINS-At Caribou, Nov 5, by
Rev E M Weller, Mias Hattie Boulier, of
Limestone, to Percy E Higgins, of Limestone, formerly of Ellsworth.
DYER—REDMAS'—At Brooksville, Oct 29, by
Rev J N Palmer. Miss Kffle Augusta Dyer
to John Redman, both of South Brooksville.
GROSS—SMITH—At Stonlngton, Nov 3, by
Rev 8 C Eaton,
Miss Katie E Gross to
Clarence J Smith, both of Stonlngton.
HA8LAM-DORITY—At Ellsworth, Nov 5, by
Rev P A A Killain, Miss Mildred M Haslam,
of Waltham, to Leroy H Dority, of Mariavine.
KANE—LEACH—At Bangor, Nov 8, by Rev B
T Livingston, Miss Harriet J Kane to Elmer
F Leach, both of Brooklin.
PINKHAM —WEBBER—At Ellsworth Fails,
Nov 8, by Rev Orville J Guptill, Miss Elsie
Pinkhatri, of Bangor, to Ernest L Webber,
of Ellsworth Falls.
WOODWORTH—STANLEY—At Bar Harbor,
Nov 6, by Stephen L Kingsley, esq, Mamie
Blanche Woodworth to George Greeley
Stanley, both of Eden.

week’s

delegation from the Hartshorn bible
expects to go to Bangor Thursday to

attend the annual

that

an

week’s

a

hunting.

tude

work of

enter

to

Jordan at their camp there for

plati-

takes time.

after

day, Joining Albert Maddocks and Colon

—

true

your money every time you buy eatables.
This very rarely goes with Cheapest Prices,
but it does mean a fair price for good qual-

!

Frank A. Cottle went to Waltham Mon-

A

a

plantation 21,

apprentice.
Police Chief Fred H. Gerry and wife, of
Bar Harbor, were here on Friday and Saturday, guests of John Moulton and wife.

8he must

only

Flood has returned to

M.

for Food?

Spent

Think it Over, and you will agree with tits
ought to have the best value for

;

CASTA LUCCI—At Stonington, Nov 1, to Mr
and Mra Fredreco Caatalucci, a son.
EATON—At Stonington. Oct 80, to Mr and
Mra Kben W Eaton, a son.
GORDON—At Franklin, Nov 8, to Mr and
Mra W H Gordon, a son.
GRAY—At Cape Hosier, Nov 1. to Mr and Mra
Cornelius M Gray, a aon. [Aabury Burgess.]
HAHRIMAN—At Orland. Oct 22, to Mr and
Mrs Oscar Uarriman. a daughter.
HIGOINS— At Bucksport, Oct 22, to Mr and
Mrs Arthur Higgins, asoo. [Maynard Leo.]

39.

vacation with her parents.
Dalton Franklin left
Saturday

of social service.

but

nship

tow

Miss Helen

is

that you

IJOKN.

Staples and Albert M. Hamilton
arrived home Friday from a camping trip
Oscar

What is to be this vocational type of
social service?
\
Innate in every man is religion. That
ts

FALLS.

Mrs. Hattie Clough, who has been visiting in Bangor, is home.

—

to be

come

—

cemetery. The bearers were C. W. Mason, Irving Osgood, H. F. Whitcomb and
J. P. Hldridge.

not

avocational

held at the home Sun-

was

•

!
!

Sid Nov 7. ach Charlie and Willie. Boaton
Sid Nov 11, ach* Georgietta, Mabel E Goaa,
both for Boaton
Sid Nov 12, ach Wincheater, New York
Southweat Harbor
Ar Nov 8. ach Mildred May, and sailed Nov 9 for Bangor
Sid Nov 8, ga a Catherine A Butler for Seal
Cove, N B
Sid Nov 4, tug Patience with barges Glooacop
(Br) and J B King & Co, No 21, Spencer’s Island. N 8, for New York
Sid Nov 11, ga a Addle and Neva for Grand
Manan, N B
In port, Nov 10 ach Lawrence Murdock

day afternoon, Rev. Sydney 8. Booth
officiating. Interment was at Woodbine

'I'f Vf T? )'f I'f'!'• 1

How Much of Your In=

►

MARINE LIST.

Sarah

I11

;

—

because it is the truth.
The fact
religion is innate in everyone gives
ous was to think blasphemy?
us something upon which to work.
In
The Church surely has lost that kind of some men the religious sense is dormant
hold on t be people, and we can thank. God | not dead but dormant
in others it is
tor it. When one loses a hold it means aiive, and it is those in wnom it is alive
that ov baa to readjust the grip, and tbls who are to-day doing much social service
lo think that

when

seventy-eight

—

and

social service functions ot tbe Church.
Ooce the Church had a vary atrong hold
oa the people-—a **atr»ngle-hold," would
better describe it—as witness those worthy
puritans who came from Kngland to find
religious freedom, and allowed no freedom to those around them. Who would
And who
go bark to a time like that?

Irving Carter and wife, of Bluehill,
visited his sister, Mrs. Austin O. Conary,

ego.

would

economic

tbe

separation of

▼TTTVTtT“Tv 1" .“.▼-“V“
►

Sunday.
Iva Treworgy, who is attending the
Bluehill academy, was the guest Sunday of
after their marriage they moved to Ells- Henry Higgins and wife.
Claude King and wife, of East Hampworth, where Mr. Smith was engaged in
the painting and decorating business for den, were Sunday guests of Mrs. King’s
many years. He died about twelve years grandparents, James W. Carter and wife.

vision
which seems to-day to be somewhat Utopian, but which is, nevertheless, perfectly
practical and which will paas by degrees
from a vision to a reality—a reality which

one

visiting

Alvab Giles, of Hampden, is visiting his
father, A. K. Giles.

She
years ago.
came to Hancock county when a young
woman, and was married to Isaac T. Smith
at Bluehill about fifty years ago. Soon

or

help her to do, and
1 said a
few moments ago that the
was more than she possibly could do.
Church should not attempt to compete
Of course this'la only one part of tbe in social service movements but should
argument; but It is sufficient, tor it puts help and guide and lead the movements
do

Smith,

on

after

Wheiarelhe obvious answers lo these
Kim, men are realising
that tbe social problem la not a matter
which must be left to the Churcb and the
Church alone, but ia a matter which con- will make social service the function of
cerns every member of the body politic, the church, but a social service which Is
(nr it is an economic problem which must not avocational but strictly vocational.
hr solved by every right-minded person If In time the world will discard its
present
business is to prosper and It living and teat of a church’s usefulness, and will apbe
comfortable.
to
life are
ply a new test to the success of her reAlso, i! baa come to be aaen that the ligions service, and woe-betide the church
Church cannot etfeclively do everything, which cannot measure up to the standard
as she tried lo do for so many years. Yon required of her, for she will surely die.
hear torn say often enough, “the Church This test will be upon how the Church will
filled to do that work, so we were com- affect the conditions of the community in
pelled lo take it away from ber and do it which she is placed, and will not be
ourselves," Of course she fails*!. Judged judged by church-attendance alone. If
by pr sent standards of success, >nd she she measures up to standard, church atjailed because she was forced to try lo do tendance will follow as a natural result.
srhtt

T.

is

years ago, a child who died in infancy,
Kllaworrh Port.
and
W. and Grace E. Smith, both
is, the natural way
for her to
Ar Nov 10, ach Lula W Eppea, Salem
it, of George
dp
Ar Nov 12, ach Henrietta A Whitney Port
this city.
She leaves also one| grandia through
religion; by making religion
coal C W Grinds!
such a vital necessity to all that
daughter, Miss Rena B. Roberts, of Bos- Reading, Hancock
they will
County Porta.
ton. Of her own family none survive her.
feal impelled to show the love it
inspires
Franklin—Ar Nov 8, ach Lavolta
Mrs. Smith was a home-loving woman,
by works which wiU do much for the
Ar Nov 4,ach Pochaaaet <
Sid Nov 7, ach Lavolta
betterment of all, thus fulfilling the <fevoted to her children. In her flowers
Weat Sullivan —Ar Nov 4 acha Winchester,
She was
second of the two great com maud merits she found her greatest delight.
Charlie and Willi*
Ar Nov 0. ach M»ry It Wellington
given to us by Jesus, “Thou shalt love thy one of the first members of the Ellsworth
Ar Nov 7, acha Georgietta, Seguin, Mabel E
Unitarian church, and always a faithful
neighbor aa thyself.”
Goaa
nut

questionings?

her home

Xfe&tTtisraimte.

WKST RLliSWURTH.
John H. Higgins, of Bangor,
relatives here.

SMITH.

of Isaac

widow
at

M.

Oak street,
a short illness of pneumonia.
Mrs. Smith, whose maiden name was
Sarah M. Davidson, was born in Nova

absurd such neglect
necessity for leaving one’s
work in order to
put right evils
hich exist, implies that there ia
neglect

somewhere

M.,
Friday

died

oen

The

of thoae actlvltiea, which formerly
were the province of tbe Church, taken
her and carried on by eacular
• way front
bodte*. Once tba Church had a hold on
now abe aeema to bare loaf
tbe people,

Sarah

once

these evils would not exist. Of course
this is fundamentally
wrong, but, in the present state of social
upheaval, more or less inevitable.
This being the case, it becomes the
province of the Church to do all she can
to help by whatever means lie
within her
power, but only so long as she does not
do it to the
crowding out and exclusion
of her proper legitimate
vocation, which
ia the strengthening of the
religious sentiment in mankind. The way of course

It* the mind* of many earneat
come to he
a grace <|ue*tionin* a*
0!en and women,
and neoeaalty of tbe Church.
to Ibe value
last IWO or three decade* have aeen

OBITUARY.
MRS. SARAH

at

Law,

BANGOR, MAINE.
Franklin office, 9

a. m.

9 p.

m.

Thursdays.

The newspaper which has no uniform
for advertising space, and in satisfied to take what it can get for it, is a
cheap advertising medium, and the advertiser need expect nothing but cheap
results.—Lawrence burg (Ind.) Press.

rate

returning to Bucksport for the winter.
Among those who came Friday night

MAKl A VI1XE.

strip of

and son, of Hull’s Cove, who
Monday with relatives.

Fogg

Bell, wife and son Edward, of
Bangor, are visiting Mrs. Bell’s father, I
Edward

Frank Frost.

until

Dr. C. C. Morrison and H.
road commissioner of

Bar Harbor,

noitred

week for

I

to

for the work

appropriation
legislature.

secure an

Four married and settled in this town,
two in Aurora, one in Clifton, and two
girls and two boys went West. Their parents were one of the first families of this
town, and were looked up to by ail for
their piety, honesty and fair dealing with
their fellow men.
Mrs. George A. Frost.

a

Mrs. Ida Wardweli has returned from
Caatine, where she has been employed.
Mrs. Addie Leach returned Wednesday
from

Saturday.

John Littlefield left this morning for
Maine, where he will be employed in the woods.

Friday evening,
chapter, O. E.
D. D. G. M., Mr«. Jessie Pattee,
of Belfast, made her official visit. The
degrees were conferred, after which helpful suggestions and pleasing remarks were
After business,
made by Mrs, Pattee.
ice-cream and cake were served and a social hour

spent.
Nov. 10.

for several years.

Butler

having

is

EAST

ill.

is

Mrs.

Robert

the guest
John Arnold, of Holden,
days last week.

of friends here several

T. H. Peters left for Orono Friday,
stay.
!
Howard Bunker has moved his family
back to their home in Franklin.
Mrs.

indefinite

Miss Rosie Bowden is home from Carthteaching.
Ttrs. Charles C. Butler and young sons,
Carroll and Ray, are visiting relatives at

Harvey E.

store.

He

to

build

Virgil

Harriet Parker is at

Miss

Bucksport,

home

where she has been

from

visiting

past two months.

rooming for Island Falls, where they
employment for the winter.

have

Miss Winifred Gray arrived borne Saturday from s visit of several days in
Swan’s Island and Northeast Harbor.

an

has tbe lumber

Biaisdell

son.

this

spot.

Hal and

several

Pay Blaiadell and Edwin Partridge left

Franklin.

addition to his

Partridge spent

friends tbe

age, where she has been

soon

days last
week in Boston, the guest of J. B. PatterEdwin

being

cut

in

and Barney
this vicinity. The contractor* are U.
securing two Gross, J. E. Gross, W. F. Gray and W.

8.

Many

Christmas trees

are

off

planned Friday

as

Spbat.

Nov. 10.

even-

A

born to Mr. and Mm. CorUrey Nov. 1.

Geneva Manson has
where she baa

gone

Bangor,

to

employment.

the

vicinity

from

a

Reynolds Pinkham

over

with

and

water

tbe arrival of

a

baby girt.

a

for
Mrs.
Edns Black is working
Alvarado Gray, who is quite ill.
George Ames is getting out material to
bnUd a launch tba coming winter.

chil-

dren, of East Steuben, were guests at Mrs*
G. W. Colwell's over Sunday.
Mrs. H. E. Robinson returned Saturday
from Bar Harbor, where she bss spent the
summer with her niece. Mrs. L. B. lVaay.

Mm. Austin Cuabing. of
Manchester,
Mass., is visiting her father, Capt. Jesse

Grey.
Waiter Blake, of SomesviUe,

Miss Genevieve Cola went to Goulds-

wile have cloeed
Boston.

M«ny

j

put

in

bare weak

kidney,.
headwi.

XftHfaor.

Osleb
and

children

early warning i* bad-welting.
Often followed by backache,
An

Tia

repair.

mistake to neglect three

a

To blame tbe child for tta
Seek to check tbe came.

Mrs. Etbel Earnshaw, with little daugh- ;
ter, ft Ohio, who baa been visiting bar
brother, Dudley Heller*, led (or her home !

own

trout*.

diurw,

Saw tbe child from dangers,
"
kid*,
’

Monday.

ilia.

Mr*. Koustal! and Mias Gertrude lUdMean's Kidney PiUa are
especially
din. who have been visiting Mrs. Henry j
weak kidneys.
in
home
Mass*relumed
to
their
Haskell,
j Here',
ebusetta Saturday.
proof of their merit:
Mr*. Charles Preeman. 2K
Allred 1. Small, motor man on tha elecHarlow 8t
can In Brockton, Mas*., ts spending ; Bangor, Me., aaye:
“Oar little
boy „u
his vacation «,th bis parents, Walter H. afflicted with
weakne*, of hi*
kid*;,
Small and wile.
from birth, and tbough we gave
n,Bl
Ntd Small is building a new barn (or
number of remedies, no benefit we,
Daniel ion ary, ol Sunshine, in plaos ol i
Recently we procured Moan’, Kidney pm,
the on* that was struck by lightning and
burned last summer.
and tried them.
The child b„ iB,
trie

Mm. Daniel Blake, of North Caatlne,
visited friends hem last week.

hunting

Wytopillock,

to

a

system In his farm buildings.
John Lundwsll snd wife ere rejoicing

c.

W. F. Bruce and wife entertained at tee
Saturday for Capt. A, L. Strout and wife.

and

Brown

B. B. Haynes, who lately purchased the
Parsons' place, la having it painted

son was

Edwin Hutchins has installed

Cole has returned

Ed. Colby and wile have returned from
visit in New York and Boston.

Angus A ones and two children are
visit ng her mother, Mr*. IJxai* Seller*.

by Master Arthur Dole, a song
Mrs. Mary Gray and daughtsr have emby Miss Evelyn Waagr.rt, and a song ployment in Bangor.
specialty by Messrs. Pike, Newman and
Mm. George Grey, of South BrookavUle,
Stinaon.
\Tlsa Susie Over presided at the
is visiting friends here.

affair.
Nov. a.

a

Mr*.

recitation

piano and rendered valuable esaistance in
other ways, a* did Mrs. C. C. Larrabee,
who had a general oversight of the whole

Neglect Kldhey Weakuesn
In ClilUiren.

their cottage and returned to

William Couuce is building a stable.
Oliver and C. M. Gray are scalloping.
nelius

Ellsworth Mothers
Should \0,

Ilniry Haskell and wile led Monday for
C'ulluudale, Maaa.

visit in

Joseph

CAPE ROSIER.

cottage

a

_

ing. Those taking part in the play,
“ffhe Sleeping Car,” by Win Dean Howells, were Mrs. J. W. Stinson, Miss Genevieve Cole. L. G. Pike, Ellery Cole, Galvin
Stinson, John Workman, Richard Bendix
and Rupert Blance. Other fee tares were a

a

former

Mr*. Ira Multido, who baa been visiting
parent*. Ed. Gross and wile, has returned to b.r home m Uyda Park, Mas*.,
accompanied by her brother Detmonl.

proved eteedlly since taking thu j,,
remedy. I am glad to tell of hi, H*.
factory experience."
For eale by ail dealer*. J*rire V) res;,.
armed Saturday to
Foster-Mtlburn Co., Buffalo, N
yg*
bia mother and stater,

her

J. P. Olmsted
Saturday to spend the week-end with resident, visited his brother Alfred
spend Sunday with
Mis# Marguerite Wyman at Mrs. George Thursday.
j lorry’s.
Mm. Benjamin Dyer will spend tbe and returned Monday with them to their
home in Brook line. Mas*., Mr*. Olmsted
,
The McKinley school league had its winter with her daugbte-. Mm. Eugene
ts having a large amount ol work done on
fortnightly meeting Friday, with s good Redman, in New Haven, Conn.
her estate. Fred l.uluin i* overseer.
G.
Nov. 8.
program. Rupert Blance recited “Deacon
Sadi*.
Nov. i.
Slocum and the Oxen”, while others read
boro

made

was

Abel is with her.

Robertson is

ORLAND.

house

shingled.

Percy Hooper

came

re-elected

was

her

sole agent, for tbe

Remember tbe

•

take

Cnited State*
name

—

Moan'-

t-;

other.

no

___

Mrs. Mary Gray visited her father at
South Penobscot last week.

his

library

•election#.

NORTH SULLIVAN.

tbe

Wood lock.

F.

Nov. 10.

on

Penob-

meeting of

when the

Mrs. Lettie Giles, who has been caring
sister, Mrs. Sewell Brimmer, who
was operated upon some two months ago,
has returned to Massachusetts, where she

ao

special

scot

for her

for

was a

a former resident here, at
Snug Harbor, Staten Island,

The entertainment for the benefit of the

Mrs. Eva

There

secretary and
treasurer.
The same work committee,
with two members to All vacancies, will
serve for the coming year.
Eawton

Y.

j N.

SCNSET
J. Wesley Moody has relumed to
I..vnu, Mae*.
M'urioe Grey, mill currier, lost bis
Mr*.

Sullivan

_

northern

Hoy Dority and Mildred Haslem were
married recently. The bride is a daughAll
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Moses Haslem.
join in best wishes.

Mrs.

Bangor and Bar Harbor.

week.

day and Sunday.

Til but

visit in

the Sailor's

NEWS.,

owned

now

Word was
of W. F. Peters,

day.
Guy
Gapt. C. M. Perkins, of schooner Carrie trip in
a
last
deer.
tew days
A. Bucknam, was at home

DeLaittre, of Salisbury Cove,
brought down a fine deer Saturday.
wife, of Hancock,
Mr. Smith and
visited relatives and friend® here Satur-

employed

a

Calvin Young and wife, of Hancock,
were guests of Mrs. Ruth siunth Wednes-

William

has been

_Davis.
PENOBSCOT.

Ralph Foster and wife have gone to
Bangor for a short visit.
Willard Fogg snd son George, of Bsr
in town

fast

stepper.
Nov. 10.

j

j
last

recon-

house”,

COUNTY

Ellsworth, will reweeks longer.

few

hors, recently.
into the “Chase Clark, tbe hostess consented to take the
Mm. Cousins was
office of president.
Mrs. John Hoatner htsclosrd
by A. H. Waagatt.
received Monday of the death elected vice-president, end Mm. A. M. and returned to Kuckland.

Weal

from

Emery,

A.

Mrs. Adah Garland, whose death at j at the next
Granville jellison owns a treasure in an
Ellsworth, on Nov. 3, at tbe.advanced age
of nearly ninety-five years, was reported eighteen-months old colt, which i» naturis **tbe
in The American last week, was a native ! ally broken, like an old horse. 8he
of this town. She was the daughter of handsomest and largest thing of her age
James and Jerusha Smith, and was the that ever wore a harness’’. Her name is
last survivor of s family of twelve child- TiUntic. Mr. Jellison harnesses her to a
She is entirely fearless, and
ren, all of whom were highly respected. light buggy.

were

of

son s

The Congregational sewing circle held its
PROSPJSCt HARBOR.
annual meeting with the president. Mm.
Into
his
ban
moved
Gerald Over
family
O. W. Cousins, but failed to elect officers,
the Buck house.
as tbe retiring leader refused s third term.
Enoch Newman and wife have moved At tbe next meeting, with Mm. P. C.
stopped

through the woods one day
a aite to lay a new road that will
cut off Rebel bill. Dr. Morriaon will try

Mrs. Charles Goodwin, who has been ill
weeks, is still very poorly. Her
sister, Mrs. Bennett, hss been spending a
few days with her.
for several

Harbor,

Morrison,

main with their

Pomona grange
at Manaville Saturday were Louis S.
Jordan and wife, of Hancock, and Willard

to be in attendance at the

George A. Frost ha® recently purchased
laud of Wellington Haslam, of
Ellsworth.

a

and Mm,

COUNTY NEWS.

port, to gather his produce preparatory to

COUNTY NEWS.

8.

a

Music

and

a

SEAL HARBOR.

peanut bunt

library association has recently received some fine contributions of magazine# and books from C. B. Holies, of the
Record, Mrs. E. G. Abbott, of Portland,
Miss Jane Moore, Mrs. W. F. Bruce, Mrs.
L. P. Cole. A committee of ladies, comprising Mrs. C. C. Larrabee, Mrs. D. G.
Libby, Mrs. L. P. Cole, Miss Alice Cole
and Mis# Beulah Gore, are assisting Mrs.
A. L. Strout, the librarian, in cataloguing
the books and getting ready for an opening to the public for Saturday, Nov. 15.
Nov. 10._
C.
The

Elston Carter,

Allen

it

W. 8. Smallidge, who bas been seriously
ill, it able to be in bis office again.
Mrs. George Jordan and son Francis
have been visiting at Cranberry Island.
iAits Helen York, of Portland, waa
guest of B. W~CanVlage and wife.

^There .was'a |ballowe'en~social at the
grammar school building Wednesday
evening.
Toe young people of the Congrega lions!
~

church

oar

a

recent

quite.ill.

Fred I tea nr has a new motor
be will use in livery service.

bo has been ill of iritis,

is better.

STONINOTOS.

Capt. J. Prank

a

have

organized-!

Phrisilsn

Endeavor society.
AM
leshe Carter bas returned from Ells-

which

worth,

where

be

has

been

FALLING HAIR

REACH.

Mrs. A. H. Liacomb is visiting st Somesvllle.

pleasing diversion.

employed

on

C. V. Austin it not of town

on

Leri Knight it visaing her
Boston sod Malden.
Mrs.

Mrs. A. F.

sons

it visiting ber
Button.

Holden

Lloyd K. Allen,

ui

I*

business.

mid

In

in

—

rraedy

tie uv
and* of purchaser* have
.nd th.«
dandruff is unnecessary: that failing
hair and itching scalp can be ,-ictiy
stopped, and that hair which is brittle,
matted, stringy or dull and faded, can
be made soft, fluffy and abundant.
To everyone who wishes to i-radkatt
dandruff, stop falling hair and hate
an
immacnlaUdy clean *< y. free
from itchioeas, (1. A. Parcher a.-rresto
sell a Urge tlfty-cent bottle f l'»r*
tan Sage with a guarantee to refund
It u 12
the money if not satis lie-1
ideal, daintily.perfumed hair tonic
free from grease and slirktio-?- lie

Rock-

School cloaca this week, after a successtaught by Grace Lowe, of North
Deer Die.
ful term

Mr. Hit, of the Kggemoggm Co., made
but mess trip to HoekDnd and other

e

(Stopped; AUo Handrail
l «•
Itching Scalp
Parisian Sage.

since Parisian Sago, ti
that removes dandruff with
ration, has been placed on «t

ton

Cecil An ms, who fats been yachting
the peal season, arrived Wednesday.
Mrs Winfield Greenlaw* was
land last week for s few days.

Ka»lly

places last week.
8. T. Lowe, who

has been working for 8.
Foster at his summer home here, has
completed the Job.
8.

■,

lighted users pronounce Parisian 'in
Emily Lowe, of North Deer Die, wss tlie beat, most pleasant and lav*,*
Gross.
the guest of ber aunt, Mr*. 8. T. Lows, a
atlng hair tonic made.
livan line.
Miss Bara Crockett is visiting her sister
fata dayt last week.
Superintendent C. G. Atkins ha* a large Mrs.
In
Rockland.
Gregory,
James Thomson and bride are in town crew at work
caring for the large shipMrs. C. F. Austin and daughter Carolin*
for a short stay.
Mr. Thomson went to ment of *almen
|
Mrs. Delis Choate, of Bevely, Mass., is
eggs recently received
aiwvtaittog relatives snd friend* in BanBoston to meet his bride on her arrival from
the guest of Mrs. Pred Eaton.
WINTER HARBOR.
Washington state.
and other places.
gor
from Scotland.
Tbe marriage took place
Mrs. Mary E. Wells will leave this week
M.
Nov. 10.
A. J. Guptill, who has had employment
Capt. Frank Johnson, of Naw London,
immediately after the arrival of the ship.
for l.ynn. Mass., for the winter.
at Rockland, la borne
COnn ia spending a few weeks with hi*
WALTHAM.
A party of friends
and
neighbors
Miss Mabel Smith is employed in the
Mrs. Ntthtn Sargent, w ho haa been via- mother, Mr*. 8.8. Johnson.
gathered at the home of Oliver Newman
Charles Jordan and wife are visiting in
millinery stoje of Mrs. Etta Marcus.
Ring relatives in Boston, is borne.
Wellington, son;of*,D. W. Torrey and
Thursday evening, the occasion being Mr. Bangor and Brewer.
Herman Sargent, who has been on the
Newman s birthoay.
Twin sons were born to Mr. and Mrs. wife, wss operated on for adenoids last
The arrangement*
Watson

deer

were

Saturday

fortunate in

near

the

Franklin and Bul-

yacht Tramp.
Miss Bernice Ping ham is home from
New York and Massachusetts, where sbe
bas been tbe past month.
Nov. 3.
p.

tbe

William Colby and wife, ol Portland,

are

guest* ot their

son

Harry.

HUB-MARK

_

RUBBERS

_

A.

made

by hi* wife and daughter-inlaw,
party was a complete surprise to him. i he evening wa* pleasantly
Despent with music and social chat.
licious refreshments were served.
Mr.
Newman s friend* are having a faugh on
him, a» he is usually very much on the
alert in anything pertaining to a joke.
Nov. 10.
M.
were

K

week

and the

Haslem

on

was

in

Bar Harbor last

business.

Mrs. Walter Colby |»a* gone to Dorchester, Max., (or a few' weeks’ visit.

Mrs.Clarinda Jordan is in Bar Harbor
with her daughter, Mrs. Alden Morse.
Ed. Jordan and wife have gone into the
woods for Stephen Jordan.
Mrs. Jordan
ia cook.

D. Blethen, who has been visiting here, has returned to her home in
Lisbon Falls.

John W. Biaisdell is
to

on

a

business

trip

Wytopitlock.

Rev.

ville,

Murchie A.

was in

Mrs.

and wife, of Ellsworth,
are visiting Mr. Jordan's parents, B. F.
Jordan and wife.

Ralph

Gordon,

of

Jackson-

town last week.

Hattie

Bragdon entertained the
society Tuesday afternoon.
Miss Tillie Martin, of Bar Harbor, was
an over-night guest at Mrs. J. H. West’s

Leman Jordan and sister Madeline, who
spent a few days with their parents, Herman Jordan and wife, have returned to
Pittstield.
Nov. 10.
H.

ladies' aid

recently.
sufficiently

re-

to hold services

last Sunday.
The Methodist ladies' aid society, Mrs.
L. T. Bunker president, is
preparing for it*
annual Christmas sale.
Much to the gratification of her friends,
Mrs. H. B. Bragdon is able to be out after
a prolonged attack of lameness.
Misses Lola Dyer and Julia Macomber
have
hall

Mrs. Duffy, a
former resident, is in
town, and will occupy Mrs. Mary Walla’
tenement tor the winter.

Mrs.
Cousins,
daughter
Rebecca, is visiting her sister, Mrs. Clayton Gilley, in Rockland.
with

Robert Couaina has bough*, the matched
•pau.of J. L. Goss thst was used in building the boulevard around the water front.
L.

of the

O. E. 8.

Mra. Nettie DeLailtre has returned from

j Uvea.

surprise party was given Mra. Abbie i
Colby Saturday evening by her siatera

A

She ia P. M. of Juanita

Nov. 7.

a
_

NOHTH ORLAN0.

enjoyable trip, viaiting relative*
fnenda in Ellsworth and vicinity.

an

and

Mias Lons Rich, who has been employed
at B. 8. Higgins' as bookkeeper
during
the summer. Is home. Her many friends
gladly welcome ber.

Sae that the Hub-Mark i* oa Ike
rubber before you buy. It U yoer
insurance of Standard First Quality
Rubber Footwear for avary purpose
SOLD BY

CBJfTUBY BOOT shop,
■uasroatn.

W. H. BLAI8DKII
nassus.j

THE—

1

CLARION.
!

Mrs. Caroline Gray ia visiting ber
Ulchapter.
Whether it’s a range
Mra. Charity Eaton, a life-long reaident daughters in Veaxie and Orono.
nae*—if it Is a "Clarion”, it *
Ernest Moulton, ol California, formerly
of Stonington, died suddenly at he' home
sure to meet every requirer-iest
The church has tately been presented 1
Friday morning. She leaves a daughter, of East Bucksport, is visiting friends bers. with
HULL'S COVE.
fond* for the
purchase of three j
Made by the Wood Bishop Cothree sons and several brothers and aiitera.
Miss Vivian Soper closed ber school in doxen hymnals, which will ba much
Frank Hamor and wife are viaiting in
apThe district No. 16 Friday, for tsro weeks’ vaMr. Eaton died several years ago.
preciated by the congregation; also s gift
Bangor. Sold by
Boston.
of s table lamp end collection plstea have
funeral was held Sunday.
cation.
been received, for which the church and
Miss Edith Brewer has been quite ill of
J. P. ELDRIDGE,
At the Settlement quarry they have a
Mist Etta Saunders hat returned to ber society ere very grateful.
I
tonsil it ia.
new cutting job that will employ several
Main Street.
Nov- »■
Bllswo*th.
borne in Bangor, after a few weeks’ visit
R.
Ernest Wilcomb ia in Bath, where he gauge of cutters tor the next year.
The among friends here.
has employment.
and
tor
the
is
stone
approaches
job
IttoUMMII
Mrs. Cora Dodge and Mrs. Gertrude
John Stanley and family are in Bar Har- columns ot the Brooklyn side of the ManMoore, of Holden, spent a few days reThe tatty Bros, bare
hattan bridge.
bor for the winter.
cently at South Penobscot.
tame work, and at Byan A
Charlea 8bea and wife have moved to some of the
Albert Farr, who it employed in Bangor
have
work.
Co.'s
Parker
they
Bar Harbor for the winter.
at an electrician, received a shock recently
Nihil.
Nov. 8.
Mrs. Watson McGowo, of Carmel, is
by touching a live wire. Mrs. Farr is
knowing that you can obtain one tried and proved remedy
visiting her daughter, Mrs. Lloyd White.
caring for him there. He will return with
BOCTHWEST HARBOR.
thoroughly well adapted to
needs. Every woman
Nov. 10.
ANNE.
her as soon as he is able.
_

The pastors of both churches have
covered health

Jordan

Thursday by Dr. C. L. Knigbl, of Boston.
Woodbury Gerrish Monday, Oct, J7.
Mrs. 8. T. Low* and daughter* Gertrude
Freeman Bunker, of Boston, was in
and ITtribel are gueala of Mr*. Lowe's pstown recently the guest of relatives.
1
Mrs. Edith Bickford, w ho bas been ill rents, Alvin A. Carter and wife, in Rockland.
of typhoid fever, is improving slowly.
Nov.
8._U |
Special meetings began last week at the
Baptist church, conducted by Evangelist
BALJBBCKVf COVE.
Taylor.
Miss Lois LeDud it employed |as clerk !
Hoel Hanson, Frank Turner, Freeman in L. L. .Smith's atore fora few months.
Bunker and Hollis Joy left Monday for a
Mrs. Cora Karat and daughter Josephine
hunting trip in the vicinity of Lincoln. were week-end
guest* of her father, R. R. j
Mrs. Joy sod son Arnold accompanied Mr.
Emery.
Joy to Lincoln, where they will visit rela-

Several Masons went to Rockland Friday evening to take the degrees in King
Hiram council.

Robert

Mrs. W.

FRANKLIN.

survey boat the past sis months, is
home.

coast

arranged for

a pie social at the
Wednesday evening.
Under

town
their

There Is Comfort in

efficient management, success is assured,
The farmers’ institute,under the
auspices i
of the grangers, scheduled for
j Arthur
Mondsy at
l.emont, with hi* little son ColeTown hall, had an attractive
B.
Nov. 10.__
program, j
man, of Boston, spent a tew day* recently
FRANKLIN ROAD.
there being excellent speakers afternoon !
with hi* parents.
OOTT’S
ISLAND.
and evening.
Mrs.
Wallace
Foss
was
recent
visitor
a
Teachers were given opporThe Methodist aid society furnished a
Mrs. Uoltey Moore has been having a
tunity to attend, as schools were not in in Ellsworth.
at the banquet hall Oct. 30,
session.
severe attack of asthma, but ia now someA supper was served in the
John N. Marshall is in Brewer visiting harvest supper
with good patronage.
lower haiJ.
what improved.
his daughter, Mrs. Charles F. Graves.
Nov. 10.
Mrs. Cacti* Swan, of Franklin, visited
Lobster fishermen are having a bard time
been
Mias Hazel Butler, who has
visither sister, Mrs. Eliza Robinson, last week to get any lobster bait, even at the exing her sister, Mrs. Charles Scribner, at
OTIS.
and will spend a short time with her tremely high prices.
Green Lake is home.
George Brimmer, of Brewer, visited st
daughter before returning home.
Frank Babbidge went to Seal Harbor
Mrs. Elizabeth Tracy and Mrs. Stella
the Point last Monday, and took home
On hallowe'en Mrs. Josephine Stanley
Wednesday, to get his wife, who has been
Fred
3haw
have returned to Ellsworth.
Osssie Johnson. They are expected hack
a pleasant flinch party in honor of
visiting Miss Maude Eddy.
McCarthy sod wile have rented Mrs. gave
next week.
her guests, Mrs. Mary Higgins and Miss
Miss Lizzie Staples, who is attending
house here.
Tracy’s
who
had
of
Bar
F.
Harbor,
Warren
snd
Mariam
J. Knseeli Weiare,
Higgins,
George
M.
the high school at Southwest Harbor,
Nov. 10.
been visiting her lor a few day*.
of South Berwick, are st Abram Warren’s
epent Saturday and Sunday at home.
while scouting in this section for gypsy
BAR HARBOR.
Miss Helen Kelley is again in her place
Nov. 7.
Chips.
moths. They report that they have not
Elizabeth, widow of Ambrose Higgins, at the poatoffioe after a month's vacation.
a
new
LAMOINE.
have
NOHTH
found any this side of Portland.
poetlied suddenly Friday, aged sixty-nine Rumor says wo are to
The people will regret a
in her usual master soon.
Burner Garland came home from his {rears.
She had appeared
Maynard Young has painted hit house.
has
served
so
retiringabout 11 o’clock. change, as J. A. Freeman
Kobie Norwood and family, of Southdaughter. Mrs. Charles Drew's, in Bucka- health Thursday,
was
taken
she
after
retiring
3hortiy
faithfully during his term.
west Harbor, and Mrs. A. C. Norwood, of
violently ill, and died in about an hour.
Robie Norwood, by request of Mr. Ar- Ellsworth, were Sunday guests at Mrs.
Ihe leaves two sons
C. B. Higgins, of
Invalids and children should be Bar
Harbor, and Leander Higgins, of nold, went to Albany, N. Y., last week to George H. Coggins’; also Capt. Fred
W.
M.
Emulsion
to
strengthen Portland; also fonr sisters—Mrs.
given Magee’s
confer with him regarding the building Hodgkins and wife.
Edwin
Higgins, Mrs.
the body. Never fails. All druggists Roberts, Mrs.
Nov. 10.
Y.
plans for a cottage to be completed before
Arthur Ells, Miss Almira Ash, and three
brothers
Orlando, Nathan and Alonzo next summer on Robbins’ point, on the
Ash, all of Bar Harbor.
lot recently purchased of Pearl Robbins by
i
Mr. Arnold, who is a summer resident of

j

j

who is

troubled

with

extreme nervousness and

your

headache,
depression

SkeeAamX ifiiUA
CTV. Lanwt 5*1. Of Aar Madid** la tfc* World)

mnd

learn what a difference they wiU make.
the system they insure better digestion, sounder

nerves, and bestow the charm of
complexion and vivacious spirits.
women

sparkling

Unfailing Home Remedy
Sold

^^^^Jj^j*****0** with

mry

wlnn. In bote., 10c. 28c.
fcoa in very vai—yt-eapatiafly

H» Rind Yw Hare

,£!£<

Nervous and Sick Headaches

Torpid liver, constipated bowels and dis-

Always Boaght

\
4

irdered stumacb are the cause# of these headlobes. Take Dr. King’s New Life Pills; you
sill be surprised how quickly you will get
•elief. They stimulate the dlflereut organs
o do rheir work
properly. No better reguator for liver and bowels. Take aSc and iuveat
ml»i to-day. At all druggiste or by mail.
B. K. Bockleo A C*. Philadelphia or St.

Louis.

($ 3~BB 5)
V

ClOtf OS

Th*r fir* that solid, tissue,
only
springy feeling to be obtained
from th* best materia 1 •. manuf act ured in th* b*et manner

Northeast Harbor.

Morrison, who went to Worcester, Mass., to visit her son Earl, was
seriously ill there owing to the hard trip
She
on the boat during the severe storm.
returned home last week, and though a
little improved, is still out of health. Mr.

women.

Whether henry or U*ht. or* mod*
only of that quality of rubber which
•tends tbo hardest wear and tear.
Thay fit woU. too—and n*«ar bind
or wrinklo.

—

and

to

Goodyear Glove Rubbers

—

For

eyes,

I

By purifying
sleep, quieter
s spotless rosv

Thousands upon thousands of
have learned, happily,that Beecham's Pills are reliable and

The

_

IA
CASTOR
Children.
Infants

backache, languor,
of spirits ought to try

u

Mrs. Oscar

Goodyear Glove Rubber*
mad* in all styles andsis*sbo»
only on* grade—the BIS*are

|
j

MERRILL &

HINCKLEY, Bluehill,

Maine

|

COUNTY NEWS.

'fheWalkiey-RussellHinton Mystery

brooklin.
Kenneth Cousins is ill 0I measles.

Miss Sadie Billings spent Saturday with
Mrs. Floyd Hamilton, at Hrooklin.

ill Gray lost his horse last week.
H. L. Smith Is
spending the week in

week with

George W.

"

N. BRADFORD

H. 8. Kane and
grandson, Henry Kane,
Jr., went to Addison Friday.
Mrs. Ida Carter has gone to
Bncksport,
where she has

,1

43.

No

The door la locked

inside."
remembered

(.,.rd

T#

that

No.

the night before by
Obad lie*'n taken
Wulkley. a man with a bald
Jana
He
ami mutton chop whiskers.

Lj

for No 44 also, which com mu
;,(U It had been taken by a
who had
—all nan. named KtMMlI,
only half Bn bour b®*0™
-vat In
,tld left WOO In the betel safe

"ebbed

tilt morning,
went to No. 48 and was
re lai.'l >rd
The room
>rce the door.
Alltel tii f
and the lied had not been
•M emptyHe |w»s»ed through the congap! la
to the adjoining room. It,
ipty. hut the abeeta of the
s.i*

ng

on

oui oi

ni»

Blake, who has had an
Doan's Regulets cure constipation without
operation for appendicitis, is doing nicely. griping, nsuses, nor any weakening effect
Ask
25 cents per
your druggist for them.
John Thurston purchased a pair of

Edgar Nevells and
been

last

week

at

now

in the mill house, have moved
new home in North Sedgwick.

Ralph Page

brook.

panied

and

Cecil

son

accom-

BAR HARBOR* TO

Capt. Harvey Long

has

bis

Euias Carter, who has been ill, is better.
Charles Nc valla has purchased a new

boat fitted

to
up and is scalloping in this bay.
Miss Eugenia Bridges is with her sister,
up hU mind that Walk
lUjjer
jg bn.l ki>«>wn Bussell had money Mrs. Ethel Hillman, in Hudson, Mass.
:td followed him to the
lb«u !
Percy Moore and wife will move into
1 had taken the adjoining Mrs. Flora Thoms' house for the w inter.
Htei
rob
him
atto
The
-#*ly
ijckj i
j Miss Margaret Cosgrove, of Northeast
had resulted In murder, i
fcspt t
Harbor, spent the past week w ith her sisin
his
l
the
pecked
body
Wiikiej
ter, Mrs. Hester Urindle.
and
car!•'
case
had
j
sample
fittim*
Homer l,ong snd wife, of Stonington,
I
In
the
morning.
It away early
the week-end with
Mr. Long's
gjah‘\-'. plunder he had acquired he spent
Mrs. Cora Long.
Mfwl.-. ;• had not got the $.Vk> that mother,
The sloops of Capts. Ralph and Harvey
! left with the landlord f<»r
|si«.
i>.ng went ashore last night in the storm,
at* keeping.
fbt u .i! r was reported to the |w>- but no damage was done.
Roscoe and Ralph Ix>ng have bought the
We. but tin- mystery was not solved,
further suggested by the wood standing on High Head of Charles
ittborh ;i
Walk ley had seen Hue- Curtis, and have choppers at work clearb»-«H:
an draw the money from the bank, ing it off.
! was directed that if Kmtfb* las; !
Wilbur and Walter, little sons of Luther
itU ret —1-1 for bis money to make W. Bridges and wife, who were operated
He fa t Known at "iwv. and efforts < upon at their home Iasi week tor adenoids,
to trace Walk lev.
a had;Ikte n.
j art doing nicely.
f.mml who reported that a :
mu u
The Stonington boat that brought the
him
;
>
hailed
ia
had
Btn
r»*s4
early
granite men up Saturday night did not
«
askm
and
of
murder
tin*
lithe
ruing
return last night on account of the storm.
«| fcttu
.irrj himself and an oblcng j
They left this morning.
But the
trunk to a railway station.
R.
Nov. 10.
«
-t»«i that he had lifted the
Bsii
DEDHAM.
hi* box beside his sent
*1 not have weighed more
ad H
Mrs. L. R. Black has returned home
tea v
five or thirty pounds.
from Bangor.
About ?fit* time that this Wulkley*
H. 1*. Burrill baa buit a cottage on his
iir happened a certain Ed
Itaiell
Woodland farm.
tsnl Ml :.»« disappeared. leaving t*eW. W. Heath, of Verona, was in town
psd bhn .» wife and three children.
recently, looking after bis farming in8# fcivo i i. h wife uue morning

horse.

'.5e

Robert Astbnry has returned home from
Boston.
obliged to return home from Bluehitl.
Gray is spending a few days with
parents before going to Sedgwick.
Miss Maude Gray visited her grandmother, Mrs. Maria Green, Friday and
Saturday.
X.
Nov. 10.
Lizzie

her

=

her

sister, Mrs. Mad dock*, in Brewer.

Misa Carrie Colby is

prevt

hU office and

was

never

Frazier and wife, of Springvale,
accompanied by Mrs. Frazier’s aunt and
little daughter, of Sanford, spent a few

day*

C.
EGYPT.

Selden
killed

a

Searumon

mi

mui

me

«: ■>ir

jit

attended the school exhibition in llolden

1

|

j

J*’

■

Against

PjOBated

_

So.

rj*y

Then, desiring
family. I l.iv*ted tho
pretending to have lost my
secret

to my
J!0ni
“eme of

convinced the landlord
Jjjkton
money deposited In the

that
km-

*»d to
him. and the latter returned
“ecret bns been kept U»>» f*r
.ell that It has never coioe to the
’’edge of the Hlntoo family
k

„

J)*

X)/V. c/lAAA.

Always ask for Mustards, Spices
and Flavoring Extract* by name.
Don't take any old kind. Tell your
have
grocer you want and must

Stickney & Poor’s
I _______i

Orland,
M.

root
it. I>. Ely. of Bantam. O., suffered from
horrible ulcer on his foot for four years.
Doctor advised amputation, but he refused
and reluctantly tried Bucklen’s Arnica Salve
a* a last resort.
He then wrote: •*! »«ed your
salve and my foot wm soon completely
cured."
Best remedy for burns, cuts, bruises
and eczema. Get a box to-day.
Only 26c.
All druggists or by mail. It. I.. Huckien 1
Co., i'h!l»d**lphut or >t. Louis.
11

-«v.

1

:;lsh!uif had been conipar | Nov. 7, and report a tine showing of work
*»f the occurr^n*'*} »>f the
j done in the schools of Holden, Orringtou,
Rev. J. H.
pwei:? iU\ilr tt would have
IfRdiugton and Dedhaiu.
«*n the twiiiuc of the day
Greenly haajbeen instrumental iu promot^
ienred Itus^tl *u:l U'nlk- ing the affair, and deserves great credit
"fput
l the Keualuftmore hotel.
f r its success, as well a* Supt. Roderick,
Tbri»ntb* after Hinton's dlsar>* who has been untiring in his efforts in
h
wife was Mumouotnsi to n
the schools under his supervision. In the
here she found her husband. I afternoon an address was given by F. H.
He did
i appear to he seriously 111.
Bickford, of C. of M., and music, solos
mm :li,nt he did not know how he and brief talks from others interested in
'Ji- come to he there.
It seemed to educational work made up an interesting
* * case of loss of
memory. He was program.
hkc" I,'.me. and. though he seemed I
B.
Soy. S._
mr.-ttPat .1 ,i«| for a few days, wltb8AKGKSTVUXE.
s week
had returned to hls dally
teics.
Mr#. Wylie Henth spent lest week with
t”1* I
he went to the Kenning- Mrs. Elmer Cummings.
1
■: and asked for a
private In- j Mrs. Frank M. Grindal has returned to
1'rv'v.
with the landlord.
Being j her home in Koxbury, Mass.
M-Pd t -ether, he offered to reveal
Gan Herrick and wife, of South Blue*
Rio-.
M aiklev mystery on condlhill, are guests of friends here.
lint the matter lie ki-pt a secret.
Mrs. Martha E. Spooner has been the
; ord gave the required pledge.
,E-! Mr Iliriton said:
1 am
dDumisnucrua
r.-nlly Hinton, but tiesldes be
teQIrt' n I am Walkley Ituseell was
Md la a woman. I became Infatuated
Worms
Guard Children
teh b,.r an,j for p(.r deserted my
There is really very little excuse for
ami children.
I determined to go
sickness it proper care is taken to guard
from them with her. hut that
diseases of children.
might twit lie traced we determined against
I>erSigns of worms are:
•*
fltappear. Dressed as a man. she
swollen
an gee
stomach,
and
a
salesman
traveling
upper lip, sour stomach,
** one of two
adjoining rooms at
offensive breath, hard and
hdcl.
the
( followed, taking
occasional
•?r
full belly with
*®cf
Early In the morning she got
*
**
the
sample trunk. I smeared
Uce ot leaden
Trade Mark Mvml» P*le
"te* with blood from a cut In my
and dull, twitching eyeheavy
tint,
eye*
Unger, then carried her In the
the
lid*, itching ol the nose, itching ol
■*®k downstair*, out and
up the
olthe
*et to her room, where she got out rectum, eliort dry cough, grinding
teeth, little red point* (ticking out on the
“>* trunk.
I then took tt out again. tongue, starting daring aleep, slow fever.
“d a cabman and was driven to a
Dr. True’s Elixir, the Family Laxative
and Worm Expelier, wilt surely and
non. The woman afterward
Joined nnicklv expel .worm*. Good for adult*
**“ another
At all dealers’, 36c. 50c and *1.00.
city.
* lived
Advice free. Bpecial treatment for tapetogether for a few months,
Bend lor book.
worms.
quarreled
I settled « sum of
on her. she
me
leave
to
agreeing
Aubura. "alee.
keep our
to

to

gone

employment.

here ho has

Hancock. 11
Franklin Road.tit
Ml 00 {ii
Wasb’gt’n June

30
40
50

5 25
5 41

KHsworth.
11 06
11 57
6
Ellsworth Falls. ell 10 12 02
6
Nicolin. ell 22IJ12 15
«
Green Lake. ell 30 12 24
Phillips Lake. ell 37 {12 31 I R
Egery’s Mill.I 6
Holdwn. ell 43 12 39 6
Brewer June. 12 00 12 50 6
liangor.ar.I 12 06 1 05 7
I'M
4 50

Portland.ar.
1
Boston via.
Dover ar.‘
Boston via
Portsmouth

PM

in.

47
52
07

LIKE POISON IS THE
GAS OF INDIGESTION
|
Gas Out

25
28

using castor oil

that

now

it

8

10

ar.j.

Boston via
Dover Iv.
Boston via
Portsmouth iv.

AM
50

It

is

relief

a

the

“inner

for the pain and

bloating of gas.
Kellogg’s Tasteless Castor Oil is
and remarkable
taste and smell

The

discovery.
are

a

taken out and

nothing

of the
taste, and so well purified that it acts better, without griping, and does not upset

else.

It's all of the oil, but

the stomach.

none

Children take it

readily.

Women and workers indoors find Kellog’s Tasteless Oastor Oil a quick relief
from the distress of poor digestion, and it
is a perfect laxative.
Kellogg’s is not
mixed or flavored; just a true, tasteless
castor oil.
Ask for Kellogg's Tasteless Castor Oil at
any drug store. Not sold in bulk, but in
25c or 50c bottles, trade marked with a
green castor leaf bearing the signature,
Kellogg’s. Made only by Spencer Kellogg & Sons, Inc., Buffalo, N. Y., refiners
of

vegetable

oils.

8

9 45.
9 20

A

I

M

A

M

10 00

—

—

sour

!

1

20. Ml 05i M2

AM

40
P M

am !“P M

will leave Bangor at 7 a n;
for Bar Harbor. ReturnEllsworth
ing leave Bar Harbor 4 p m; Ellsworth 6 20 p
m for Bangor.

Steamship
Corporation.
Fall Schedule.
Harbor

and

Boston, $3.50,
$3.50

Sedgwick and Boston,
$3.00
Steamer Booth Wav leaves Bar Harbor Monday and Thursday at 10 00 a m for Seal HarSouthwest Harbor,
bor, Northeast Harbor,
Stoulngton, North Haven and Rockland.
Steamer Mlneola leaves Bluehlll Monday and
Thursday for South Bluehlll, Brooklln, Sedgwick. I>cer Isle, Sargenivllie, South Brooksvllle,
Dark Harbor and Rockland.
Connection Is made at Rockland with steamer
for Boston.
RETURNING

Turbine Steel Steamship*!

stomach, heartburn,

the
is
is

it is of
Falsehood

tlie more effective

as

j

;

!

TO BE SUCCESSFUL
THEY MUST BE

TRUTHFUL.
i

I

Read the advertisements
and profit by them. You ran
rely absolutely on the statejnents made in the advertis-

I

ing columns.

I

Belfast and

Leave Boston 5pm Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday for Rockland, connecting with
steamer leaving Rockland 6 00 a m, Wednesday
and Saturday for Bar Harbor, Bluehlll, Sedg
wick and intermediate landings.
E. L. Smith, Agent, Bar Harbor.
A. M. Hkkbice. Agent, Bluehlll.

is what your money will
Invested In shares of the

A

earn

if

NEW SERIE8

is now open. Shares, 81 each. monthly pay
indigestion and pains in the colon and
menu, 81 per share.
from
suffer
bowels—you
indigestion—
WHY FAY RENT"
you need Mi-o-na at once.
when you can borrow wa your
Mi-o-na goes to the seat of your
shares, give a first mortgage am)
m
trouble and quickly and surety ends
v
reduce it every month? Monthly
It builds np and
stomach misery.
payments and interest togethei
will amount to but little more
strengthens the stomach walls and
than you are now paying for
glauds, improves quickly the digestive
rent, and In about ten years you
will
system ana assists nature to property
digest the food, thus insuring health OWN YOUR OWN HOME.
for the entire system.
For particulars Inquire o!
Do not suffer another day. Get a
O. W T.ei.T, Bm*,
tifty-cent box of Mi-o-na Tablets at
Tuple} BIO*
G. A. Parcher’s.
A. W. Kino. FraudeuL

or

land

situated

in

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
Anderson, of El'lscounty. Maine, by his
mortgage deed dated the thirty first, dav of
March, a. d. 1902 and recorded' in the Hancock registry of deeds in book 374. page 444,
conveyed to me, the undersigned, a certain
lot or parcel of land with ail the ouildings
thereou. situated in the town of Hancock in
sairiccunty of Hancock and State of Maine
and bounded and described as follows, to wit:
Beginning at John Jameson’s northeast corner
bound; thence south eighty-five degrees
east in the old Whittaker and Jordan line to a
stake in the heath about one hundred and
fifty rods; thence in the east line of the
John Whittaker lot south six degrees west
about fifty rods to a stake in the hearth;
thence north eighty-four degrees west and
following tue north line of the James Hutchings lot about one hundred and fifty rods to a
poplar tree on the west side of the Lamoine
road; thence in said Jameson’s east line about
fifty reds to the place of beginning, and contain** forty seven acres, more or
less; and
whereas the condition of the said mortgage
ha* been broken, now therefore, bv reason
i of the breach of the condition thereof. I claim
a foreclosure of this
mortgage and give this
notice for that purpose.
Alexander C. Hagkrthy,
R.
E.
by
Mason, his attorney
duly authorized.
Ellsworth, Me.. October 28, 1913.

_I

1

Bilious?
One of Ayer's Pills at bedtime—Just
one. Acts on the liver. Gently laxative.
Sugar-coated. Ail vegetable.
Sold for GO

Ask Vow

rPHK subscriber berenyj gives notice that
1
"he has been duly appointed administratrix of the estate of
WILLIS |A. ALLEN,: {late of WINTER

renra.

Doctor._

ziwa.or. v harbor,

AMERICAN ADS

in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
All persors
given bonds as the law directs.
having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the sam$ for
and all indebted thereto are reI settlement,
quested to make payment immediately.
Cora M. Allen.
Winter Harbor, Oct. 14. 1913.
1

PAY BEST

OF MAIN F.
Treasurer's Office, Augusta, Oct. 11, 1913.
revised
statutes, as amended by Chau. 220 of the
T^URSUANT to Chap. 9, Sec. 44, of the
Public Laws of 1909. I will at toe Treasurer of State's office at Augusta, on the twentieth
1
sell
and
a.
at
o’clock
n»..
11
November,
next,
convey by deed to the highest bidder, all
of
day
the interest of the State in the tracts of land hereinafter described, lying in unincorporated
of State, county
townships, said tracts having been forfeited to the State for non-payment
The
and forestry district taxes, certified to the Treasurer of 8t*te for the year 1911.
sale and conveyance of each tract will he made subject to a right in the owper or part owner
whose rights have been forfeited, to redeem toe same at any time within one year after the
sa'e, by paying or tendering to the purchaser his proportion of what the purchaser paid
therefor at the sale with interest at the rate of twenty per cent, per annum from the time of
sale, and one dollar for release, or such owner may redeem his interest by paying as aforesaid
to the Treasure- of State as provided in Chap 9. Sec. 46. of the revised statutes.
No tract, however, will be sold at a price less thaii the full amount due thereon for such
unpaid State, county and forestry district taxes, interest and coats, as described in the following scheduleYKAB 1911, HANCOCK COUNTY.
No. acres. Amt. unpaid.
Township.
T. NO. 7, South Division, part of. being a lot of land on the
On the
east said of said township, bounded as follows:
south by land said to be owned by H. W. Smith; on the
west and north by land said to be owned by F. W. GoodSaid lot is re->
win; on the east by the town of Steuben.
puted to be owned by the heirs of J. F. Plummer and con60
t 3 41
tains sixty acres, more or less (60),.^
T. NO. 7. South Division, part of. b« ing a lot of land ne^t
south of lend said to be owned by Bloomfield Perry, in the
southeast part of said township. Said lot isreputed to be
owned by Sidney E. Doyle, and contaius^bne hundred
100
4 6L
acres, more or less (100).
T. NO. 10, Sooth Division, part of, being a tract of land in
the south part of said township, bounded and described
as follows:
Beginning at the point where the north and
south division line of the two and one half mile strip is
intersected by the sontherly boundary line of a tract of
laDd known as the Fox Pond Quarter; thence running
westerly along the south line of said Fox Pond Quarter 940
rods; thence at right angles southerly 810 rods; theuce at
a right angle easterly 240 rods: thence northerly along
said original north and south division line to the point of
beginning, Said tract is reputed to be owned by Minnie
Ross Holman, and contaiiis one thousand two hundred
fifteen acres, more or less (1,215)....
44 95
1,215
T. NO. 1 0, South Division, part of, being a lot of land,
known as the E^iery lot, on the north side of Spring River
Lake. Said lot is reputed to be owned by Charles Emery,
and contains twenty-five acres, more or less (25)..
25
190
T. NO. 10, South Division, part of, being a lot of land near
the center of said township, bounded as follows:
On the
south by the Cherryfieid road; on the north by Spring
River Lake; on the east and west by land said to be owned
by Campbell and Hinckley. Said lot is reputed to be
owned by Joseph Oubut, and contains fifty-eight acres,
more or less (56).
58
2 75
T. MO. 10, South Division, part of, being one of the settlcflr lots, so called, bounded as follows: On the east,
south and west by land said to be owned by F. W. Goodwin; on the north by the Cherryfieid road. Said lot is reputed to bemsvned by M. Cook, and contains fifty-nine |
59
acres, more o^fcess (59).
27
T. NO. 82, Middie Division, part of, being a ticket lot, numbered 28. in the east half of said township, bounded and
described as follows: Beginning at the southeast corner
of the Public Lot in the north half of said township;
thence south 160 rods; thence west 100 rods; thence north
160 rods to the sooth line of the Public Lot; thence east
along the south line of the Pubic Lot 100 rods to the point
begun at. Said lot contains one hundred sixty acres, more
or less (100).
!60
6 8*
Jos. W. Simpson, Trer surer of 8ta*e.
..

Camden.

parcel

H ERE AS, Douglass
V\T
*»
worth, Hancock

STATE

Fares.

Bluehlll and Boston,

can-

10 52
rail-

: Stops on signal togonductor.
Passengers arc earnestly requested to procure tickets before entering trie trains, and
especially Ellsworth to Falls and Falls tc
Ellsworth.
H. D. WALDRON.
General Passenger Agent.
D. C. DOUGLASS,
General Manager.
Portland. Maine.

Bar

time, but deception
permanent, and

be

loses its effectiveness ns sdou
as it is discovered.
The merchants who advertlse in this paper nre honorable men, and this would
But
make them truthful.
above nil they are good bustness men. and they know that

a train
8 11 a m

Except Monday.
•Sunday included,
r Daily except Sunday.
e Stops to leave passengers from points east
of Washington Junction
Traius leaving Ellsworth at 7.13 a m and 4.14

a

longer duration.

Sundays,

m

for

profit based on deception
necessarily brief. Truth

I

i

the merchant, his hope of
continued success.
Deception may be profitable
not

9 00

Stomach Distress

headaches,

vertisement, back of every
made to ifftract
custom. Is the reputation of

ioi or

Lorg Island plantation in the county of Hancock and State of Maine, being the whole of
Outer Long Island, *o called, together with
the buildings and wharves thereon, except
such as lias been heretofore conveved to
settlers, containing 1.132 acres and 182 rod*
more or less, being all of the tame premises
conveyed to said French boro Land and Fisheries Company by Clarence E. Mclntire and
Addie M. Mclntire by their deed dated May 20,
1911, and recorded in Hancock registry of
deeds, book 480, page 292. Also certain other
lota or parcels of land with the buildings
thereon, situated on Outer Long Island in said
Long Island plantation, described as follows,
to wit:
One lot and buildings known as the
Walter Robinson roust? and lot; one lot
known as the John Robinson house and lot;
one lot. known
as the Charles Robinson lot;
one lot known as
the Betsey Davis homestead; one lot known as the Charles and
Rebecca Robinson house and lot; one lot
known as the Samuel Davis house and lot;
one lot known as the John J. Stewart
house
and lot; and one lot known as the Samuel
Rich house and lot; being all ot the same
premises conveyed to said French boro Land
and Fisheries Company by Clarence E. Mclntire by his deed dated May 20, 1911. and recorded in Hancock Registry of deeds, book
480, page294.
Rorik M. Rcmill.
Deputy Sheriff.

have learned that the Truth Tells
Told,
when the Truth Is

statement

I

*5 10

Any

At
You Should Take Ml-o-na Now
Once—Its Action is Immediate—Safe- Effective.
When you feel nervous, irritable,
when you have
tired and dizzy

Advertisements

Hence they are scrupulous
that their advertisements nre
accurate. Back of every ad-

j

10

fianking.

If You Suffer

;

liangor.Iv. f 6 00 M0 30 3 10 f 5 15
Brewer June.
6 07 10 36
5 21
3 16
Holden. ; 6 29 10 56 13 3'.
5 40
Egery’s Mill.M0 59 .1
Phillips Lake. { 6 36 Ml 02 3 41 1 6 47
6 44
Green Luke.
3 4H
5 57
11 10
Nicolin. t 6 53 11 22 { 3 56 { 6 07
7 ufi
Ellsworth Falls.
11 3fi
4 OH
6 20
Elmwunb.
7 13, 11 40
6 25
4 11
7 25 u.50
Wasb’gt’n June.
4 20 {6 31
Franklin Road. t 7 33-{12 00
6 40
Hancock.
6 49
{ 7 41 12 10
7 44 12 13.
6 53
Waukeag, £ Fy.
7 SO 12 20
Mt Desert Ferry lv...
7 05
8 15|..
Sullivan.
8 40.
Sorrento.
liar Harbor.ar.
9 15
110
7 45

new

nauseous

Our

MERCHANTS

.t 8 00 f 8 56

Winter

to clear out

TAKEN

i;rri#iu

*
M
m4 50

BAR HARBOR.

Portland.Iv.

is

There is nothing like Kellogg’s Taste-

~

—N-s-w-v--

STATE OF MAINE
County ok Hancock us:
October 25, 1918
this twenty-fifth day of October, a
d. 1913, on execution dated October 11
a. d. 1918, iaaned on a
judgment rendered by
the Supreme Judicial Court for the county of
Knox, at a term thereof begun and held on
the second Tuesday of September, a. d.
1913,
to wit. on the thirtieth day of Sept. a. d. J913,
in favor of Megunticook Natioual Bank, a
corporation existing by law and having an
established place of business at Camden in
the county of Knox
and State of Maine,
against Frenchboro Land and Fisheries Company, a corporation existing by law and havestablished place of business at
ing an
Frenchboro in the plantation of Long Island
in the county of Hancock and State of
Maine,
for four thou-and eight hundred and
thirtytwo dollars and
cents, debt or damage,
twenty
aud twenty-three dollars and thirty seven
cents, costs of suit, and will be sold at public
auction at the office of the sheriff of Hancock
county, at Ellsworth in said county of Hancock. to the highest bidder, on the third day
of December a. d. 1918, at nine o'clock in the
forenoon, the following described real estate
aud all right, title aud interest which the
said Frenchboro Land aud Fisheries Company has aud had in and to the same on the
sixteenth day of August, a. d. 1912. at 12.05
o’clock in the afternoon, the time when the
same was attached on the writ in
the same
suit, to wit:

I

88 Ml 34
58 11 53
00 ll 50

5 50 M2

IPM

| tasteless.
less Castor Oil

Etna! 2votiu*.
-•
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’ll 26

Eastern

Quickly.

—

Hyomei now—to-day.

By HOLLAND.

..

distressed persons will

of

Thousands

man”.

’ll 10

Tasteless Castor Oil Clears

Kellogg**

go bark to

.MO 57

17 .*11 19

m, ami arriving at Ellsworth 11.06 a m,
p m connect with Washington County
way.

■Seiitr’i3c;:uiu&

I

50
58
10 03
10 14
10 45
10 52
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has

Nov. 10.

one

j

11. Savage each

ti.

last week.

moose

Floyd
w

and

Smith

In

..

last week at I. L. Crabtree's.

Nov. 10.

j terests.

Mrs. J. E. Turner, of Brewer, was the
who knew
by any
tea. Mr- Hinton reported his dl.«- j guest of her brother, E. W. Burrill, last
week.
•Pfearar,-• to the police and had
v*
through *enrch made of the hoap’Utfe
u. lomn, ot v^uincy,
Mrs.
.'iass.f
xitk- :t tin.ling her husband. The two with her little son Charles, is visiting her
j
hav
aptieri^ were not thought of as
| cousin, Mrs. Shirley Young.
tef sn>
titiistlon with each other,
Clifford Burrill and Miss Marcia Burrill
•.♦■»•!!

past week.

PM
IPM
4 15
9 00
4 45 ,.
...

James

>

:.-g t«»

from Sor-

home

rento, where she has been the
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And Ihe TRUTH U Told—

Sullivan.'.:.’.!
Mt Desert Fy.
Ml 20 t 5 15 t 9
9
Waukeag, 8 Fy. 11 27 5 22

BANUOK*rO

spent Saturday with

Mrs. Luther Grant

Itreathe It—No Stomai'ti Dosing
Cli-iirs the llt-ml.
Use nature's remedy for catarrh, or
cold in the head, one that is harmless
yet quick and effective.
It is the healing oils and balsams of
Hyomei which you breath through a
small pocket-inhaler.
This curative
and antiseptic air roaches the most remote air cells in the nose, throat and
lungs, killing the catarrhal germs,
stopping the offensive breath, raising
of mucus, droppings in the throat,
crusts in the nose aud all other
catarrhal symptoms.
The completeoutfit costs only *1.00,
and (I. A. l’archer will return your
money if not satisfied. Do not continue to suffer catarrhal
"Is
try
You

won-

TRUTH TELLS

BANGOR.

A
M
A M
Mar Harbor. Iv.MO 30
Sorrento.

MT. DESERT FERRY.

■

dhnr.i-p

ill, and has been

Miss Martha Carter is

just

Sept. 28, 1013.

AO.
WEST SEDGWICK.

EAST BLUE HILL.

you

PaRcher,
Ellsworth, Me.

In Effect

them.

Nov. 10.

though

G. A.

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

M. Page and Leslie Carter have returned home from a hunting trip in East-

clearing the land.
Use Fesime,

Longevity.

as

how you are going to get
through this trying season and do
your work.
You may be overworked or have
had a bad cold which has left, you
without strength, ambition or much
Interest In life; In fact you are all
run-down.
Let us tell you that Vlnol, our dellous cod liver and Iron tonic, Is Just
the remedy yotl need to rebuild wasting tissues and replace weakness
with strength.
A prominent Boston lawyer says:
"My mother, who Is 76 years of age,
owes her good health to Vlnol as
since taking It she can walk farther
and do more than she has for years.
I
consider It a wonderful
blood
making and strength creating tonic."
We have such faith In Vlnol that
If It does not quickly build you up,
restore your strength and make you
feel well again, we will return your
money. Try Vlnol on our guarantee.
P. S. If you have Eczema try our
Saxo Salvo. We guarantee 1L

Fred

accompanied by Mr.
to lay out the golf links

Carroll, who came
Haven. Men are
Nov. 10.

vruui

emerge

You act
dered

Baitroabs ant) Steamboats.

have

living

their

to

family, who

A

box.—Advt.

hill.

C. L. Hturtevant, of Washington, 1). C.,
Wilbur Smith, of New York, were in

town

of Ervin Carter, of Blue-

horses last week

and

tu»tf It were tolerably heavy.
Tl* land'ord. putting these facta

Wito *'•

boarding

at

Gilbert

*-

;u

is

Charles Cunningham
Capt. D. McKay’s.

Mrs.

Miss Harriet Kane and Elmer Leach
were married in Bangor last week.
Their
friends extend congratulations.
The regular meeting of Lookout chapter,
O. E. 8., will be held at Masonic ball F'riday evening, Nov. 14. There will be work
and refreshments.

from the hotel
dblng that looked like a
fjm‘walk away with
Igg, :>u trunk awl
He sold the man curried
Hi konicu
an

sister.

in town last week.

________

(^j wen’ bloody.
had murdered
Walk ley
Erld,'!’
Hit how had be got away
This was soon e*
Btl; !'• b"dyJ
•bine! P! 'sell was a traveling sales
order* for laces. He had
gas. t.,..
gvoght with hltn an oblong aainple
: t!ve feet In length, so light
al
I nrrled It to hi* room hlmbe
keeper opposite who lived
Kif A
and who rose very
?t,r hi* more
Mw

visited her

where she

~

t* i,,.. t

gtfjy.

spent last

Mrs. Eugene Jordan and children, of
Esther Gott has gone to Corinna, where
Cape Rosier, are guests of Luther Herrick • be has employment.
employment.
and w ife.
!
Schools in town, with the exception of
Miss Edith Lopaua has returned to New
Mrs. W. L. France has returned borne tho high school, have closed for a twoweeks’ vacation.
York, alter spending the season in town. from
Bangor, where she visited her
Pearl Carter was badly wounded in the
Finest Allen and family, of Rockland, daughter.
hand Saturday by the accidental disare visiting his
mother. Mrs. Naomi Allen.
Rainh B. Means and wife, of Sedgwick, j charge of a firearm.
Mrs. Btephen McFarland is visiting her are spending several weeks with Fred J.
Nov. 10.
Anon.
daughter, Mrs. Arvard Nichol, at West Sargent and wife.
SOUTH
HANCOCK.
Brooksville.
Npv. 10.
Sim.
A daughter was born to Bert Reed and
Mrs. Gardner Carter and Master
Earle,
wife last evening.
NORTH SEDGWICK.
who bare spent the summer at
Sargeutt. R. C.
Hagerthy has had water
Charles Snow has returned from Blueville, are home.
from his well to his house and
hill.
stable.
The parish has voted unanimously toexMrs. A. E. Wooster spent last week at
Mrs. Roy Allen, who has been ill, is imtend a call to Rev. Arthur Tarhell to beBar Harbor wfth her sister, Mrs. H. A.
proving.
come Its pastor.
Brown.
Mrs. William Closson has moved in her
Allen Crabtree hss moved into F. W.
Charles Staples will move his family to
new cottage.
Wooster’s house, known as the bprmger
Rockland, where he has employment with
the winter.
Willis Sylvester, of Sedgwick, is work- house, for
the Maine Central railroad.
George Merchant expects to leave soon
in the canning factory.
I
1
ing
Mrs. Lizzie Htaples and children have
for New Jersey, where he will be emgono to Portland for the winter. Mr.
Roy Allen attended the degree of coun- ployed by the Girdwoods, for the winter.
Nov. 10.
W.
cillor in Rockland last week.
Htaples baa employment there.

wiki the chamlierniald
,| tloor of the Keiudngtnore
(„■ proprietor. “1 eau't get n
sir.

thl.

wife

Lynn, Mass.
Billings has returned
in

son

Mrs. Sarah E.
home from China,

Boston.
Er ((GUARD

Grinds! and
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STRENGTH FOR OLD PEOPLE | Catarrhal Trouble
Simple Remedy Which Favors
Ended—Use Hyomei

BURRY.

Capt. Clarence Lord iB at home.
Mary Billington is working for Capt.
McKay.
District Superintendent Palladino waa

autinltsrm elite.

afojrrttannnrt*.

COUNTY NEWS.

guest of Prof. Herbert R. Roberts and wife
in North field, Vt.

i

!; An

Imaginary

may get to Cromore for any jiesla,”
added Mr* Carew mournfully.
Phyllis Hnyden and Jack Henshaw
id
exchanged glances of atuosenieut
them the adventure «!iv*.irw* of ro-

l
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AThanksgiving Day Story::
By

CLARISSA

paradise
"Ab, you’re
son

!

MACKIE

a

"1

pretty Phyllis Hayden and Jack Henshaw. The three women occupied the
cabin of the launch, and the men made
themselves comfortable with blankets
deck.
The first day bad passed uneventfully. without even a shot at a duck
The second pawed likewise, and the

I

j

j

!
I
1

j
!

j
I
I

j

]
;

!
:
;

nightfall."
They might have done so easily had
not those threatening clouds gradually
j
massed toward the zenith and slowly
J
covered the rest of the blue sky. Then \
came a thick blanketing fog that blotted out the world and left them Isolated in a dense white world of dripping moisture.
There was consternation aboard the
Nautilus after that. Those November
fogs were very deceiving, and it might
be many hours, perhaps days, before |
tie mist lifted. If they could keep in
the winding channel among the island* |
they would lie all right but If they
missed their way and nosed nround
outside in the track of the big steam
ers there was no knowing what would
be the fate of the little craft and her

j

ptasehgers.
They anchored for awhile, and then.
Impatient of the delay that would prethem from arriving home in time
for Thanksgiving dinner, they started
out again,
feeling their way. .lack
Henshaw at the wheel and Frank
Carew blowing the siren at intervals
ISob Hayden and the three women remained In the cabin and played bridge
by the light of the lamp. It was very
cheerful In there, away from the fog.
Jack Henshaw stared at the lighted
windows of the cabin and thought
rather ruefully that his task would be
more attractive
if Phyllis Hayden
would come out and share his turn at
the wheel.

vent

me

utue

.miuuius

ten

uer

way

among the bidden rocks
nel that snaked among the

in the chanlittle Ulnuds.
and it seemed that hours passed before the fog thinned sufficiently for
them to glimpse the dark hoik of an
Island near at hand.
With the lifting of the fog. which
was
driven before a nasty easterly
wind, tbe channel became unpleasantly

choppy, changing

to

dashing

waves

Electrically

s

days.

Dr. K. U. Barrett and wife
a short visit.

:

!
■

in

are

Boston

on

j
1

Mm. 'O. M. Stover is spending
Boston.

a

as

wind increased.
While they debated whether to go on
er to make an anchorage among the
islands their fate was decided for
A big wave rustled along the
them.
Barrow channel, lifted the Nautilus
upon its crest and sent her crashing
upon the rocks of the nearest Island,
where she wedged tightly between two
bowlders
It all caine so suddenly that the
dnck hunter' hardly realised what had
happened before Jack Henshaw hnstied
them ashore with their belongings.
"She's sprung a leak, a big bole to
We can't do a thing
her port bow.
except to carry a couple of lines ashore
and fasten them to some of those large
cedars."
He was hurrying them ashore with
their burden* of hastily switched
He followed
clothing and bedding.
with all tbe provisions he could gather
and later sent the stnsll oil stove from
the galley
By scrambling over tbe
alippery rocks they could reach the
Brm white beach where ancient redan
(ringed the foot of tbe aand bluffs
Here tbe women waited while the
three men made the Nautllne fast In
her cradle among the rocks in the
When all
manner suggested by Jack.
was completed tbe six pleesure seekers gathered ruefully about their poe-

ttje

sessions

“Goodby. Thanksgiving dinner!" said
Cai*w In a hollow tone
"And nobody knowa how soon we

j

j
j

structed against tbe sloping bluff and
under the shade ot two wind blown
cedars the married people made themselves very comfortable with cushions
from the boat and by tbe tight of a
ship’s lantern played bridge.
In tbe meantime Jack Hensbaw and
Phyllis Hayden held several conferences. during which they displayed
much merriment ami a thorough contentment with their lot.
They fussed around a hastily Improvised aheiter that Jack arranged Tor a
little kitchen, and there they prepared
tbe evening meal with tbe aid of ths
oil stove,
A creditable meal It proved to be.
though canned bean* formed the principal dish, and other canned and bottled delicacies rounded out the menu.
Morning brought sunshine and scudding clouds across the blue sky. The
wind still blew heavily, but from another quarter, and the waves were
dashing over tbe deck of the Nsutiiu*.
Tbe casta ways tried to t*e cheerful,
hut It proved a dismal failure, except
In tbe case of Jack and Phyllis. Th**se
two seemed to have tapped some resourceful flow »«f g'H*l humor, for
they laughed and Jested and promised
a most Inviting dinner for the other*,
who clung to their bridge playing, now
sitting on tbe sandy bench with their
cards.
Jack ami Phyllis disappeared and
were gone for a
couple of hour*.
While they were gone those left behind heard the report of Jack’s gnu.
We'll hare a duck, at any
"Alia:
rate." murmured Oarew.
"I'm afraid not” said bis wife
“1
notice that the supply of oil is gone,
anil the Nautilus la washed over with
water
E'ery stick of wood on the
island is too wet to burn. Cold canned
beef and crackers and peanut butter
will constitute our menu today," she
ended drearily.
There was nothing cheering in the
sight of Jack and Phyllis returning
with a brace of ducks, for there waa
no fire to cook them by.
When this
evil uews was announced to the young
pair they merely laughed and said
there was oil enough to boll coffee and
heat some beans.
"Dinner's ready!” sang out Jack,
and they gathered about the hastily
prepared meal.
“1 thought St was to be a big din»er with trimmings." remarked t'nrew
as
be unfolded a jwper napkin and
sniffed hungrily at the tinned soup.
To the four older ones of the party
it was a ghastly feast. With moat unseemly levity Jack and Phyllis insisted on referring to the various tinned
foods as though they were delicious
viands served at a well appointed
Thanksgiving table
“Do have some more turkey." insisted Jack, passing the tinned beaus
around.
ahci some or tne rrannerrj sauce,
added Phyllis. bolding op a bottle of

tomato

ketchup.

_

few

weeks in

j
I

Vw

|

lying i

borne In the mountains
1 accepted
the invitation and found a colony of
I met a number of
summer homes
charming persons, but I will mention
only two. both of whom are connected
with my story. I will call one Conda
and the other Inez. Manuel. It seemed
to me. was on the verge of forming
a union, but with whom I could not
tell. Oonela was a gentle little thing
with-so far a*, t could discover—no
other desire but to love and tie loved,
and If married would devote herself
to husband and children.
Inez, on the
contrary, was full of grand theories, a
radical by nature. I understood from
Manuel that she was a disciple of one
who was attempting to found a new
I did not believe
school of morals.
that she was sincere
It seemed to me
that in everything she did she hail a
sinister motive
Perhaps. I said to myself, she Is attracted by the novelty
of this man's idea* and deceives herself Into the tiellef that It 1* sympathy
with humanity that moves her.
“I was not long in discovering that
these tsy girl* were Manuel's good and
evil geniuses
His heart when In a
normal condition was with Concin, but
he was influenced by Inez's views
coming through lues herself—that is,
it was raihrr Inez than the view* that
*
moved him.
summer

directly south of Madrid.

voncta am not evince

any concern
as to this influence that Inex was exNot the least
erting over Manuel
Jealousy did she show when she saw
the two together, but at times I
thought 1 could -Mo t the glimmer of
a bidden fire
One dar 1 made a remark to Manuel which would lead
him. If he chose to do so. to confide to
I!e told me that he
me the situation.
loved Concia. but that Inex. who was
Intellectually very touch Concia'* superior. Inspired him to do great things
for humanity. Thl* gave me the cue.
Concia was influencing him in one
way. Inex in another.
"We all went tiack to Madrid together lu the autumn, and one day
Manuel staled that he was an active
member of
an
anarchical
ooclety
whose object was the elevation of the
lower orders of humanity. He expected that in time poverty would lie
eliminated.
HI* Men in confiding in
me was to induce me to Join his soI told him that 1 preferred to
ciety.
live In an imperfect world rather
than die to establish a perfect one. 1
knew that Inex had triumphed and
Concia had Wen defeated.
“I kept away from him after that,
for I feared he would become Invoi .ed
In some of those radl il measure*
which thus far bad t<evn condemned
by all but a an II po-tlnii of the
world's people, and I preferred to keep
myself so free fjora him that I jvould
not suffer In case tie got Into trouble.
It was lacky for rue that I did. for
one moruiug. looking out through a
! window. 1 could see excited crowds
moving in the street and. leaning out.
asked one passing w hat bad Happened.
He told me that a prominent government official had been killed by an anWhen a apecial issue of the
archist
!
newspapers came out what was my
horror to see the name of my friend

'This chestnut stuffing Is dellckjoa,”
commented Jack, nibbling a crisp
cracker
"Mrs. Carew. yon ate not
going to pass up the mince pie7",
"I’ve eaten many a badly cooked
meal." observed Bob Hayden bitterly,
“and I've partaken of food from Bombay to Baugor. but tbia Is the flrat
time I've ever eaten an Imaginary
meal.
It gives me mental Indigestion
to think of It"
“Then what we all need Is exerciser
cried Jack
And. having disposed of
the remnants of the meal by tossing
them Into the awlft waters of the
channel, he drove his guest* before
him tip the steep bank and into a
plowed field.
"This doesn't look like any of tfco
Islands I've met around here." marveled
Carew.
gazing
thoughtfully
around
“We went a good deal farther than
we realized In the fog.
I'll lead yon
to a place. Well, ladles and gentlemen,
welcome to CrotnureT
A surprised shout went up a* they
found themselves on the hill back of
Jack Henshaw'a home. A curl of bine
smoke from the kitchen chimney bore
witness tbal dinner might be expected
there after all.
They looked at Jack for explanation.
"We struck the mainland Instead oC
an Island
I haven't been In that spot
for years and didn't recognise It t!B
1‘hyllts and I went out this morning.
We shot a brace of ducks, and I believe mother ha* prevailed upon Cbloe
to Include them In the dinner”—
“A real dlnnerr yelled Hayden and
Carew In chorus.
"Yes." Jack laughed a* the two men
broke away pellmell toward the bones.
Mrs Carew and Mr*. Hayden looked
«t blushing Phyllis and happy Jack.
"T believe you two have found something else to be tbankfnl for." said
Phylll*’ mother softly

Equipped!

I

j Frank P. Merrill spent a fetr days to
Tiie reason why L in Hie to America, Hock land list week on business,
iard
to
*i;ul
cue
dear
feilow."
S;-n
my
j The Blu^hiM fire company* will hold a
another. "I* that 1 might get rid of hall in the town hall on
!
Think*giving
friend* who were liable to involve me eve.

tell—asked

on

third dawned in the same glow of amber haze and ruddy sun.
“It looks very much as though we
would have to return without those
promised ducks for Thanksgiving
day.” observed Jack restlessly as he
took the wheel after breakfast
“If it would blow up a bit colder we
might bag a few today. If my propbetic Instinct serves me right those
clouds yonder look like wind and
rain." Bob Hayden puffed out a cloud
of smoke and leaned lazily over the
rail.
“I hope it doesn't storm. If we don't
burry we won't get back to Cromore In
time for dinner tomorrow.” said his
•
wife.
“What’s the matter with Thanksglving dinner aboard the Nautilus?" asked
her owner.
“It would be perfectly lovely, of
course, only you know it couldn't seem
like a real Thanksgiving feast. Everything is tinned or bottle^. All the
Thanksgivings 1 ever remember are
accompanied by the aroma of delicious
goodies cooking In the kitchen.”
“Enough said." returned Jack grimly. "You spurn my Invitation to dinner; therefore it is np to me to turn
and beat it for Cromore.
We will
have barely time to make It before

few

in anarchical plot* that are honeycombCharles Tucker has returned to Boston
lug the K'X-inl condition of tny oouu
to resume bis studies on the nautical
try. Whether those working for some- training ship.
thing better than the present social
Mrs. H. W. Herrick, w ho recently reS ttatus are right or whether they are ! tarred from the boapital in Lewiston, is
Phyllis scorn fnlly.
; wrong I don't pretend to aay. What much improved in health.
"Let us contrive a shelter from the 1 I do say Is that 1 had no mind to be j
I
Wmthrop Thomas, of New YoTk, la
tarpaulin*, and you four may «!t there ! mixed up in their plan*. One et tsode
a
few weeks in town, having
Mis* Phyllis and 1 that came very near to me decided me | spending
and play bridge
| electric fixtures placed tn “Sunset Cliff”.
will concoct a Thanksgiving roast for to leave Strain.
L. Ward Peters and wife, of Boat on, and
“A frteml of mine—we will call him
yon to enjoy tomorrow."
Miss Margaret E. Hinckley, of Bradford,
The others shamelessly agreed tothla Mannel. for I sliall m t give you real
unfair division of labor, and after a name* of persons in the story I am j w«rv in town over Sunday to attend the
1 tuoeral of their aunt.Mira Augusta Peters,
me to visit hi*
very practical shelter had been con- about to

November, with an Indian summer
warmth that did not hint of a sudden
change h> the weather. There were sis
In the party—Frank Carew and his
wife. Mr. and Mrs. Bob Hayden and

and sailcloth

BLIEHILL.
Albert S. Hinckley is in Boston for

Gy JOSE HERRARA

may never have the chance f»» be cost
ashore again, and you sit here IvenumDl-H-H-H-l -i-W I I ill! I I- 1-I-M-r I
! ing because you can't spend ThanksThey bad started out In Jack Ilen- ! giving In the conventional way
without
“Can't you be thankful
■haw’s cabined launch for a cruise
being prodded by the sim'il of pumpamong the islands, with cluck shooting
kin pie and roast turkey'* demanded
as their object.
It was a fair day In

t

|

for

cheerful lot of Kohln-

Crusoe*;' chide*! Jack at last.

to

America

it<*»To be cast nwsv up n
a
novel experience
was
ert island
enough, but to la* cast away together. these two. who were in love
with each other, made that island a
om nee.

attontiWHfmt*.
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Manuel given as the assassin.
"Manuel was tried and executed. It
was not long after bla execution that
Inex began to spend money in a way
that she had never spent it before.
She was also seen frequently at court,
and a general in the army became atNevertheless she was
tentive to her.
not popular with persons of high degree with whom she was associating
I formed my own theory with regard
to her. which was this: She had betrayed Manuel for money and influence.
"1 wondered how Concta had taken
her lover's death, bnt I was not one
of her personal friends and did not
feel Justified In calling upon her at the
I beard,
time of her bereavement.
however, that no one knew how she

Kbyte

MOTOCYCLES
FOR *1914
60,000 brand-new red machines will go out over the Indian
trails during the coming year—the greatest motorcycle production in the history of the industry.
They will flash forth fully armed with "Thirty-Eight Betterments for 1914 !" Armed with powerful and beautiful Electrical

every way. Kelley ’a orchestra furnished
music.
Out-of-town automobile parties

Bar Harbor, Ellsworth, Peand Brookhn, The grand march
was led by
Harry Hinckley and Miss
Florence
followed by eighty
Morse,
couples. The refreshment booth was in
the bands of 8. G. Hinckley, and was well
patronized. It is hoped by all that another will be held in the near future.
Nov.
II.
from
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nobscot

completely

is

The 1914 line of Indian Motocycles consists of:

assisting A. F. Hill

in the store and

post-office.
A1 tor* Robert ton left Monday for Bangor to attetid Shews business college.
Miss Sarah Hill, of West Goulds boro, it
visiting Mrs. Julia A. Dyer and other

4
7
7
7
7
7

H.P.
H.P.
H.P.
H.P.
H.P.
H.P.

Single Service Model
Twin
Twin
Twin
Twin
Twin

A. E.

Bockiport.
The vaanrla loading

for G. H. Hanna

with brick have been hindered

Monday night by

motor

urdar evening. under
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high school.

power.

NORTHEAST HARBOR.

hospital

in

A.

Philadel-

Franklin.

phia.
Bridgham

Moore's studio will close for the winter
district
schools close Friday for two weak*.
Toe I December 1.
teachers, Mrs. Marietta lHxrity and Mis*
Fred Buckiin returned from tbe Bar
Eliza both Jellison, returned to their Harbor
hoapitat last week.
home* for the Thanksgiving rice**.
Mrs. David Bruoseomb is visiting relaNov. 11.
8t*B.
Hill

and

Hartand

!. r
for buying oook* of re fern
A pleasing part ot tfie
entertainment will be ttie preatnutw
I
h
part of aa operetta, and ma«it by th»
school nrrbttin, under tbe direction f
\E»«
Mias Hutton,
teacher of munr
Mersey gave an exceedingly pleasing * ;•
t
iag here last soring, and will be w*l<
*■

by

those

bo heard fa

w

Vox Popvu.
CASTINE.

*

Ocean lodge, I. O. O. F.f visited the
Harbor lodge Monday aijht.
Rev. William AJtchleon, of Bwugor, will
preach at tbe union church nest Sunday.

BAYHIDK.

Of two week*.

Mr*. Julia Higgins boa returned from
Southweat Harbor, where she visited rela-

Oscar Kettiick is moving bis family from
Ellsworth to Horace Marks’to live with
bis wife's parents this winter.

tives.

Clifford Tinker and w|f.

Horace l>rfjrd* and wife took the noon
to-day for Maiden. Ma**., where Mr.
Lord expects employment for the w inter.
Mrs. Etbelyn Keniick closed a tenweeks term of school in district No. 3
Friday, and will teach the winter term,
beginning Dec. ^

into

train

who

is

j

and

having hi.

is

house

painted.
Mrs.

C. W. Uickev, of Hull’. Cove, i*
son Urban.

visiting'toer

Horace Watts. Jr„ and wile
Hr. L. A. Eagerly snd wilt™

visiting

are

Mr,. A!l<-e Art her, of Aurora, is spending the w inter with her titter, Mrs. Frank
Hon ham.
Charles Smith and wife were in Orrington last week to attend the fiftieth wed-

ding anniversary of Frank Mclnlire and
wife.
C. J. Clark !rais*d eighty bushels of
beets, thirty bushels of carrots and twenty
buafaels of turnips on twenty-one rods of
land.
Scb.
Sov. 10.

held in tbe

were

in

Henry
war,

Chat ley,

a

Teteran of

suddenly

Nov. 8.

Sunday

wee

Panama’’,
been charged
of

attractively gowned
ea

train, with

a

1 .*{

on.

Margaret
(o

Sawyer
attend

Saturday

left

f

imiloen college.

a

!>*j>Us Martin, night operator in
telephone office, l> away on a v* it;
Mr*. W 8 IS vs
u*y

t

arrived ho

visiung her brother
several month*.

liiti

spoils

t.»
in

The member* of the normal
tcauii
wrid I**". diiAuu,
Town,” Saturday evening.

t

bd

Mi:
*

•{

Mrs. (Tara Wheel den, who baa*baen
guest of her mother, Mr*. Uott. tbe ;
six month*, left Monday for Montana.

Superinlendent-of-BcbooU Clark h**
the national record system

traduced

bis district, ily Ibis mean* a eon.}
record of each pupil i* filed at the off
also a duplicate at each school. Any t
ten wishing to ascertain tbe rank, dep r
ment, abarnce, tardiness or truancy of *

pupil,

same at Superintend
By this system return*:
department can be made a

may obtain

Clark’s office.
tbe State

easily and readily than former:
school committee and citizen* *:■
have no trouble in ascertaining the
dition of the schools,
U.
si Nov. 10.

more

and

EAST LAMOINE.

in duchess

Ospt. A.

tulle veil beld in

B.

Higgini

ta

in very

p

Mise AlioeClark, of Augusta, tbe maidof-bouor, wore white net with a bodice
Mise Elsie
of eeed pearl trimmings
Holmes, as bridesmaid, wore salmon crepe
dc chine. Both carried bouquets of pinks.
The bridegTootn was attended by Hay L.
Foster, of Milbridg*.
Following tbe ceremony, a reception
friends called to
was held, when many
offer congratulations, showing tbe popularity of tba young couple. A buffet lunch
in tbe dining-room by tbe
was served
There were
Muses Lee and Bartlett.
many wedding gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. Haynes left on the afternoon train tor
Augusta for a wedding
trip, after which they will keep house in

Mra. Ilahala Cram went to Boston Friday, for the winter.
Mr*. Elisabeth Moody, of Boston, and
Mias Grace Btebbins, of Springfield, Ms**.,

morning,

their

pleasantly

furnished

apartments

Harborside rood.
Nov. 10.

lays:
that government

U

Mrs. Isaac Smith,
better.

w

ho baa been quite til,

returned to their home#

to-day.
3i.

Nov. 11.

on

SMUT.

WEST BLLUVAN.
Oscar Workman, of Bangor, is employed
at F. E. Pettingill 's.
^
Mise Marion Mattocks is attending a
business school in Portland.

be

Eugene Ash, who has had employment
at the Granite hotel, went to Newport

—

i

by-

tod wife *;s-±».

health.

the Cteil

toaffected by the tragedy.
for
“Another shock besides the assassinaIn
tion and Manuel's death awaited me.
Taking op a newspaper one morning tbe^trat place, there ia no political ‘pull,
and it is a political ‘pull’
while at breakfast. I saw under large at Panama
headlines a statement that Ine* had that give* substance to the idea that
been subbed In her carriage while government work is deadening. Appointreturning to her home from the opera. meats on any other basis than merit will
She bad been escorted to the carriage ; paralyze any kind of work,
court,
by an official high in favor at
j “It is to be said to the lasting credit of
■who had closed the door. On arriving Boasevelt, Taft (for the most part), snd
tt was found ajar, and Wilson (thus far), that they have upheld
at her boir
heart Goelhala
the lady had been stabbed to tbe
firmly in this regard. OccasionIn
"I was doubtless the only roan
ally a man has coma to Panama with
Spain who knew—by Inference—who political backing strong enough to get
Fearing that the him employment. In such cases, Goethala
bad subbed Ine*.
and I b« has given the man bis chance (‘fas may be
■government might get a clew
summoned for a witness. I decided to a good man, who knows?’ b* says), and
I lefl
when ha has failed to make good be la
get away as soon as possible
treated like any other worker—discharged.
for this country the same evening.
"Thns far no clew to the assassin ol ■ “Men’so appointed and so discharged
Concia, 1
Inez has been discovered.
have-gone back whining to Washington,
bat all to no purpose."
have heard, has enured a convent"
was

rendered

»W

place by pearls. She carried t bouquet of
chrysanthemums, sod wore a pearl brooch,
tbe gift of I be groom.

Ban-

“it has
destroys initiative, but it can
aaid that there ia no place in America
day where there ia a freer pathway
merit of every kind than at Panama.

work

was

satin cut

________

Glory

was

Boat

Portland

church at the close of

Tbe bride, wbo
given away by her uncle, Mr. Hodg-

don,

No '‘Pull” at Panama.
In the November American .Vajonne
Bay Scanners Baker, in an article entitled,
“The

union

lor, appropriate music
Mr*. Mabelle Barege.

Croeby Tbursdsy.

died

Thursday for

One of tbe prettiest bom* weddings of
tbe year took place Tbursdsy morning,
Nov. 6, at tbe home of Mr. end Mrs. Edward .V. Hodgdoa, wiser* Ibeir niece. Mis#
Mildrvd Heetrice Heed and Eugene Bolton
Haynes were married by Hev. Charles
Pollen Lee. The bouse was decorated
with cut Bowers and green foliage.
As tbe wedding party entered the par-

gor lastjweek.
Mrs. F. O. SUeby, of Ellsworth, visited
relatives here last week.
The KWing circle will meet with Mrs.
Herbert

Mi.

_

AURORA.

Bridge* and wife

u> io.

prayer meeting Thursday evening,
49.
Nov. 11.

_

Adalbert

week.

kEED-HAVEWl.

R.

AMHERST.
Uxevrr

»<»

last

tbe

_

R

V. R.

Tbe monthly business meeting of the
united parish of Northeast Harbor wijl be

teaching

Friday,

of

Florida for tbe winter.

Stanley

next

Dec. u*

re-opened
Mrs. Bain left last

and

|

closes her school

Irom

will be

Hosed

in

tr.ov*d

trv

store

tbe

Bain's atore. which

Narrows school, district No. &, spent
Saturday and Sunday at Hayside, the
Miss
guest of J. D. Kemick and wife.
ill go to lastinc normal school.
Nov. 10.

over

Smith Co.

the

w

rooms

rH(

W. A

Southwest

MUs Vera Seeds will cu^t her school in
district No. J. nr xl Friday, for a vacation

r.

No*. 10.

tives at her former home in “teuben.

Miss Lenme Stanley,

f

The proceed* *»U

the high school.

Mrs. Abram Utlpalrick is in Boston.
W. Coomb# spent tb* week-end lb

surgical opera-

recent

tbe sotjy\c+m

b-u**cl

Friends here of Mrs. Jsme* A. Hill, of
NVs-t Goulds boro, are glad to hear she is
recovering from a
ation at 81. Luke's

CRABTREE, Hancock, Agent

by the low

One. however, towed out of the

tides.

225.00

Factory

Print F.O-B.

Helen C. Hill is taking a short vawith friends in Bar Harbor and

Miss
cation

$200.00

Taro-Twenty-Five, Kcgular Model.

Two-Silty, Standard Model. 260.00
Fight Koadatrr Modal. ..260.00
Two Speed. Kcgular Model
275.(«)
Two Speed. Touriat Standard Model
.Vkl.QO
7 H.P. Twin Header Special Model (with Klectrio Starter) 525.00

relatives.

creek

ith a New Standard of Value which must
all existing ideas of motorcycle worth.

w

overturn

You cannot fully realize the |9|4 Indian without a thorough atndy o< the 1914
Indian Catalog. It make* plain a ho»t of compelling Indian lacli that all motorcycle-intereated men can consider to their real profit. Send for the 1914 Indian
Catalog the moat intereating volume of motorcycle literature you've ever read.

EAST SULLIVAN.
F. Noyes

Armed

*

All standard Indian models for 1914 come equipped with electric
head light, electric tail light, tsvo sets high amperage storage batteries, electric signal, Corbin Brown rear-drive speedometer.

11._

Harold

Sumlwti
TW frntfM
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schtevrd
? If P Tww»
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ttrr

The second ball given by the employees
on the Haskell cottage was a success in

came

Ikt'ShrtT

^

last week.

Tbe “moonlight minstrels”

presented

I

Jules

Pepin

of Auburn, Maine, finds
dyspepsia medicine

E" Atwood’i

interesting program to a large audlence Thursday evening at K. of P. hall.
Kelley s orchestra furnished moaic tor a
dance following.
A performance waa
given in Prospect Harbor Friday evening.
Tbe members of the Pbytbion sisterhood, with tbe inspection of theur lodge
on Uaturday eyening and the
pleasure of
entertaining members from tbe Milbridge, Prospect and Cberryteid lodges
Monday evening, have been very busy.
Thirty-two visitors responded to the in-

an

|

J

it /«bilious-

diiziness,
a

disor-

nauuUsM

vitation extended.
Mies Agnes Hersey win assist in the
program to be given at K. of P. boll Bat-

no other
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